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New money has community 
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about the future of school use 
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Local peaks get big 
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I Tahltan asked to(,approve mine plan 
THE TAHLTAN ARE being asked to 
ratify a phn that will bring them jobs and 
investnient based on the development of 
a niultimillioii dollar copper, gold and 
silver mine in their traditional territory. 
Vancouver-based NovaGold Resourc- 
es has committed itself to job training and 
hiring of Tahltan, to business opportuni- 
ties for Tahltan companies and to financ- 
ing a heritalge trust fund in recognition of 
the social and other impacts coming from 
its proposed Galore Creek mine. 
Ratification will take the form of a 
vote at the end of this month after 13 in- 
forniation meetings are held in 11 com- 
munities, says Curtis Rattray, the chair of 
the Tahltan Central Council, which put 
together the deal. ? 
‘ 
The draft agreement, worth millions 
to the Tahltan who live in and around 
Iskut, Dease Lake and Telegraph Creek 
north of here, has the blessing of the two 
Tahltan band councils and’of the central 
council, he said. 
“What we believe is new in the prov- 
ince for First Nations is the heritage trust 
fund. It’s quite common in other jurisdic- 
tions but we think it is a first of its kind 
in B.C. It’s precedent setting,” said Ratl 
tray. 
NovaGold will make payments based 
on the profitability of the mine to the 
Tahltan Heritage Trust Fund, which the 
Tahltan will control. 
The company is forecasting a mine 
life of at least 20 years with estimates of 
after-tax annual cash flow ranging from 
$200 million to $350 million in its first 
years of operation. 
needed to construct the mine and it coul 
operating life. 
As well, a variety of support services 
will be required, opening the way for 
more employment and business opportu- 
nities. 
Rattray said the tentative agreement 
calls for NovaGold to train Tahltan and 
to identify gaps in education and skills 
that will need to be closed in order to se- 
cure employment. 
Some of the workforce is anticipated 
to come from the existing Eskay Creek 
gold mine, also on Tahltan traditional tcr- 
ritory, which is scheduled to close within 
the next 18 months. 
As many as 1,OOO people will be NovaGold’s development schedule 
, anticipates a construction start in niid- 
gin in 2010 based on the completion of a 
final feasibility study and environmental 
approval, from governnicnt. 
Rattray said there is no set number of 
jobs to be set aside for the Tahltan but 
that the company will give them prefer- 
ence when hiring. 
’ “What we need to do’is assess the 
skills and qualifications needed. We have 
four years before the mine is to open,” 
said Rattray. 
NovaGold Galore Creek project man- 
employ just over 500 people during i 9 s 2007 with commercial production to be- 
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E A veteran remembers 
SECOND WORLD WAR veteran Leonard “Curley” Casey looks on during the 
laying of wreaths at the cenotaph in front of city hall on Remembrance Day. 
The wreath-laying was preceded by a formal service at the Tillicum Twin The- 
atre building. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
ager Carl Gagnicr dcscribed llie draft 
agrecmcnt as a win-win for his company 
and for the Tahltan. 
“We’ve niade a very large commit- 
ment to the Tahltan people through this 
agreement,” said Gagnier. “There’s plen- 
ty of opportunity here for the Tahltan.’: 
He said the formation of the heritage 
trust fund is NovaGold’s way of ac- 
knowledging its project! will have social 
and other impacts on the Tahltan people. 
“What we have tried to do here is put 
in place a legal document that formalizes 
and defines how we will work together,” 
Gagnier added. 
Rattray and Gagnier said one example 
of cooperation resulted in NovaGold 
Cont’d Page A2 
Hockey players draft picks 
for municipal election ! race 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
THE TERRACE Men’s Recreational 
Hockey League has released the names 
of canaidates for city council it feels 
will work most quickly to bring the 
second sheet of ice/sportsplex to frui- 
tion. 
The league sent out questionnaires 
. to all .of the ca.pdidyt,es, . iuh~ ,~~q$$ .&$~  
city council with the goal to select six 
people that best serve their needs -the 
building of another ice rink - and fast. 
Having a group release a list of can- 
didates it endorses is a rare occurrence 
in Terrace municipal politics. 
“The idea behind it was if we didn’t 
promote people that were looking to 
help our program than we were go- 
ing to be waiting another three or four 
years for something to be done,” said 
league president Chris Chicoine. 
Based on the answers su6mitted to 
the organization - which has about 200 
members -the league executive select- 
ed two existing councillors and four 
newcomers as their picks to a quick 
resolution to the sportsplex issue. 
The two incumbents are Marylin 
Davies and Carol Leclerc and first- 
time council hopefuls are Kim Croat, 
Brad Pollard, Brian Downie and Gar- 
don Oates. 
And though veteran councillor Rich 
McDaniel, who tbs long supported 
building a multiplex which would in- 
clude a second sheet of ice, was not on 
the list, the group said he ranked sev- 
enth. 
‘‘Not wanting to upset anybody, 
Rich was on the shortlist, or the next 
list, for councillors but tlicrc are a few 
councillors at this time who have said 
,quite a bit or talked a lot but not done a 
lot,” Chicoine said. 
The league felt despite niany years 
of vocal support by council, little ac- 
tion has been taken on the project. 
“As a group we are not telling ev- 
erybody they have to vote this way, this 
A FORMER member of the city’s decide on the lesser second sheet of ice, 
sportsplex fundraising group says city proposal without at least letting the do- 
council should be worried about using nors know first. 
donated money for a lesser project than The 2003 design used by the city 
was first envisioned. group to raise money was to include 
Businessman Bob Park says the renovations to the banquet room and 
majority of the money raised was for a office space in the existing arena and 
plan that included meeting rooms and a for a structure between the arena and 
teen centre but that the current council the aquatic centre. 
plan is for’just a second sheet of ice. It would have rcsuked in a second 
“Will the big corporate donors now’ sheet of ice, youth centre, meeting 
come to the city and pull their dona- rooms and retail space. 
tions based on what they are seeing Rising building costs forced city 
now versus what they were originally council to rcconsider that plan, opt- 
shown by the city?” said Park, who has ing instead this year to proceed with 
himself donated money to thc project. a pared down version consisting of 
“A lot of the money was donated dressing rooms, limited seating and a 
because of the teen centre and now that second sheet of ice to bc situated on tlie 
concept is gone.” north side of the cxisting arena. 
He also questions how council can Cont’d Page A2 
Lost days recovery plan coming 
By D-USTIN QUEZADA 
SCHOOL DISTRICT officials here will decide this week 
how to make up for days lost because of last month’s illegal 
teachers’ strike. 
Friday openings are the likely way to recoup as many of 
the eight lost days as possible, says school district chair Lor- 
rie’Gowen. 
“For us, our concern is whether money will be provid- 
ed for transportation.” said Gowen, adding it would need 
$40,000 day to run the district’s bus service. 
Of greater concern to the local board, however, could be 
getting the teaching staff to comply. 
Veralynn Munson, the Terrace and District Teachers’ 
Union president, said last week the board had not contact- 
ed her but she feels teachers would not be inclined to work 
makeup days. 
“I don’t think teachers would be receptive (to extra days 
of instruction),” Munson said. “There’s a preoccupation and 
distraction with the lost days and not with the larger prob- 
lem.” 
Munson said teachers can adapt to cope with the lost time, 
leaving the government to use the money saved during the 
h i k e  to be put to class composition - a key issue for teach- 
ers in the October job action. 
‘ Overall, the provincial education ministry is focused 
on grades 10 to 12 students and adjustments to provincial 
exam rules. These include pushing January provincial exams 
back a week to February, allowing more opportunities for 
students to re-write exams and paying for instruction outside 
the regular school day for students requiring help. 
Gowen said there are enough Fridays between now and 
the end of the first semester to not push back the January 
exam period, while she said she would support allowing stu- 
dents to re-write exams in more than just one exam period. 
A broader measure is for boards to consider reducing or 
eliminating non-essential activities in K-12, such as field 
trips, in favour of intellectual and academic development. 
While Gowen said that makes sense given the circum- 
stances, Munson disagrees, saying she was surprised that ed- 
ucation minister Shirley Bond has it listed as a possibility. 
“It shows how little (Bond) understands about learning,” 
Munson said, adding she’s disappointed out-of-class learn- 
ing is not given equal footing with academic instruction. 
District superintendent Rob Greenwood said he’s not 
confident the school district will get the necessary money to 
cover the eight days lost here once the majority of the money 
saved during the strike is paid out to meet mediator Vince 
Ready’s recommendations. 
“What’s left of the money for the Vince Ready recom- 
mendations? A third?” Greenwood said. “That would maybe 
give us a maximum of three days just to put it in perspec- 
tive.” 
is a suggestion on who can benefit us 
down, the road in the short term,” said 
Chicoine. 
“Again it’s basically a frustration 
that they tease us with this and tease us 
with that,” Chicoine said regarding the 
numerous proposals the city has come 
up with over the years to develop a sec- 
ond sheet of ice. 
L. -”-. And.thoughjhe league wy$d like to 
see shovels in the ghund soor?,it is not 
convinced the design before the city to- 
day is the best solution. 
That’s because it’s been pared down 
from a design first released in 2003 
and may not address key issues such as 
the need for more showers in dressing 
rooms. 
The existing four dressing rooms 
only have showers in two of them. That 
means when hockey games are booked 
back to back, players must shuffle 
between the dressing rooms to allow 
the first team to shower after its game 
while the second team gets ready in the 
roonis with no showers. That team then 
1 moves into the dressing rooms with 
’ showers to clean up after the game. 
’ “It’s called the hallway dance,” said 
Chicoine. 
He and other players hope whatev- 
er design is implemented will include 
dressing rooms with showers to allevi- 
ate the problem. 
But Chicoine says the league recog- 
njzes there isn’t a lot of time to look at 
new designs. 
“At this point we are probably on the 
verge of losing grant money which has 
been mentioned before,” he said, refer- 
ring to a federal-provincial grant worth 
$2 million. That comes with a use-it- 
or-lose-it deadline which was extended 
this past summer. The new deadline to 
get thqproject started is early 2008. 
The league did note that while most 
of the candidates, with the exception of 
Robert Shkuratoff, support the comple- 
tion of a facility in some form or an- 
other, the short list contains those who 
indicated they want a quick resolution 
to the issue. 
V e x  money issue arises ~ 
Oops a daisy 
ARLENE SI-IEPPARD, left, and Mary Ann Lawrence work on their parts for 
Nunsense, a Terrace Little Theatre musical production. It’s the largest produc- I tion to be mounted this year by the group. See Page B1 for more. 
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Feds offer Tahltan 
info on governing 
WBERAL CIVIL servants are up north this seminator of information. We’re there to 
week in an attempt to help a Tahltan band explain policies and procedures,” said INAC 
resolve its internal differences. official Anita Bedell last week. /, 
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada “This is part of the process to get them 
(INAC) officials will be giving workshops back up and running. We’ll be involved for 
on how band councils work, what good gov- up to the next six months.” 
erance is and how elections work in Tele- The third party manager, hired for a so 
graph Creek and Dease Lake today and to- far undisclosed amount of money, will be 
morrow. The Telegraph Creek band, one of running the band’s affairs until at least next 
- -. two Tahltan bands, has been virtually immo- June, the date of the next scheduled band 
bilized owing to an occupation of its offices council elections. 
by a group opposed to band chief Jerry Asp. Some of the people involved in the Tele- 
’ They said Asp, who was president of the graph Creek occupation were also involved 
Tahltan Nation Development Corporation at in another internal Tahltan dispute over who 
the time the occupation began, was in a con- makes decisions regarding the use of Tahl- 
flict of interest because he could not act as a tan traditional territory. 
political leader as well as a business leader That group says the Tahltan Central 
in dealing with mining companies. Council. which is mndc up of representatves 
The occupation caused the band to close of the 10 niain Tdhltiin clans, can’t claim to 
its offices. A third party manager has now have authority over Tahltan lands. 
been hired by INAC to administer the band’s This other dispute Icad to a blockade this 
social services and other programs until the suninier which prevented Fortune Minerals ‘ 
situation is fixed. from gaining access to the Klappan area so it 
“Our role is that of a facilitator and dis- could work on its anthracite coal deposits. 
, 
From frcint 
Mine plan approval sought 
changing its planned road access to connect 
the mine with Hwy37. 
An earlier route proposal drew Tahltan 
worries about environmental impacts on fish- 
baring waters and other issues. The new 
= route calls for a much-narrower road and the 
construction of a pipeline to transport concen- 
trate from the mine to Hwy37 for hauling. 
The draft agreement was reached through 
hhat Rattray described as a new way for the 
Tahltan to make decisions. It was first crafted 
by negotiators, then presented to the Tahltan 
’ Central Council executive, which consists 
of Rattray as chair and the two chiefs of the 
two Tahltan bands in Telegraph Creek and 
in Iskut. 
It was then passed to the councils of the 
two bands and to the central council board, 
which is made up of representatives of the 
10 main Tahltan clans. 
The current schedule of information 
meetings followed by ratification is meant to 
gain the involvement of as many Tahltan as 
possible, said Rattray. 
This new process is also important to 
demonstrate the Tahltan Central Council’s 
position as being representative of the Tahl- 
tan people. native people. 
Members of the group also blockaded 
road access to the Klappan area this summer 
so another resource company, Fortune Min- 
erals, could not work on its anthracite coal 
licences. 
Rattray said the Klappan area is drawing 
more attention because it is used more in 
modem times by the Tahltan than is Nova- 
Gold’s Galore Creek property. 
“There’s more potentid for acid rock 
drainage in the Klappan and not so much at 
Galore Creek,” Rattray added. 
So far, there has not been the level of op- 
position to NovaGold that has befallen For- 
tune Minerals. 
. Gagnier from NovaGold said that while 
he could not speak for other projects, his 
company has put a lot of work into its de- 
velopment. 
“Any relationship is based on communi- 
cation and we’ve worked very hard at that,” ’ 
said Gagnier. “We’ve heard concenis and 
we havelistened to everyone.” 
Ratification ‘of the agreement will be a 
crucial example of the “consult and accom- 
modate” requirement ordered by the courts 
in how governments and industry deal with 
fi has run into stiff opposition from a 
group of people who challenge its authority 
to make decisions because they say the el- 
ders are being ignored. The group occupied 
the offices of the Telegraph Creek band ear- 
lier this year. . must‘ be taken into account. 
Court rulings have held that while native 
groups do not hold a veto on developments 
on their traditional territory, they must be in- 
cluded in decision making and that social, 
envi(onnienta1 and impacts on natives on 
From front 
~ 
‘Plex money issue raised 
“In lots of ways I think they should just 
build the stupid rink, but we don’t have 
enough seats in the arena we have,now and 
that was supposed to be taken care of with 
the other (2003) plan,” Park said, adding he 
can’t support a project that has deviated so 
far from the initial vision of a multiplex that 
received city approval in the 1999 referen- 
dum. 
“How do you go fundraise for something 
you don’t have any faith in happening?’ 
Alcan, which commited itself to $450,000 
in 2003 but which,does not yet have a signed 
contract with the city, says it hasn’t met with 
the city since the second sheet of ice only 
plan was unveiled in the spring. 
“We are still there, we want to assist and 
be a part of it but obviously we need to sit 
down with the City of Terrace officials to 
find out what their plan is and how they are 
ficial Colleen Nyce. 
“It’s definitely still on the table, but again, 
that depends on what the new plan is and we. 
[haven’t been officially told anything on their 
part,” says Nyce, adding other projects Al- 
can is supporting have faced the same prob- 
lems with rising construction costs. 
Mayor Jack Talstra says he is not morally 
opposed to using the pledged money for the 
existing design. 
“There is absolutely no problem as far as 
I’m concerned, we haven’t changed the con- 
cept really,” he said. 
“We went to people for donations for a 
sportsplex and innitially it was to be placed 
btween the swimming pool and the arena 
- we have not changed the major component 
of the second sheet of ice. ’ 
“I have absolutely no problem with it and 
I don’t think donors do either, for that mat- 
moving forward with it,” says company of- ter.” 
~ L I  
D Max Min Total D Max Min Total 
A Temp Temp Precip A Temp Temp Precip 
“6 mm v “C “C mm 
4 2.7 -0.7 2.0 4 9.3 4.7 49.2 
5 2.9 0.1 1.6 5 5.7 -1.3 29.6 
6 2.9 -0.3 1.0 6 1.3 -4.0 0.0 
7 3.3 0.3 0.2 7 -0.1 -2.1 27.2 
8 4.2 1.0 12.6 8 1.5 -0.8 12.2 
9 8.4 3.1 32.5 9 0.1 -2.8 0.0 
Construction, Terrace 
ur Local Hiahwav & Bridae Maintenance Contract 
hydroplaning. The slush will be plowed off one to two 
hours after the initial salt application. 
Please remember to adiust your drivins habits for 
t 
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News In Brief 
CITY OFFICIALS Marvin Kwi2,tkowski (left) and David Block are hoping a rail spur similar to the one shown above can be built from the exist- 
ing Terrace-Kitimat CN rail line to the industrial land near the airport. It’s an important piece of infrastructure to lure investment here. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
City wants to spur development 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
THE CITY is eyeing a boundary ex- 
pansion to take in more than 1,000 
acres of property near the existing 
aikort lands. 
It would pave the way for a larger 
industrial land base and open the 
door to building a rail spur to the 
location. 
The establishment of a rail spur 
to connect to the existing CN line 
between Terrace and Kitimat is criti- , 
cal to attracting industrial comp$es 2 
and manufacturers to the area, par- 
ticularly now that the Prince Rupert 
container port is expected to start 
operations in 2007. 
The container port will rely heav- 
ily on rail traffic and if Terrace is to 
create an inland port of some sort, the 
city must acquire a larger industrial 
land base and start moving ahead 
with infrastructure development.,, 
The property the city has its‘eye. 
on is located south and west of the 
existing lands. 
of relatively flat, easy to develop 
property which would make the 
building of a spur relatively simple, 
says Marvin Kwiatkowski, the city’s 
director of development services. 
He is on a committee made up 
of city administrators charged with 
proceeding with the project. 
The city has identified two possi- 
ble locations for rail spur lines, each 
roughly five or six kilometres long 
which could be built there making 
it easier for potential businesses to 
access rail cars moving to and from 
Prince Rupert. 
One of those spurs could come 
off the Kitimat-Terrace line near the 
BC Hydro substation off Beam Sta- 
tion Road. 
But the cost of building the spur 
is estimated at $1 million per kilo- 
metre, says city administrator Ron 
Poole, adding the city hopes to part- 
ner with CN to ease the costs.’. .. 
-*.- “IMink it’s a benefit-to @N, they 
see that, too,” Poole says. 
But before the city can seriously 
spur, it must first get the go-ahead city hopes to acquire, which means 
from the provincial guvernment to the tax levels arc considerably low- 
expand its boundaries. er, says Poole. 
. Part of that process includcs con- And because there are no resi- 
sulting with property owners ‘and dences located in the proposed area, 
any other groups that may be affect- the city does not need to go to ref- 
ed by the acquisition - that includes erendum. 
any First Niitions that may have tra- Instead, once it is ready, the city 
ditional territory in the area. will have to advertise its intentions 
There are only two parcels in in it type of reverse referendum 
the proposed boundary expansion whereby the city gives the public 
owned by someone other than the time to object. 
provincial crown. A set number of people must be 
One is the former Skeena Cellu- against the proposal for the plan to 
lose - so the city will be speaking ’fail. 
with Larry Prentice, the receiver in The prospect of acquiring the 
charge of that disposal of that com- land and moving forward on the 
pany’s assets. city’s plans to expand its industrial 
The other is local businessman land base is exciting, says Poole. 
Wayne Webber of All West Trading “It’s nice to be looking forward 
and the city has already been in touch instead of constantly looking back,” 
with him regarding the proposal. Poole says. “This is new and excit- 
The biggest impact those property ing.” 
owners gould see is a sligKt increase 
in taxes going from the regional dis- 
trict to the city. 
However, neither property own- 
Skeeiicr-Birlkley NDP MP Natliari 
Citlleri says the city lias die cliarrce 
of gettirrg federal ntorieyfor its proj- 
It is strategically located on acres consider the development of the rail ers have residences on the land the ect. See Page A9. 
Stay with us betwe 
and December 31 s 
Single occupancy receives one hot breakfast FREE and double 
occupancy receives two hot breakfasts absolutely FREE. 
First 10 customers also receive a travel lunch cooler, compliments of 
DAYS INN Prince George absolutely ... 
FREE!** 
Offer expires Dec. 31,2005 -- 
I BONUS COUPQN! I 
Prince George 
600 Quebec Street I HORSE RACING VOUCH& 
I ‘One voucher per rwm booking I 
1 (250) 562-7072 I Two vouchers for double I 
Toll Free: 1-800-292-8333 ’ I occupancy I 
f ExpirosDec 31,2005 Ernail: daysinnpg@telus.net . - - - - - - - _ _  - - - - - - - -. 
Some restdctions may apply. Not lo be combined with ony other olfor 
** Llmited supply of lunch coolers. Valid only e l  Ihe DAYS INN Prince George locntlon. 
Your Terrace Standard/Weekend Advwfiser 
NEWSPAPER CARRIERS are out there 
PhlNEIlGW UP THEPA’l’NTAY TO f YOURDOOR\Vl5NDARKM!# @Xi N
. -- 
aproud sponsor of ,, 
Terrace R.C.M.P. are investigating 
a break, enter and theft from 5033-A 
Medeek Ave. in Terrace. The culprit(s: 
likely entered the residence through 
a side door some time around 7:OC 
p.m. on 2005-11-02. Stolen from thc 
residence were one gray “Prima” D W  
player, value approxipately $50 and 
a gray “Audiovox” CD player/Radio, 
model #AXP4131PE, approximate 
value $39.99 
If you have information about this or any other crimc 
Dr you know the identity of the person or person’E 
responsible for this, or any other crime - Crimestopper8 
wouldJike to hear from you. ‘ 
Crlmestoppers offers a cash reward of up to S2,OOO.OO for informatlon 
leading to the arrest and charges belfig lald ogainst Ihls or any other 
unsolved Crime. If you have any information call CRIME STOPPERS at 635- 
TIPS, thot‘s 635-8477. Callers wlll not be required to reveal thelr ldantity or 
testify In court. Crirnestoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
C d I  6351TIPS 
SECURITY SYSTEMS 
Commercial & Residential Securiiy Data Cabling 
Wireless Systems 11 Electronic Services . 
0 Access Control 
Surveillance Cameras 
Fire Alarms 
24 Hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
“24 Hour Proper?. Protecfion“ 
877-71 3-9588 
Fax: 250-638-600 1 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Purse snatcher sought 
A PURSE snatcher brazenly grabbed an elderly wom- 
an’s purse in broad daylight as the lady walked down 
Park Ave last week. 
The suspect, who ripped the purse off the victim’s 
arm at around 2:30 p.m. Nov. 7, is believed to be a 
young female, between 13- and 15-years-old, about 
5’2” tall with a slim build and bclieved to be possibly 
First Nations, Terrace RCMP report. 
She was wearing a pale pink and crcam jacket and 
Rcd on foot westbound through the empty lot betwcen 
the 4700 block of Park Avc. and Davis Ave. toward 
Eby Street. 
A sccond person seen running from tllc area is dc- 
scribcd ils a young fenialc with long dark hair W ~ O  WiiS 
wcnring dark clothing. 
A witiicss retrieved thc victiiii’s purse. Anyone wit11 
informiition iibout this crime is asked to c;dl the ‘I‘cr- 
Tiice RCh417 d~tiich~iic~it iit 638-7400 or Criiiiestoppcrs 
lit 635-8477, 
Union votes again 
MEMBERS 01: the Tclcco~il~lit~~iici~tiolls Workcrs 
Union who work for ‘I’clus should know today if lhey‘ll 
be going hick ti) work, ending ;I strikdlock out wliicl i 
has been going on since July. 
row margin litst Iiionth dcspitc i t  being endorsed by thc 
union’s executive and bargaining committee. 
Union exccutivcs and negotiators arc also endorsing 
this sccond attenipt described as an iinprovernciit ovcr 
the onc that was rejected. 
“It’s certainly not everything we wanted, but it’s 
enhancements,” union president Bruce Bell said of thc 
new proposal being sent out as part of a niail-in ballot 
arrangement. 
The proposed deal includes a lunip-sum payment of 
5.25 per cent per year for the four and a half years since 
thc contract expired, and a two per cent increase for the 
current year. 
Union concessions in the previous version of the 
deal included the closure of four B.C. call centres, with 
jobs offered to members in Alberta. 
B.C. employees were also asked to give up long- 
standing benefits such as a monthly “accumulated time 
off’ day. 
During the dispute, Telus contracted some of its 
call centre services to the Philippines and India, which 
union members viewed as a threat despite the compa- 
ny’s assurances that it was a temporary measure to deal 
with the walkout. 
Thc first iittcliil~t iit ii CoIltriict was rcjected by a nar- 
Dirt bikes driven’away 
SOMEONE stole three dirt bikes from a Cottonwood 
Ave. address Oct. 28. 
A resident reported the theft of a grey and red 1993 
Yamaha Big Bear, a red and black Honda XRlOO dill 
bike with stickers on it and a white, purple and pink 
Yamaha PW80 dirt bike. 
Terrace RCMP said it’s believed, these machines 
wcre’ taken through the backyqd, and across a field ~ 
where their tracks disappeared. , 
In a separate theft, a resident of Mountainview Av;.” 
reported that a red 1983/84 Honda Quad and a Raleigh 
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The - big issue 
IT’S CLEAR from the various statements made 
by Terrace city council candidates leading inta 
this Saturday’s vote that the plan for a spottsplew 
second sheet of ice remains as complicated and as 
controversial as ever. 
As matters now stand the cbrrent council re- 
ceived two tenders when it put its latest idea, a 
pared down second sheet of ice, out for bid this 
summer. But both prices were beyond the financ- 
ing now ,in place. 
So council decided to re-tender early in 2006. 
The theory is that the city will get more competi- 
tive prices in the dead of winter rather than later 
on when companies are busier. 
Yet that plan isn’t as rock-solid as it might seem. 
Two incumbent city councillors, Rich McDaniel 
and Marylin Davies, now appear to be leaning to- 
ward re-thinking the whole idea of what council 
should build. 
Mr. McDaniel says he is in favour of what he 
calls “the full shot multiplex,” which is far more 
than a second sheet of ice. And Mrs. Davies says 
she is morally opposed to using money already 
raised to build a second sheet of ice when those 
who contributed the money in the first place did 
so on the basis that the project would include oth- 
er facilities. 
More than anything, these statements by two of 
council’s more veteran members reveal the quan- 
dary facing the city and, by extension, its resi- 
dents. 
The idea of a multiplex, that is, a second sheet 
of ice, meeting rooms and the like has been around 
for years and was the subject of two referenda in 
ally speaking, city residents fa- 
back then. And may do sohow 
have far outstripped the ability 
to build one without raising taxes. 
A second sheet of ice only is the result of coun- 
cil seeking to reduce the project’s scope in order 
to close the gap between costs and available mon- 
ey. Yet that gap is as large as ever. 
Far too much time has now passed for council 
to once again consider a mutliplex without asking 
for residents’ approval.1And the second sheet of 
ice only plan has never been put to a referendum 
to test its acceptance. 
Council hopeful Glenn Kelly put it best at the 
Nov. 1 all candidates meeting. “There’s quite a 
bit of difference between a second sheet of ice, a 
sportsplex, and a multiplex. What is it that we are 
after here?’ he asked. 
It’s a valid question. It’s also one that can’t be 
answered as voters go to the polls this Saturday. 
Instead it’s going to take a-lot of work by the 
new council to develop a coherent vision of what 
it wants which can be understood by residents. 
And that vision, whatever it is, must then be test- 
ed in the form of a referendum. 
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Office lottery pools made’easy 
THE OFFICE lottery pool 7
seems as Canadian as hockey, 
doughnuts, and Thanksgiving 
in October. 
As the folks at an A&W 
outlet discovered recently, it is 
also fraught with potenti’al for 
legal squabbling. 
Given the amount of money” 
at stake it’s surprising how 
little attention is given to the 
organization and administra- 
tion of the pool. 
The typical situation is 
this: some unlucky person is 
stuck with the weekly task of 
collecting money and, buying 
tickets; anyone and everyone 
who wants to contribute a few 
bucks is allowed in the pool. 
In most cases there’s never 
an issue because the winnings 
never amount to anything sig- 
nificant. 
It’s all fun and games until 
someone hits’the jackpot. The 
thing about lotteries is that 
while your group’s chances 
of winning may be (really) re- 
mote, eventually someone al- 
ways wins. 
As long as you are purchas- 
ing tickets, there’s a chance 
you’ll end up facing a mob of 
poolies demanding their share 
of the winnings. 
There are several problems 
with the typical office lottery 
pool. Here’s why: in an ideal 
world, there would be one per- 
son buying one ticket for one 
draw. 
In the event of a winning 
ticket there would be no com- 
peting claims for the money. 
In the real world, the situ- 
ation is complicated by the 
presence of numerous pool 
ROBERT SMITHSOP ~ ~~ ~ 
members and multiple tickets 
for draws taking place over an 
extended period of time. 
Existing poolies abandon 
ship, others join up, old tickets 
and small cash prizes gener- 
ate more tickets (which may 
themselves earn additional 
free tickets in a future draw) 
‘ minute they find themselves 
with a winning ticket). 
First, the office lottery pool 
should not be a single, long- 
running, continuous affair. It 
needs to have clear breaks. 
One way to do this is to halt 
the pool once a big jackpot 
has been won. Use up any re- 
maining free tickets, distribute 
any accumulated winnings, 
and allow a clear break in time 
before the next pool makes a 
fresh start. 
This allows existing play- 
ers to abandon the pool and 
new ones to enter without ever 
muddying the waters of en- 
titlement to winnings. 
Second, the group of poo- 
lies must be clearly established 
at the outset of a pool and dili- 
gently controlled throughout. 
The pool administrator must 
keep accurate records of which 
co-workers have entered each 
The pool administrator much keep 
accurate records of which co-workers have 
entered each pool. 
and the whole thing goes on 
endlessly. 
The result is a situation in 
which it is virtually impossible 
to distinguish which poolie in- 
vested in which ticket. 
There is no obvious way 
to determine precisely who 
should share in the eventual 
winnings. 
So, here are some basic 
rules for poolies aimed at 
eliminating squabbles (and the 
need to start hiring lawyers the 
pool. 
Third, once the pool has 
commenced, no new poolies 
should be allowed to join un- 
til the current pool ends and a 
new one is commenced. 
I call this the “no Johnny- 
come-latelies” rule. This 
prevents late-arriving players 
from laying claim to winnings 
to which they did not contrib- 
ute. 
Fourth, a poolie entering 
the pool must commit to stay- 
‘ing in for whatever number of 
weeks it takes for the jackpot 
to be won and the current pool 
to wrap up. 
I call this the “Hotel Cali- 
fornia” rule (fans of the Eagles 
will understand why). This 
prevents poolies abandoning 
ship and then claiming a share 
of winnings obtained after 
they left. 
As a lawyer, I can’t help but 
recommend that you establish 
the rules in writing and have 
each player sign on at the out- 
set of each session. 
Realistically, I don’t expect 
that to occur. But, at the very 
least, the pool administrator 
should communicate the rules 
to each poolie at the outset of 
each new pool. 
Follow these rules and 
you’ll be well on your way to 
a! dispute-free~.jackpot experi, 
I can’t do anything about 
the poor odds of hitting the 
jackpot, but following these 
rules will definitely decrease 
the chances of having to pay 
a chunk of your winnings to 
lawyers. 
Robert Smfthson is a part- 
ner at Pushor Mitchell U P  
in Kelowna, practicing exclu- 
sively in the area of labour 
and employment law. 
If you have a labour or 
employment question that 
could be answered in a fu- 
ture column, email him at 
smithson @pushormitchell. 
com. 
This subject matter is pro- 
vided for general information- 
al purposes‘only. 
ence. ~ i 
How the 
READlNG STORYBOOKS to 
your preschoolcrs before bed- 
time won;t neccssarily teach 
them to read words unless you 
do something niore explicit 
than merely read the story, 
conclude researchers follow- 
ing a French language study in 
Moncton, New Brunswick. 
Preschoolers were fitted 
with lightweight headbands 
supporting three cameras po- 
sitioned to ,record the move- 
ments of the kids’ pupils. , 
Five storybooks ranging 
from 12 to 16 pages each were 
scanned into a computer. Two 
books were English - The 
Happy Egg and The Carrot 
Seed. The other three books 
were in French. Three books 
had bright colourful illustra- 
tions; two had only black and 
white drawings. 
Then while the child sat in 
Mom’s lap, Mom read each 
book once. Calibrating head- 
gear recorded exactly where 
the children were looking, 
whether at the illustrations or 
the text, on the left page or the 
right, at the top of the page or 
the bottom. 
The children focused on the 
illustrations, seldom looking 
little ones learn to read 
Listening to someone read 
a story can be hard work. It 
takes practice to succeed. 
I recall attending my first 
author’s reading at the Terrace 
Public Library with my grand- 
daughters when they were 10 
and 11. Margaret Thompson 
read one of her,  children’s 
books. The girls had no trouble 
following her words. I did. I 
attribute my difficulty to years 
of reading to myself. 
I had to close my eyes and 
tote it around the house, climb 
up in a chair, or on a bed, or 
stretch out on the rug to leaf 
through, lingering over any 
page that particularly snags 
their interest. No kid can de- 
velop such a partnership with 
a computer. 
Each storybook has its own 
size, heft, and texture from the 
crisp new book with pages yet 
to be turned to the dog-eared 
volume preserved by transpar- 
ent tape. 
listen hard to imagine the I wouldn’t be surprised if 
scenes and actions she de- books even have individual 
scribed. I hadn’t done that smells to a sensitive wee nose, 
since I was a teenager listening depending upon the strawbeny 
to LUX theatre of the radio. jam or peanut butter left by the 
at the text. When they did fo- 
cus on text, it was for five sec- while Mom reads to them; The report of this study ap- 
onds or less. their little brains are working pears in the latest issue of psy- 
Well duh! as kids say. Since mightily to transpose her voice chological science. 
this was the kid’s first look into Disney images. The more Psycho~ogy professor Mary 
at these books, he would be unusual the story as compared Ann Evans at the university of bound to check out the pic- to their everyday lives, the Guelph, co-author of the study, 
And if some of the words constructing the scene. 
were new to him, his eyes No mentionis madeof ask- doesn’t grasp text, reading to 
would flit over the drawings in ing the kids whether they pre- him will teach him vocabu- 
search of clues to tell him what fer stones read from a book, or ‘w, how a story is construct- 
the new vocabulary meant. from a computer. ed, and you’ll share a pleasant 
He’d have no time to hunt But my money is on books. interlude With Your child. 
for familiar text and still keep We all know when a kid finds what more can YOU expect 
up with Mom’s story. a book they truly like, they froma3yearold? 
CLAUDETTE SAI’ll)ECKI 
No wonder kids sit rapt last of little hands. 
tures first. more they must put into concedes even if your 
Seven run for schoo 
Don Dunster Diane Collins Art Erasmus Mary-Ann Freeman 
Don Dunster. 65. is di- Diane Collins. 45. has Art Erasmus is 64 and has Marv-Ann Freeman is 39 
vorced with three adult 
daughters who live outside 
Terrace. 
Dunster has lived in Ter- 
race for 3 1 years and is now 
semi-retired. He continues 
to work for clients and con- 
sults in the areas business 
administration, accounting 
and office management. 
Dunster spent two terms 
as a recreation commkO 
sioner, helping secure Ter- 
race as host of the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games in 1983. 
He has been a board member 
with the hospital, the now- 
defunct community health 
council and with Terrace 
and District Community 
Services Society. 
/ I  
, ,  
been married 26 years and 
is the mother of five children 
who have all attended or 
currently attend schools in 
the school district. 
A Kitsunikaluni-based 
resident of the Terrace area 
for 18 years, Collins studied 
business administration at 
NWCC. She has worked as 
a self-employed consultant 
assisting and training new 
, businesses. 
She helped the 
Kitsumkalum treaty nego- 
tiator for three years and 
was chief councillor for 
Kitsumkalum for four years. 
She’s been a member or 
board member of several 
Terrace groups. 
been married to Lesley for 
eight years. Erasnius, who 
holds a masters degree in 
education, retired four ycars 
ago after 39 yciirs in pub- 
lic education ils ii teacher, 
school principii1 illid school 
district adniinistrator in 
Prince Gcorg‘e and Terrace. 
A fathcr to two adult 
daughters who rcccived 
their education in the public 
system, Erasmus works as a 
part-time coroner. 
I n  the community, he’s 
involved with Rotary, vari- 
-ous club and district level 
positions, community ser- 
vice. fundraising and pro- 
motional programs and the 
ski patrol. 
years oid, a wife of 19 years 
and a mother of two daugh- 
ters in high school. 
Both she and her hus- 
biiiid are self-employed and 
Frccnian has been a volun- 
teer within her daughters’ 
schools since kindergarten. 
Frceman has been on the 
piirent advisory council ex- 
ccutive for eight years and 
the district parent advisory 
council executive for four 
ycars. She is well versed 
in the areas of advocacy, 
reading and parents’ and 
children’s rights within the 
school act. 
Freeman, a Southern 
Baptist, has been a Sunday 
school teacher’for 10 years. 
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board trustee 
Tanis Kilpatrick -- Hal Stedham 
Tanis Kilpatrick, 46, has Born Harold Stedhani, 
two school-aged children he,has been Hal since he ran 
and is recently re-married. for school president at King 
Kilpatrick worked as a Edward high school in Van- 
geotechnical engineer for a couver with the slogan: Be a 
consulting firni in Vancou- pal - vote for Hal. 
ver before taking a job with Stedhani, 63, taught in 
the Ministry of Highways in the Lower Mainland for 10 
Terrace in 199 I .  years before earning a Mas- 
Now a stay-at-home ters in Education Adminis- 
mom, she has been a niem- tration and moved north to 
ber of the school planning be principal of Nisga’a El- 
council for Cassie Hall El- ementary School. He contin- 
ementary, is a member of ued to work with First Na- 
the local chapter of Cana- ’’ tions students until 2002. 
dian Parents for French and Stedham was first elected 
participated in consultation a school trustee in 1999 and 
for school reconfiguration, has served two ternis. 
Mountainview Elementary, Stedham has been mar- 
and the local school calen- ried to Barb for 40 year and 
dar. She enjoys the outdoor they have three adult daugh- 
lifestyle Terrace offers. ters -two of them teachers. 
” Gary Turner 
Gary Turner, 57, is mar- 
ried‘to Lynn and they have 
two adult daughters. Turner 
was born and raised in Ter- 
race. 
Turner is a scaler by 
trade. He has previous ex- 
perience as a school trustee, 
having served as Thornhill’s 
representative between 1993 
and 2002. 
Turner is also very active 
in Terrace’s sporting com- 
munity. 
He has served as presi- 
dent of Terrace Minor Soft- 
ball from 1988 to 1994, has 
coached high school basket- 
ball since 1993 and was as- 
sistant sports director for the 
1997 Northern B.C. Winter 
Games here. 
, M ee t t h e c a nod i d ?a te 
Who’s who in the race forcity council 
Brian Downie 
Brian Downie is 58, mar- 
ried with three grown sons. 
He’s lived in,Terrace for 15 
years. He runs a small tour 
company and works as a for- 
estry consultant. He’s a reg- 
istered professional forester. 
He was the district man- 
ager for the B.C. Forest Ser- 
vice here from 1990-2003. 
He is the president of the 
Riverboat Days Society, and 
is a director of Heritage Park 
Museum and Terrace Eco- 
nomic Development Au- 
thority. He’s volunteered for 
Terrace Minor Hockey and 
is involved with the Terrace 
Tourism Society. 
He was also the interim 
president of the provincial 
Skeena Liberal constituency 
association until he stepped 
down to run in this munici- 
pal election. 
Glenn Kelly 
Glenn Kelly is 50 years 
old. He is married to Dar- 
lene and has two children, 
Jordan and Kimberly, who 
live at home. 
He is employed by Ack- 
lands-Grainger as manager 
of its north coast branches. 
He’s lived in Terrace for 
four years. 
Kelly has been on the 
board of directors for the 
Terrace and District Cham- 
ber of Commerce for two 
years and is the current vice 
president. 
He is the chairman for 
the 2006 chamber of com- 
merce’s trade show. 
He is an avid angler. 
! I  
Stew Christensen Marylin Davies Carol Leclerc Rich McDaniel 
Stew Christensen came Marylin Davies, 65, is a Carol Leclerc is 44, mar- Richard (Rich) McDaniel 
to Terrace with the Ministry 
of Transportation in 1969. 
He worked in several 
regional management posi- 
tions before becoming the 
City of Terrace’s Director of 
Engineering in 1987. 
He retired from the City 
in 2001. Christensen has 
served 11 years as a school 
trustee and has been on city 
council for one term. 
He is a member of the 
forestry task force, commu- 
nity forest committee and the 
Kalum Land and Resource 
Management Plan group. 
He is chair of the regional 
district solid waste manage- 
ment committee and is one 
of the city’s directors on the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
42-year resident of Terrac? ried to Roger and has three 
and is running for her third grown children. She’s lived 
term as city councillor. in Terrace most of her life 
She was instrumental in and has worked for the Coast 
starting the Pacific North- Mountains school district for 
west Music Festival, has 1,5 years. 
been a cirector of the B.C. She is completing her 
Winter Games, and is past- first term as city councillor 
president of the B.C. Ladies during which time she has 
Golf Association. ’ served as the city’s liaison 
She chaired the 75th city to the parks and recreation 
anniversary celebrations, advisory commission, Ter- 
North Central Municipal race and District Chamber 
Association convention held of Commerce, the sportsplex 
here, is chairing the BC Li- fundraising committee, Ter- 
ons Kermode Spirit Bears race Transit, the Skeena 
Project and currently serves Diversity Project, the River- 
as president of the UNBC boat Days Society, and was 
Northern Medical Trust. on Terrace’s 75th birthday 
She is a director of Ter- committee and Terrace’s 
race Economic Develop- Social Planning Commis- 
ment Authority and North- sion. 
west Corridor Devclooment She is a member of Sa- 
S tikine board. Corporation. 
Lynne Christiansen Brad Pollard 
Lynne Christiansen is a 
fourth generation Terracite 
who lives with her two teen- 
aged children. 
She has been on city 
council for two terms and 
most notably has worked as 
council health liaison for six 
years. As such,”health issues 
are her top priority. 
She is also the city’s li- 
aison to, the seniors advi- 
sory cornhission, the city’s 
health task force group, the 
Terrace and District Heri- 
tage Museum Society and 
to the development services 
department. 
She also sits on the Ter- 
race Public Library Board. 
Brad Pollard, 42, has 
been living in Terrace for 2 1 
years. He is seeking his first 
term on city council. 
and entrepreneur running 
his own business, Acer Re- 
source Consulting Ltd. 
He has worked with for- 
estry, industry and govern- 
ment working on providing 
responsible and practical 
resource maiagement strat- 
egies for development. 
He is the president of the 
Terrace Salmonid Enhance- 
ment Society and is a mem- 
ber of the Terrace communi- 
ty forest committee and the 
Terrace Curling Club. 
He works as a consultant I 
Kim Croot is 45 years old, 
is 65, was born in Vancou- and has lived with her family 
ver and has lived in Terrace in Terrace since 1993. 
30 years. He and his wife She currently works for 
Lois are have three grown Lakelse Air but is perhaps 
children and grandparents best known for her work as 
of seven. He is retired from the administrative assistant 
running two businesses, To- to former MLA Roger Har- 
tem Beverages and Garden- ris from 2001-2005. 
land, which he operated for While she does not belong 
more than 25 years. to local community or busi- 
He has served four SUC- ness associations she says 
cesive terms on city coun- she is familiar with many 
cil. He is the city’s liaison organizations because she 
to the sportsplex committee, attended numerous meetings 
Greater Terrace Beautifica- on Harris’ behalf. 
tiori Society and the George Prior to that she and her 
Little House Society. husband owned and operated 
He’s an avia sport fisher- two successful businesses. 
man with a keen interest in Kim believes her politi- 
the environment. In the past cal and business background 
he’s been involved with the gives her a unique perspec- 
Deep Creek Fish Hatchery tive on the needs of the com- 
and the annual Kitsumkalum munity and the challenges 
cred Heart Parish Council. Tempo Family Fish Derby. ahead: 
Robert Shkuratoff 
Robert Shkuratoff is 41 
years old &d has lived in 
Terrace since 1994. 
He lives with his partner 
Karla Woeste and their three 
dogs. 
He has owned and operat- 
ed the Kermodei Dive Shop 
in Terrace since 1994. 
Prior to that he attended 
the University of Alberta in 
Edmonton, Alberta where 
he earned both a Bachelor of 
Arts degree and a Bachelor 
of Science degree. 
He is a member of the 
Terrace Tourism Society 
as well as the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com- 
merce. 
Kim Croot Gordon Oates 
Gordon Oates is 59 years 
old and has lived in Terrace ’ 
for 18 years. He is married 
with two children. 
He worked for 39 years 
for the Bank of Montreal, 
retiring in 2004. 
He also works part time 
for the Skeena Valley golf 
and Country Club. 
He has served on the 
board of directors with the 
Terrace Curling Associa- 
tion, Terrace Little Theatre 
Society and and was a mem- 
ber of the Terrace Rotary 
Club. 
He has long been a sup- 
porter of building a new 
theatre for the Terrace Little 
Theatre. 
He is a proponent of sus- 
tainable economic develop- ,: 
ment and a safe. clean envi- 
ronment. 
November 19: 
Get out and 
exercise your 
right to vote 
THERE are several opportunities for 
people to get out and vote. 
Today is day two of advance polls for 
people who can’t get out on Nov. 19th, 
the main voting day. Advance polls are 
open at City Hall at 3215 Eby St. in Ter- 
race from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. 
And a special voting opportunity will 
be held for seniors and those who are hos- 
pitalized on Nov. 18. 
Those will take place at Terraceview 
Lodge (4103 Sparks Street) and at Mills 
Memorial Hospital (4720 Haugland Av- 
enue). 
Election day is Nov. 19. Voting for 
both the school board bustees and mu- 
nicipal city councillors will take place 
at Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
(3604 Munroe Street) from 8 a.m. until 
8 p.m. 
Rosswood area residents will vote at 
the Rosswood Community Centre for 
school trustees. 
In conjunction with the municipal and 
school board elections, Terrace voters 
will be asked in a referendum whether or 
not they want the city to continue fluori- 
dating the municipal water supply. 
The questions is: “Do you want the 
City of Terrace to continue adding fluo- 
ride to its water supply?’ 
And while the benefits and negative 
effects of fluoridation have been widely 
debated, the city is relying on the ability 
of the voters to do their own research to 
formulate their answer. 
The city has been adding fluoride to its 
water system since 1965. 
The only way it can discontinue this 
practice is if it is voted down by electors 
in a referendum. 
The water supply does have naturally 
occurring fluoride - less that 0.1 parts per 
million (ppm) but the city adds additional 
fluoride bringing the amount up to 0.7 
PPm. 
i 
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prescription from a non-safeway Pharmacy. 4 Limit of ONE coupon per customer. Coupon must be 1 
presented at time of purchase. AIR MILES' coupons cannot 
be combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES" I coupon offer, including Customer Appreciation Day and I 
Seniors Day. Coupon valid at your Terrace Safeway 
Pharmacy only until December 31, 2005. Other exclusions 1 apply. Please see in-store for complete list of exclusions. II 
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Trading B.V. Used under license by Loyally h4anagen:enl Group Canada Inc. and Canada Safeway Limited. 
Extreme Spccials are prices that ate so low  they are limited to a one tinis purchase lo Safeway Club Card 
Members within a household. Each housetiold can puichase the limited llenls otle l ime during the elleclive 
dales. A household is defined by all Salenay Club Cards that are linked by the same address and phone 
number. Each household can purchase the EXTREME SPECIALS during lhe specilied advertisement dates. 
Far urchases over the household limits. rcgiilar pricing applies to OWellimil ptrrchases. On BUY ONE GET 
&'FREE items. bolh items niust be purchased. Lowest pitced item is lhen tree. N 
, . 
' 
,Ingredients f o r  life. .. .. .~ -'wwm' 
... . .. I . . ... .. . -. . .- . . . .. . _. - .. . . - . . . . . - . .. .- . 
// 
The T 
Rural areas get’ no respe;ct 
Dear Sir: 
that none of vour staff has 
for Thornhill to incorporate. 
It is quite unfortunate It was the directors from 
Terrace who chaneed a nnsi- CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
D - -  - C --- - - - - - - -- - - 
attended the meetings of the 
Kitimat Stikine regional dis- 
trict over the past two years. 
It must be very hard for 
tive motion to “let‘s do an- 
other study.” 
It is odd that the council 
of Terrace is very anxious The Mail Bag 
your paper to make up sto- to have Thornhill,-but is not 
ries about the affairs of the that they want to improve 
regional district. the lives of the people who 
But you do show a hard live there. It’s the land they 
side, a biased side about want, and not the people. 
many local things. Someone says that “going 
The 9nly way to kill a from a cornmunity of 11,000 
bias is with truth and infor- to a community of 19,000 
mation. Take two truths four will win us more respect,”= 
times a day, and get lots of -Doing a smidgen of math 
exercise running down lo- proves that Thornhill has 
cal information. and the bias 8,000 people. almost twice 
should subside in about 2 the number that live there. 
months. I have been inundated 
Need examples? with this bigger is easier to 
The issue of the incor- represent proposition, and 
poration of Thornhill is not will earn more respect, some 
one that the regional district from you and some from 
has to make up their minds Roger Harris. 
about, i t  was cut and dried Mr. Harris. you and the 
when the motion was made chamber of clowns arc tell- 
I, 
ing me that Terrace only is I have repeatedly told 
counted and represented, the city of Kitimat and the 
not Thornhill, not Usk, not city of Terrace that without 
Lakelse Lake, not the Re- the resources outside their 
mos, not Rosswood - Ter- boundaries, none of them 
race only, “because that’s all would exist. 
the numbers we have.” Logs from Hazelton, 
These )people need to from Rosswood, water pow- 
come to the regional district er from the Nechako River, 
and study some maps, attend chips from the Terrace 
a meeting and hear some sawnli!l, the ocean south 
discussion and enter the real of Kitimat arc examples of 
world of rural and small those outside resources. 
town living. We are all empowered 
’ Are you all so small- with regional resources. 
minded as to pretend that And we are all made richer 
the small communities don’t with them. 
exist and need no represen- Les Watmough , 
tation? Terrace, B.C. LeS Watmough 
Writer proud to be a teacher 
Dear Sir: 
I am a teacher. I have 
been following the discus- 
sion regarding the recent 
teachers’ job action with 
some interest. While it is 
heartening to see so many 
people taking an interest in 
the education system there 
have been several com- 
ments made that I object 
to. 
1. “Students are being 
deprived of their. educa- 
tion.” 
Where were the com- 
plaints when GordonCamp- 
bell forced this district into, 
a four-day week which has 
deprived students of over 
60 days of classes thus far 
and counting? 
The effect of, the teach- 
ers job action is paltry 
compared to what Gordon 
Campbell has deprived the 
students of. 
Further more, teachers 
are hoping that we have 
gained more for our stu- 
dents than they have lost. 
I question the sincer- 
ity of those who complain 
about the days lost to the 
teachers’ job action but 
have remained silent while 
this district was forced into 
I 
a four-day week by the Lib- 
eral government.’ 
’ 2. “Teachers should not 
defy the law because they 
are role models.” 
Rosa Parks, Gandhi, 
Nelson Mandela, Harriet 
Beecher and Nellie Mc- 
Clung all defied laws and 
spoke out against injustice. 
Today they are con- 
sidered good role models 
for our children. Did the 
principles involved in the 
teachers’ dispute warrant 
the action taken? 
I think we not only have 
the right but an obligation 
to debate these kinds of is- 
sues. 
However, I find it very 
disturbing that some people 
seem to take a stand of con- 
‘venience rather than a stand 
of principle. 
The author of one recent 
letter stated that since none 
of his four children were in 
an oversize class, the teach- 
ers ought not to have taken 
any action. Others mention 
inconveniences related to 
child care. 
An ethical person is will- 
ing do accept inconvenience 
and personal sacrifice in 
order to speak out against 
The Best selection of -in the Ndrthwest! 
..I. ...I.... ...... - 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
Mon.-Frl. Noon-5:dOpm Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm 
MZRYLIN 
DAVIES 
COUNCiLLO R 
on Nov. 19 
Chaired 75th Anniversary Celebratons 
Chaired North Central Municipal Association Conference 
Representative for: Terrace Economic Development Authority 
Terrace Tourism 
Northwest Corridor Development Corporationdirector 
On page 44 of the Zellers circular dated 
,Saturday, November 12th - Friday, November 
18th, 2005, we are advertising 50% off 
Selected Men’s Levi’s@ Jeans, 
Was 39.97; Now 19.97. 
Due to circumstances beyond our control, 
the‘above merchandise is only available at 
Zellers in limited quantities. However we 
are happy to offer a substitution. 
Choose from either: I 
50% off Selected Cherokeem Jeans, 
Was 24.97-26.97; Now 12.48-1 3.48 
or 
0 50% off Levi’s@ Chinos, 
Was 39.97; Now 19.97. 
Zellers apologizes for any 
inconvenience this may have caused. 
injustice to others. 
Not every law warrants 
civil disobedience. I would 
like to hear the ethics and 
principles of this issue de- 
bated rather than matters of 
personal convenience and 
self interest. 
3. “Teachers are holding 
students hostage to further 
their own ends.” 
Before we started our 
job action we knew that 
every teacher would lose 
money as a result. 
A wage increase was on 
our list of demands but no 
teacher in their right mind 
ever thought that we would 
enjoy a net personal gain 
from the strike. 
We took action hoping to 
improve our ability to edu- 
cate our students knowing 
in advance that we would 
all be making considerable 
personal sacrifices. 
I think the teachers are 
the ones being held hos- 
tage. 
There was an attempt 
to restrict our freedom of 
speech when we explained 
to parents the effect of large 
classes and reduced levels 
of support for special needs 
students. 
We have also had our 
right to collective bargain- 
ing removed by an essen- 
tial service designation. 
This designation is very 
debatable, but in any case 
workers deemed to be an 
essential service have a 
right to take their disputes 
to an independent commis- 
sion. 
Attempting to remove 
our freedom of speech, re- 
moving our right to collec- 
tive bargaining and impos- 
ing a contract on us without 
providing an independent 
commission for us to appeal 
to is a shocking violation of 
rights one expects to have 
in a liberal democracy. 
The greatest threat to 
democracy is apathy; the 
greatest threat to justice are 
those prepared to look the 
other way as long as they 
are not being wronged. 
Standing up for a prin- 
ciple at considerable per- 
sonal cost in a peaceful, 
measured manner is an ex- 
ample I am not ashamed to 
show my students. 
>I am proud of my col- 
leagues. I am proud to be a 
teacher. 
Dennis Cook, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Co-op sale done in secret 
pear Sir: 
As a member of “Citizens for Justice” I 
was asked to write the following letter. 
Re: City buys old Co-op building and 
lands. 
Just how much right has city council to 
hold secret meetings and pay more than one 
million dollars for a piece of property with- 
out first asking the approval of the taxpayers 
of the City of Terrace? 
Municipal election day is November 19, 
2005 and perhaps the voters should cosider 
finding an all new council for the City of Ter- 
race, which should include a new mayor. 
Randolph Haigh, 
Terrace, B.C. 
4921 Keith Ave., Terrace * Ph: 635-3478 * Fax: 635-5050 AP 
‘ace Standard. Wednesdav. November 16,2005 - 
Terrace & District 
Multicultural Association 
will be holding their 
ANNUAL 
MEETING 
7:30 P.M. 
Monday, November 28,2005 
Terrace Art Gallery 
BELIEVING IN THE 
CHILDREN YOU LOVE, 
(Lower Level Library) 
Unconditional Commitment with Pat OBrien 
from New York. 
Pat O’Brien is  the Founder of the Adoption Agency 
You Gotta Believe Inc. Pat finds permanen? homes 
for children and youth in the government’s care. 
November 29th and 30th, with an 
evening presentation on the 29th. 
for registration phone Charles Luby at 638-2336. 
Early arrival is advised. 
There is no charge for this workshop. 
cum/ supportrt 
Working with regional, 
provincial, federal and 
First Nations to diversify >, ,/ 
business and employment 
opportunities 
Promoting a healthy life style 
Promoting and expanding 
tourism 
Developing the Airport Land, Convention Centre 
and recreational opportunities 
Making Terrace more retirement friendly for the 
growing retirees population 
More opportunities for youth 
More road repairs and expanding recycling 
0 
2002 Chevy 
Blazer 
4x4, Auto, 
AC, Clean 
NOW $1 7,995 
2002 Sunfire 
Coupe 
5Spd., Low Km 
$1 0,995 
2804 Sunfire 
Auto, NC, 
Only 25,174Krn 
ONLY $13,995 
I MacCarthy Mdsrs ( Tenace 
Call Toll Free 
5004 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 0 635-4941 
www.maccarthvnm.com 
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G 1 ’  Bear problem not addressed 
I 
I Dear Sir: 
We had been living in fear for over CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD a six-week period due to bears which 
have been visiting my yard and area 
which is Clark and Kofoed St. 
We do not know when we might 
have the misfortune of running into 
one due to the fact they have been 
The Mail Bag ’ 
around here at all times day and 
night. 
Y 
While working in my yard I hap- 
pened to look behind me and there was 
a bear just standing there looking at 
me. He was some 50 feet away. 
We have chased them away from 
my small dogs fenced area as they were 
just standing there obseying. 
Next door they tore the chicken wire 
and a chicken is missing. 
One bear sat on the main’road and 
did not move as people drove by yell- 
ing at it. 
During this six-week period of time 
I had called the Terrace conservation 
phone number many times with no an- 
swer. I also called the 1-800 number 
and spoke with them, explaining our 
problem. They told me they had re- 
layed the message to Terrace. 
One morning I went to the Ter- 
race office and waited until an officer 
showed up. As I kept hying to explain 
our problem he kept rudely interrupt- 
ing me and telling me it was my fault 
because I leave my garbage out and I 
do not pick my apples. I did not have 
any garbage out and I do not have any 
fruit trees. 
His temper was rising steadily. He 
told me it was my fault any way be- 
cause I did not go around the neigh- 
bourhood and organize the neighbors 
with their garbage and their fruit trees. 
He also infomed me that we should 
always keep our garbage inside and 
we should pick the fruit when it is still 
green because the bears do not like 
green fruit. 
I asked him again if he was going to 
try to do something about our problem. 
As his temper rose more he harshly said 
absolutely not, it’s your own fault. 
At this point I thought it may be 
safer for me to deal with the bears in- 
stead of trying to reason with this big 
young fellow with a rising temper and 
a big gun. 
A few years ago we also had the 
start of a bad bear season in our 10- 
cation. We called the local officer in 
charge and he must of: cared about the 
peoples,safety in this area as he trapped 
and relocated it. 
That seemed to eliminate a serious 
problem in this area until this year. 
Ron Schmidt, 
Terrace, B.C. 
What’s going on in Kitimat? 
Dear Sir: 
, It is with utter dismay and rising anger-that I continue to 
read and hear articles put out by the “Save The Nohhwest” 
action group of Kitimat’s current administration. 
The information and rantings that they provided to the 
media were both misleading and frankly wrong. 
This rhetoric, which is designed to create fear, is becom- 
ing silly, and is further proof that the mayor, administration 
and council, who are funding this and sitting quietly out of 
the limelight until the election, have no concept, or perhaps 
don’t care, what these articles and radio interviews are doing 
to the immediate future of our town. 
Thanks to our weak council, who now openly take their 
direction from the municipal manager, the rest of B.C. and 
likely the wider continental U.S. have been led to believe 
that Kitimat is a dying town. 
The damage to Kitimat is happening not because the 
smelter is running at slightly less than 100 per cent, but be- 
cause of the misinformation and paranoia put about and en- 
couraged by the antics of our current leaders. 
’ 
Why would anyone locate a new business, let alone their 
own family, to a dying town? 
Where is the advantage in informing @e wider world of 
the myth that Kitimat is crumbling? What purpose does it 
serve? 
Where do the finances come from to fund these nefarious 
activities? 
Why was there not a referendum to seek approval from 
the town before embarking on this foolhardy enterprise, and 
before spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to wreck 
the outside world’s perception of Kitimat? 
Keeping his seat by acclamation at the last election does 
not give the mayor, nor his puppeteer, the municipal manag- 
er, the right to this arrogant folly, and oneincreasingly gains 
the impression that these enormous expenditures, funded ul- 
timately by Kitimat’s taxpayers, are designed in desperation 
to secure their own political futures. 
j 
For both of them the alternative is unthinkable. 
It would not be at all surprising to find that more money 
has been spent on the bad advertising than on the desired 
court interpretation of the original 1950s Alcan agreement. 
One wonders why. Desperate needs. Desperate measures. 
Its time to take a deep breath, and look with cooler heads 
at the direction that all of us in Kitimat wish our town to 
take. 
Howard Mills MD, Kitimat, B.C. 
IL  
t 
... 
I Best deal on the market today! 
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I l  Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL L~PAGE 
#I 02-4644 Laielle Am.. Terrace. B.C. -IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Addiction Awareness Week 
November 79 - 26,2005 
A week of healthy activities, free for all 
November 19 
Nations Celebrating To ether 
November 20 
Pancake breakfast and traditional Mitis stone soup 
and bannock lunch, with cultural presentations. 
at Elks Hall, 8am to 4:30pm 
Walk for Sobriety along Millennium Way, 1 pm start 
November 21 
Kick a Vice Challenge 
Email us at nwadsterrace8tdcss.ca and tell us what 
you‘re giving up. Your name will be entered into 
a draw to win a prize. 
November 22 
Community Craffs Day at Skeena Mall, 1 Oam5pm 
Community Swim at the Terrace Aquatic Centre, 7-8pm, 
sponsored by Bassani Fuels, Houston 
November 23 
Community Games Night at Terrace liitle Theatre, 6-8pm 
November 24 
V D ’ s  Tea at Milk Memorial Hospital, 2-8pm 
Community Skate at Terrace ,Arena, 6:45-7:45pm, 
sponsored by Problem Gambling BC 
November 25 
RAAD‘s Mocktails at Northern Health Care, 9am4pm 
November 26 
MAD’S Tea at Mills Memorial Hospital, 2-8pm 
Organized by: 
Northwest Addiction Services 
RAAD: Reducing Abuse of Alcohol and Drugs 
Northwest BC Mhtis Association 
M&is Nation a# IBC 
Problem Gambling BC 
If drinking, dru s or gambling are problem for you or our 
family, call for 3 ree confidential education and counseling 
services at Northwest Addiction Services: 
Toll-free: 1-888-638-81 17 
performances at Elks Hal, P 1-7pm 
638-81 17 
TDCSS 
The Northwest Band Social Workers Association would 
like to thank the following individuals and businesses 
for their donations or volunteer time to make our 4 “2nd Annual Healing is  the Key Gathering” a huge success: 
Northwest Community Doug Wilson A&W 
Misty River Books College Joan Brown 
McDonalds Arlene Roberts Laurie White 
Wa IMa r t Geri McDougall Dorothy McKay 
Kermode Friendship Hanna Forsythe Northwest Inter-Nation 
Society Silvertip Promotions Community Services 
Lyndale George Elan Travel Louisa & Murray Smith 
Dolores Grant WalMart Portrait Studio Lorraine Lawson , 
Ambrose Wilson Best Western Terrace Inn Tammy Ratcliff 
Re-e I ec t 
1)(1 Stew 
Christensen 
Councillor 
November 1 gth 
Presently working for you on... 
Forestry Task Force 
Kalum Land and Resource Management Plan 
Director Regional District Kitimat Stikine 
Vice-Chair W,.W. Regional Hospital District 
Executive N.C. Municipal Association 
Union.of B.C. Municipalities Task Force 
I, 
2 
Keep me working for you on 
HAVE YOU SEEN THESE ENERGY OFFENDERS? 
REWARD OFFERED. 
Turn in these energy offenders, aka halogen torchiere and holiday light string, to participating retailers for 
recycling. BC Hydro Power Smart will reward you with valuable same day, in-store coupons towards the purchase 
of energy-eff icient compact fluorescent torchieres, LED holiday light strings and CFLs, while quantities last.* I 
Conservation is the cornerstone of our plan to meet B.C.’s future electricity needs, and to ensure that 
British Columbians enjoy reliable power, at  low cost, for generations. 
I 
I 
Can’t attend Power Smart Events? 
Lower value, mail-in coupons for these energy-efficient 
products are available online and at  participating retailers. 
*Custoniers can turn in a maximum of three halogen torchieres and three 
old holiday light strings Offer available to BC Hydro customers only In-store 
coupons valid only on specified stamped date 
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Feds have lots of money 
for rail spur, says area MP 
FEDERAL MP Nathan Cul- 
]en says the City of Terrace 
must act quickly, aggres- 
sively and consistently if it 
wants to secure federal mon- 
’ ey to build a rail spur linking 
the existing Kitimat-Terrace 
Canadian National rail line 
to the airport lands. 
At the Oct. 24 city coun- 
cil meeting councilor Mary- 
lin Davies suggested the city 
should get an application in 
for some of the rcently an- 
nounced $560 million fed- 
eral Pacific Gateway Fund 
to help build the rail spur. 
“If Terrace can put to- 
gether a good package I’m 
certainly willing to support 
it  ,and push it through,” Cul- 
len said. 
“Talking about economic 
diversification is really nice, 
but doing it is being there, 
being in on the conversation 
talking to people like me... 
if you don’t have that drive 
then forget it, the communi- 
ties that push most tend to 
get.” 
The spur line is a key 
component of the infrastruc- 
ture required at the airport 
lands if the city wants to , 
create an inland port which 
will tie in with the container 
port development in Prince 
Rupert. 
“I would recommend 
that we move on it quickly 
because those funds don’t 
sit out there forever,” says 
Marylin Davies, adding city 
staff have already met with 
CN officials about the feasi- 
bility of building a spur line 
to the ailport lands. 
It’s imperative that com- 
munities such as Terrace 
have‘the support of sur- 
rounding towns such as 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
when it comes to developing 
those types of projects, Cul- 
len adds. I1 
If there is regional buy- 
in, the federal government 
is more likely to approve an 
application than if there are 
divisions between comniu- 
nities. 
Davies says that shouldn’t 
be a problem as comniuni- 
ties along the northern cor- 
ridor are already working 
toward the common goal of 
economic development here, 
particularly in relation to ex- 
porting goods to the Asian 
market. 
She sits on the board of 
the Northern Corridor De- 
velopment Corporation - a 
body with representatives 
from communities from 
central Alberta through to 
Prince Rupert. 
That body lobbied hard 
for the Prince Rupert port 
and Davies says she would 
expect it to also support the 
city in its efforts to develop 
the infrastructure needed at 
the airport lands. 
And Nathan Cullen says 
the gloves are off in the fight 
to get money from Pacific 
Gateway Fund. 
, “The fight’s on, Vancou- 
ver’s going to try to suck up 
all of it and we can’t let them 
do that.” 
Officer receives honour 
A FORMER Terrace RCMP officer who suffered a slit throat 
while apprehending a suspect nearly two years ago here re- 
ceived an award in Victoria earlier this month. 
Const. Cam Joseph, who has becn working with the 
south Okanagan highway patrol since the summer of 2004, 
received a commendation for bravery from RCMP Commis- 
sioner Giulano Zaccardelli for his “outstanding courage and 
bravery” during the Dec. 20: 2003 scuffle that left Joseph 
with a 13-centinietre gash in his neck that required over 20 
stitches to close. 
On Nov. 18, 2004, Joseph received an award of valour, 
the provinde’s highest police honour, which recognizes of- 
ficers for exceptional valour in the face of extreme hazard. 
Last week, Joseph was promoted to corporal and trans- 
ferred to the Revelstoke highway patrol. He’ll be a supervi- 
sor in charge of a specialized traffic unit that focuses on traf- 
fic campaigns. Sgt. John Rasmussen, the officer in chapge of 
the South Okanagan Traffic Services, said Joseph received 
the promotion thanks to his “excellent work.” 
I, 
Nathan Cullen 
, - 
He’ll use the 
of same rhythm sense to * n ~ m s &  B 
stickhandle 
through the So much more 
defense. than music! 
Kindermusfk by, Kelly 638-1 183 
Music 4 Mmment  CGzsses for CtiiGfiin Newbm to 5 Years 
Chusr held on Wed. L Sat am.. Great idea for C M t a u m l  
Just in time for Christmas,,, 
Totem Furniture is celebrating 
it‘s 42nd year in business! 
BLNDC LNTREPRISE ALTOClfTONE (L4NADA INAC 
Exploring Our Options Business Conference 
November 24-25,2005 
Burns Lake Band “Gathering Place” Gym 
Topics & Speakers 
Due Dilligence 
. 
* 
Analysing Strategic Partnerships - Brayden Nichol, Peace HillsTrust 
Tax Issues First Nations &Joint Ventures - Peter Ranson, KPMG 
Community Economic DevelBpment - Brent Mainprize, RRU 
Non-timber Forest Resources - Dr. Darcy Mitchell 
Exploring Our Options Panel-Various Industry Rep’s 
Raising Capital Panel - Government & Lending Institutions 
CulturaVConference Centers - Brennan Gohn, Khowutzun Dev.Corp. 
Minding Our Own Business - Ray Gerow,ABDC 
Youth Entrepreneurship Options- Veronica Creyke, ABDC 
Display booths: Industry & Small Business - Entertainment 
Free Registration - Continental Breakfast, Refreshments, Lunch provided 
Conference Travel & Accommochion Costs are not Covered 
Who should attend? 
All band staff 
Economic Development Officers 
Employment Counsellors 
Project Developm 
Educationnrainin 
All chiefs & Councils PG, Nechako, Bulkley Valley areas 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mail 
Mon.-Fri. Noond:3Opm Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm 
ERASMUS, ART PI 
FOR SCHOOL BOARD 
Commitment 
To Education 
for our 
children’s 
future 
.To a five day 
school week 
*I’ll work 
for that 
1-888-847-9766 
Come see us on the Web at 
w.cartersjewellers.com - .  
Carter Card Interact 
Visa Mastercard Amex 
10% Down Layaway Plon 
Credit Terms Available 
7-day Mone Back Guarantee E-mail : I 30day Full rxchange Program sates@cartersjewelters.com I 
Skeena Mall 
‘ 320.4741 Lakelre Ave. 
1 1 31A Main SI. 
Bcx 2059 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I R5 
Ph. (250) 635-9000 
Fax (250) 635-2727 
Wart Park Moll 
Smithen, B.C. VOJ 2NO 
Ph. (250) 847.9766 
Fax (250) 847.2664 
Pine Cenh-e 
Unit 132,3055Mar~~yDr. J’ 9 w e I I e 155Ma~ca~mS1. Suite3 
Prince h r g e ,  B.C. V2N 259 Quomel, B.C. VZJ 3K2 
Ph.(250)614~9191 Ph. (250) 991.0129 
Fax(250)614.9197 Fax (250) Y91~0159 
C s 
, On Saturday, November Wth, EIect 
Thanks ull who supported the 
Total raised was $3696.89 
The distribution was 
Pakistan Earthquake $2 396.89 
Guatemala Hurricane $1300.00 
CWICKEN TAMARIND 
- - --_I 
_ .  
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STORE HOURS: 
Nlon. - Thurs. 8, Sat. 9-8pm. 
FrP. 9 - 9pm. Sunday I O  - 5pm. 
m 4635 Lakcelse Ave., PraCe (Next to %hopper% Drug Mart) 
. .  . . .  .. 
SAY WHAT? Terrace voters are forgiven if they 
were confused after seeing this sign last week. It 
was put up just past the Wal-Mart parking lot and 
before crossing the bridge heading out of town. ~ 
Peter King is running for Kitimat council and its 
location seems to be aimed at Kitimat residents 
going home after shopping in Terrace. 
El rate going down 
EMPLOYMENT INSURAiiCE premium rates are 
going down in 2006, meaning that a person earning 
$39,000 will pay a maximum of $729.30, a savings of 
$3 1.70 compared to the 2005 rate. 
Employers will also pay less, $1,02 1.80 next year 
compared to $1,065 this year for employees making at 
least $39,000 a year. 
I n  term of rate per $100 of earnings, an employee 
will pay $1.87 in 2006 compared to $1.95 this year. 
The 2006 E1 rate represents a 4.1 per cent decline 
from the 2005 rate and is the twelfth consecutive rate 
reduction since 1994, when the employee rate was 
$3.07. 
In 200 1, for instance, a person paid a maximum of 
$877.50 a year. 
The Employment Insurance account has been run- 
ning at a surplus for years, leading critics to say that 
prcmiums should have been going down even more. 
0 
Hockey cards stolen , 
SOMEONE made off with an expensive TV and sev- 
cral sets of hockey cards after breaking into a residence 
at 3979 McNeil St. some time during the day Nov. 4. 
Stolcn were a black 44" LG television, worth 
$3,476.97, and hockey cards valued from $3,000 to 
$4,000. 
A taxi was seen at the residence around 5 p.m. to 
5:15 p.m. Terrace RCMP said it is believed a native 
malc was seen leaving the residence carrying a large 
Anyo& who has any information about this 
crime is askcd to call Terrace RCMP at 638-7400 or 
Crimcstoppcrs at 635-8477. 
I 
1. i l'i object, placing it into-the cabmd leaving. 
is coming 
after all 
A VISIT to the northwest 
by a group of Chinese post- 
secondary educators is on 
again., 
The group from Qing- 
dao Vocation and Technical 
College was to have been 
here this week as guests of 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege but they couldn't get 
visas in time from the Cana- 
dian embassy in China. 
The paperwork is now in 
place and,the group is sched- 
uled to be here from Nov. 19 
to Nov. 25. 
The visit follows on one 
made to China earlier this 
fall by Northwest Com- 
munity College president 
Stephanie Forsyth. 
She signed a letter of in- 
tent with officials from the 
Qingdao college to develop 
student and faculty exchang- 
es. 
The Chinese group will 
first visit with college ad- 
ministrators, staff and stu- 
dents in Prince Rupert and 
then in Terrace. 
There are also plans to 
visit the Hazeltons as well as 
take in' other sights around 
the region. 
The Chinese college has 
7,500 full-time students in a 
variety of technical and vo- 
cational programs. - 
It also contains the Haier 
School of Household Appli- 
ances, named after the Haier 
group, which is a growing 
international manufacturer 
of household appliances. 
The city of Qingdao was 
at one time the capital city of 
a German colony in China 
and is best known for its Ts- 
ingtao beer. 
Car damaged 
POLICE ARE looking 
for help in tracking down 
the person or persons who 
smashed the windshield cf 
a blue VW Golf during the 
night of Nov. 9-10. 
The vehicle was parked 
in the east parking lot of the 
Terrace Inn at 
the dpchment 
at 638-7400 or Crimestop- 
pers at 635-8477 with any 
information. 
A BOND PRIMER 
Does your investment - portfolio amount of the bond), as long as the 
i nc I ude bonds? money is available to pay bondholders. 
It should. Bonds are essential to a For example, an existing $10,000 
balanced investment strategy. Yet many bond might have a coupon rate of 6%. 
Canadians don't invest in bonds because But because general interest rates have 
they don't understand them. To help you moved down, similar new bonds are 
become more familiar with bonds, we've being issued at 4%. Investors will pay 
put together this basic primer. more for the higher-rate bond because 
Bonds are financial instruments they'll receive greater interest payments. 
issued by governments, corporations If you have a 4% bond and newly issued 
and other organizations bonds are paying 6%, your 
when they want to borrow. In bond will be worth less 
other words, they're a loan. because buyers can get 
The buyer of a bond lends higher interest elsewhere. 
money to the issuer for a Generally, the longer 
specified period of time, at the time to maturity, the 
a fixed rate of interest (the more a bond is affected 
coupon rate). Interest is by rate changes. Other 
paid until the bond comes factors that can influence 
due (matures) and the the price of a bond on the 
principal amount is to be secondary market include 
the financial health of the 
issuer and levels of supply 
repaid. 
Interest rates offered by 
new bondsvary. Forexample, and demand. 
bonds issued by the Government of Because of the interrelationship 
Canada or by provincial governments between bond prices and the coupon 
feature lower rates because investors rate, bond returns are typically expressed 
are willing to accept less in interest as "yields." A bond's current yield is its 
in exchange for the security that their yearly interest, divided by its price and 
principal will be repaid. Bonds issued expressed as a percentage. Yield to 
by corporations, such as the Royal maturity takes into account discounts 
Bank, Bell Canada or Loblaw Cos., or premiums to a bond's price, plus 
usually pay higher interest rates to interest payments. This gives investors 
compensate investors for the added a more accurate measure of return. 
risk not associated with government 'You can find bond yields through your 
bonds. As investors move lower on the investment dealer. 
credit ladder, the more they should be Of course, there's more to bonds 
compensated for uncertainty. than this simple outline. For more 
Rates also vary depending on the details on bonds and yields, ask your 
length of the bond. Bonds are issued in financial or investment representative. 
maturities that range from a few years to A professional can help you choose 
30 years or more. Longer terms usually bonds or bond funds that are right for 
mean higher rates, to compensate for your portfolio. MEMBER CPF I 
increased uncertainty over an extended 
time. UPCOMING SEMINAR 
IINV€STING WIT# There's another key element of bond investing: buying and selling existing 
bonds instead of purchasing new MUTUAL FUNDS 
bonds. 
Once a bond is issued, it begins 
trading on the "secondary market." This 
brings into play an important aspect 
of bond ownership-the potential for 
capital gains and losses. If interest 
rates decline, bonds appreciate in 
mice. However, if interest rates rise, 
~~~ 
Guest Speaker: Christian Mattenley (AGF) 
Wednesday, Nov. 23,2005 at 7pm 
Please Call To Reserve Your Seat 
at 638-1202 or 1-877-638-1202 
Edward J o n e i  
I 
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No 
om promise 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
Mom-Fri. Noon-5:BOpm - Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm 
Re-E Iect I 
HAL STEDHAM I 
Vision I 
Integrity 
Experience 47110 Keith Ave., Terrace (All West Glass Centre) 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 635-3729 
k 
I I  HAIR GALLERY 4 I 
- 
bonds depreciate. Think of this as a I teeter-totter. with rates on one side and Serving l[Qdividll~ IllvestorB I 
I 
._ - 
prices on the other. But no matter what 
the price of a bond, at maturity the bond 
107-4716 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T2 I is worth its "face value" (the principal (250) 63&1202 or 1437783&1202 
. . ,  
An electromechanical power-assisted steering system. 
Some have it. Some ddt .  
0 
" 
The new Jetta 
Starting at just 
$269 z ~ : ~ b ~ ~  4.3ER 
first monthly $0 security 
payment deposit 
Always one of the bzst-equipped in its class, 
wih its electronic braking distnbution system, 
anti-slip regulation, independent front and 
Ear suspension, and superior road-holding 
capabilities, the new 2006 Jetfa gives you 
oll the confidence and the perfect German 
engineering to chow down on asphalt. 
Not soft shoulden! Test drive one today on 
a curve near you. Drive it. You'll get it. 
newjetta.ca 
I 
Drivers wanted: 
1-800 DRIVEW I w.ca 
At all participating Vol kswagen Dealers including your local Dealer: 
Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 
4109 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-5717 
. . - ... . I 
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Council aramles 
with Co-op land 
MAYOR JACK Talstra says Terrace’s new city council will 
have to decide what to do with the old Terrace Co-op build- 
ing and lands just purchased for $1 million. 
He,expects the new council, to be elected Nov. 19, will 
likely hire a consultant to look at the area stretching from the 
Via Rail tracks to Lakelse Ave. and west from the Staples 
building to the former Via Rail station, to examine develop- 
ment possibilities there. 
“It needs a bit of an uplift,” Talstra said of the area. , 
The Terrace Tourism Society and the Terrace Economic 
Development Authority will be part of the decision making 
process, he said. The 4.34 acres of land is in the hext of 
- what the city has long wanted to develop as a downtown 
tourism and commercial zone. 
Talstra said he’s open to any ideas involving everything 
from retailers purchasing parts of the land, the entire thing or 
leasing property. Public-private partnerships are also on the 
list of options to consider. 
And while ideas from the public are welcome there is no 
formal mechanism in place yet to consider them. 
Despite councillor Rich McDaniel’s assertions that the 
main building on the property “just needs a coat of paint,” 
Talstra has said the long-term decision may be to demolish 
the building. 
McDaniel and councillor Carol Leclerc say they are open 
to the idea of allowing local groups to use the building. 
“It’wouldn’t surprise me at all that all sorts of groups are 
going to come forward and ask for the opportunity to use it 
and that’s something that council will have to deal with,” 
Talstra says. 
There are no-immediate plans to demolish the buildings 
on the property, he says, adding citF&cials will soon draw 
up a list of safety and liability issues. 
, L  
The perfect littie getaway starts at just $69.* -_  
It’s value season at Accent Inns - the perfect time to escape to 
your favourite BC destination. Enjoy the best of the season: 
the sights, the sports, thenshopping - or just kick back be 
0 ’ Accent , 
Inns..> and relax. At the end of your perfect day, your spotlessly clean room, comfy bed and our friendly 
staff will be w a i h g  for you. SeP you soon! 
II 
@Ifyn*m irawnk 
1-800-663-0298 
Canadian ccentinns.com owned and operated. 
Having a fling 1 
BILL SAUER gets ready to lift the largest of the 
gourds taken to the rod and gun club Nov. 6 for 
.the Skeeiia Valley Rotary Club’s annual pumpking 
fling. Two catapult devices called trebuchets were 
used to hurl pumpkins in the air to the delight of 
those that came out to watch. ROD LINK PHOTO 
ules loosen up for area residents 
person won’t be penalized 
for taking a job that paid 
less.” 
But Kimery said people 
will still need to accumulate 
910 hours of employment in 
order to qualify for benefits ’ 
in the first place. 
‘‘That won’t change. 
What will change is how the 
benefit is calculated,” said 
Kimery of the three-year pi- 
lot project dubbed the “best 
14 weeks.” 
It came into effect last 
month in northern B.C. and 
in 22 other regions across 
the country. I 
Also changing is a reduc- 
tion in the number of quali- 
fying hours for new entrants 
into the workforce or for 
those re-entering after an 
absence. 
910 and that takes effect as 
of Dec. 11. It is also a three- 
year pilot project. 
Those workers who meet, 
the new standard will also 
have to take part in employ- 
ment programming. 
“It appears that those 
workers living in areas of 
high unemployment and in 
rural and remote areas of the 
country have had relatively 
greater difficulty adjusting 
to the requirements,” says a 
federal document explaining 
this reduced number of hours 
standard for new workers or 
for those returning after an 
absence. 
A third employment in- 
surance change, also to come 
into effect Dec. 11 in the 
nowand in 22 other regions 
across the country and also 
before the dollar for dollar 
deduction takes hold. 
A person who now col- 
lects $400 in benefits, for in- 
stance, can earn up to $100 
before deductions begins. 
With the change, the same 
person will be able to make 
up to $160 a week before 
having the dollar for dollar 
deduction begin. 
“The pilot project is de- 
signed to encourage indi- 
viduals receiving E1 benefits 
to accept available employ- 
ment without a reduction in 
their E1 benefits, with the 
objective to strengthen their 
attachment to the labour 
force,” reads a document ex- 
plaining the change. 
The changes come at a 
time when when unemploy- 
CHANGES TO the employ- 
ment insurance program will 
benefit northern workers 
who may have had differ- 
ent kinds of jobs at different 
Instead of receiving ben- 
efits calculated on a year’s 
worth of income, those 
workers will now be paid 
based on their highest-earn- 
ing 14 weeks of employ- 
ment. ’ 
“Let’s say a person has 
had a job, one in the min- 
ing industry. And then is 
unemployed and then takes 
a service industry job, which 
That person will now receive 
benefits based at the higher 
rate of pay,” said Shirley 
Kimery, a federal official 
from Service Canada, the 
’ rates ofpay. , , 
I pays less. And that job ends. 
Friday, December 2nd, 
‘6:OO - 9:OO p.m. 
Saturday, December 3rd, 
1O:OO a.m. - 5 0 0  p‘m. 
Ocean Centre Mull in Prince Rupert. 
Tuble booking forms ut: 
Four Seasons Flowers or the 
Reelect 
new agency responsible for Thenumberofhoursthey a three-year pilot project, ment in the northwest has 
employment insurance. been on a steady decline 
over the last year. 
will need to work will be 
840 instead of the standard 
raises the amount of money 
a person on claim can earn I “What this means is that 
I8 I Stew ERASMUS, ART El 
FOR SCHOOL BOARD Ghristensen 
Counci I lor Experience 
.In Public 
.In Community 
In Leadership 
Education 
Service 
Positions 
We invite you tofind out how to make 
your dream a rea&.. Homebuying 
may well be easier and more agordable 
than you imagined! Let us help you 
with everything you ever wanted to know 
about the process but were afraid to ask 
n, 
‘ ’@M& 
Wednesday, November 23,2005 
7 p.m. at Bear Country Inn, Terrace 
November 1 gth 
Presently working for you on... 
Forestry? Task Force 
Kalum Land and Resource Management Plan 
Director Regional District Kitimat Stikine 
Vice-Chair N.W. Regional Hospital District 
Executive N.C. Municipal Association 
Union of B.C. Municipalities Task Force 
Keep me working for you on 
1 
Gordon Stamp-Vlncent Liane Habermann 
ClBC Mortgages Inc. Re/Max of Terrace 
Mortgage Specialist Realtor 
Ken Kolterman 
Home lnspecfor 
Limited Seating - RSVP Liane at 615 6449 
Admission: Donation to Terrace Food Bank 
Smaller class sizes, excellent instructors and a canipus right in your own community. Add 
low tuition and courses and progranls that lead to recognized degrees, diplomas and 
certificates and you have 
ttre NWCC udvunfage. 
Early Childhood Education (ECE) (Telccorlfererice G 1 Workdtop in 7;wm) 
Social Service Worker 
Trades 
Basic and Post-basic Certificate Progranis prepare you for a rewarding career. 
Learn the skills needed for a career in social services. 
Entry-level Tades (ELTT) and Apprenticeship Training in: 
Automotive Repair 
Carpentry 
Heavy Duty/Conuiiercial Tnnsport Repair Mechanic 
Millwright (Industrial Millwright) 
Weldin&? 
I 
In Terrace.. . 
Business Administration Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
Transfer credits to universities, 3 professional accounting associations and professional 
management associations. Earn Athabasca University’s Bachelor of General Studies 
degree at NWCC with a Business Administration Diploma plus additional 
u 
NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Programs (Clwroost G Oiilirrc) 
i University Credit 
i E~~~~ an hsociatc  D~~~~~ in Science, or Criminology. 
Job-ready skills for administrative positions in office and business settings. 
Career & College Prep (Classroont 6. Online) 
i 
j 
Choose from a full range of first and second year transferable courses and get a junip 
on your degree. Distance education courses include: 
Tuition-free high school level courses for adult learners to complete graduation reqiiirenicna 
or post-secondary program prerequisites. 
Computer Technology (Classroom 6. Otzlitie) 
i 
i 
i 
i 
Bidivy 203 - Noli-Viscular Plants R‘ Fungi (Ori/itic) 
Er@4 206 - Literature and the Bible (C/msroarrf G. Elccor~fircrrcc) 
:\hrh 115 - Pre-Calculus (Onliiic) 
Carter Card Interact 
Visa Mastercard 0 Amex 
10% Down Layaway Plan 
Credit Terms Available 
7 d a y  Mone Back Guarantee 
3 W a v  Full Zxchonae Proaram 
I -aaa-a47-w~ 
Come see us on the Web a1 
ww.cartersjewellers.com 
E-mail: 
sales@cartersieweilers.com 
Develop a wide range of computer skills for a great career or prepare for estcrnal 
cedication exanls. Some courses now available online. 
i 
i 
Orcclrrogrnplty 208 - Introduction to Physical, Chemical 8: Geological Oceanography (online) 
O ~ c n r r c ~ r ~ ~ r l i y  203 - Introduction to Biological Oceanography (Oriliric) 
1 131A Main SI. Skeno Mal 
Box 2359 320.4741 Inkelm Am 
Twmce, B.C. VEG 1E 
Ph (250) 635-Woc 
Fax (250) 635-2727 
West Park Mall 
Srniheo, E.C VOJ 2NO 
ph. (250) 847.9766 
Fax (250) 847-2664 
Pine Centre 
Unit 132,3055 hbssey Dr. e e ’ ’ e I55 Makdm 51. Suite 3 
Prince G e q p ,  6 C. V2N 259 Que&, B.C. V Z  3K2 
6, (250) 614.9191 h. (250) 991-0129 
Fax (250) 614-91 97 F ~ ( 2 5 0 )  991-0159 
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1xi 
Elect 
Tanis Kilpatrick 
School Trustee 4 
Fbr Quality Public Education 
il In Coast Mountains School District 
Reasonable 5 day instructional week options 
Transparent accounting and governance 
Meaningful public consultations 
’ Call 635-9492 if you have questions 
2005 Dr. K.E.M. Lee Foundation I 
Nov 10 Monica Davidson - $50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
Carle-Ann Croteau Nov 11 
D. Lockhart Nov 12 
Nov 13 Philip Davies 
Nov 14 Barry Radford 
Nov 15 M&H Araujo 
Nov 16 Margaret Commins 
C 
BUSINESS REVIEW, 
Locals Pi , lobby for 
Asia Pacific trade 
off ice .in Terrace 
THE TERRACE Economic He did note that the edged that not many people 
Development Authority northwest has millions avail- in  the south realize the eco- 
(TEDA) wants the provincial able under the Northern De- nomic development poten- 
-government to open an velopment Initiative Trust to tial in  the north given, the 
Asia Pacific trade office in promote development. The ,, Prince Rupert container port 
Terrace. trust is financed with monies project. 
It’s a logical >move given from the deal crafted by the “Tne north will  be a gate- 
the construction of a con- province to turn over B.C. ~Vay to the Asia Pacific and 
tainer port in Prince Rupert Rail’s business to CN. we have a job,to do to make 
which will place the region Hansen also acknowli everybody a~we,” he said. 
at the forefront of business 1 
opportunities with the other 
side of the Pacific Ocean, 
says TEDA chair Campbell 
Stewart. 
- 
Rupert and to Kitimat makes 
Terrace an idea location for 
such an office in the region,” 
said Stewart last week. ’ 
“We have the land base’ 
here and an airport. We’re 
well-positioned to take ad- 
vantage of the possibilities.” 
Stewart said the office 
plan shouldn’t be regarded 
as a Terrace-only benefit be- 
cause of this city’s central 
location. 
“I think we’re an optimis- 
tic community. We’re not 
parochial. We’re reaching 
out to all of the communi- 
ties, including First Nations, 
to develop partnerships for 
the region,” he added. 
TEDA, which is partly 
financed by the city, wants 
to capitalize on the hundreds 
of millions of dollars the 
federal government says it 
will make available in B.C. 
to boost trade with India and 
China. 
Part of the TEDA initia- 
tive stems from the recent 
departure to another govern- 
ment posting of the region’s 
provincial economic de- 
velopment officer who was 
based in Smithers. 
That job has yet to be 
filled, making the idea of 
folding it into an Asia Pa- 
cific trade office in Terrace 
more feasible, said Stewart. 
TEDA officials have been 
lobbying Premier Gordon 
Campbell and economic 
development minister Colin 
Mansen to open a trade de- 
velopment office in Terrace. 
They last met with Han- 
sen Nov. 7 when he was on a 
tour of the northwest. 
Hansen said he liked the 
idea, but wants more infor- 
mation from TEDA before 
fully considering what might 
be possible. 
“We would have’ to free 
up the resources to make that 
happen,” said Hansen. 
Terrace 
wOman 
now a 
CMA 
V Z S E T  YOUX DODGE Ece CA 
wise customers read the fine prim *, A, *+, t, Limited t8me offers apply to retail delivenes only Excludes license, insurance, registrahon. $50 Pm. any dealer administrabon fees and applicable taxes Freight (S1,ZOO) is excluded except where indicated Dealer 
trade may be necessary Financing and leasing are subject to approval by Chrysler Financial See dealer lor specific pncing detals and mndmons. Dealers are I r e  to set indlvldual pnces Offers valid on all 2005 Chrysler, Jeep and Dodge vehicles excluding Spnnter 
A Dealer diswunk available on models shown as follows: Caravan 28s (excluding all other Grand Caravan models): $7,250, $7,500 dealer discwnt Is Only avaibble on C a m n  2% models (excluding Grand Caravan 28C) 0% purchase financing Up I O  36 months Oil 
all 2M)5 Caravan (excluding Grand Caravan) Example $21,600 financed at 0% lor 36 months, monthly payment is $600, cust of b o m n g  is $0 and the total obligabon IS $21,600 ** Cash purchase price applies onv to 2005 Caramn (28S+GXW+MWG) models 
t Leases based on 48 month terms for the follovmg 2005 Dodge mcdels Caravan (28S+GXM,+MWG) total lease obligation is $15,726 62 3.8% ALR ftncludes freight) and Grand Caravan (28S+CYC+GXW+MWG) total lease obligahon IS S20.071 62 2 8% ALR ondudes 
treighl) D w 1  payment, first month’s oayment. any dealer administratim fees and $50 PPSA are due at lease incepbon. klometres limited to 81,600, charge of $O.lWni for excess klometres R eest/MJst In dass Clams 
FINANCING PROVIDED BY hnswl on morlel $,ear comoetitive orcduct information available at the hme of Dnnbng O Based on US. Nahonal Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NmSA) mnng system for 2005 model year Dodge Caram 
A TEXRACE woman is 
one of several graduates 
who recently received their 
Certified Management 
Account designation. 
Diane Ready was among 
171 graduates who earned 
the designation at the the 
Certified Management Ac- 
countants Society of British 
Columbia’s 2005 convoca- 
tion in Vancouver earlier this 
month. 
/ I  
2005 IINODGS C-Vm CANADIAN EDITION 
CANADA’S BEST SELLING MINIVAN” . ROOF RACK AIR CONDITIONING 
KEYLESS ENTRY - POWER WINDOWS AND LOCKS . PLUS M O R E  
FUEL E C O N O M Y :  9 C ITY:  1 2 . 2 L / l O O  K M  ( 2 3  MPG) ’  
HWY:  8 . 2 L / I O O  KM ( 3 4  M P G ) ’  
***** NHTSA 5 STAR’ FRONT & SIDE IMPACT 
PURCHASE F I N A N C ~ N G ~  
PURCHASE FOR Ym19727*+ PLUS FOR 36 MONTHS I 
PER MONTH FOR 48 MONTHS WITH ’1.950 DOWN PAYMENT 
OR LEASE FOR OR EQUIVALENT TRADE. $0 SECURIN DEPOSIT 
BOTH DODGE CARAVAN & GRAND CARAVAN CANADIAN EDITIONS FEATURE 
UNIQUE “REFLEX” WHEEL COVERS POWER EAR QUARTER VENTS DOOR TRIM WITH MAP POCKET 
UP TO A N  ‘880 VALUE“ 
ONE-TOUCH DOWN POWER DRIVER WINDOW - DELUXE INSULATION SPECIAL EDITION BADGING 
. STOW‘N Gow SEATING - THE ONLY MINIVAN WITH AVAILABLE TWO ROWS 
O F  SEATS THAT FOLD FLAT INTO THE FLOOR 6 INCH EXTENDED WHEELBASE WITH 
ADDITIONAL CARGO CAPACITY ( 2 3 . 3  cu. FT.) ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM 
FUEL E C O N O M Y :  C ITY:  12.9L/IOO K M  ( 2 2  M P G V  
H W Y :  8 . 5 L / l O O  KM ( 3 3  M P G )  
I ’  
1’ Dodge @ Caravan - 
Canada’s Favourite Minivan 
_ _ _  _ _  - __.. 
Canvzn 5 star ratings is follows7front driver and passenger, rear seat side Eased on 2i05 Fuel Consumphm Guide rabngs published by Natural Resources Canada Your actual fuel consumption may My ’* Based on 
manulaclurer suggested retail pnce of features TMStol~ ‘n Go is a trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporabon purchase or lease and take delivery of a new, unused 2005 or 2006 model vehicle fmm a participating ChrySier, 
Jeep, Oodge Retailer between November 10 and January 3, 2006 inclusive and you will automatically be entered in the mntest FOR COMpLm CONTEST DETAILS, GO TO www.dalmlerchryslec.mlmilllionalm 
d II 
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7 QT NAKED PLANTS? ! BUSINESS REVIEW _ _  LET‘S DRESS THEM UP WITH A sTyLisH Pmvr Por OR BASKET! On November 19th, receive 
20% OFF I ;(Bike tariff threatens to cripple 
- u@wleoendent I bike dealers  
when you mention this ad!! 
While visiting, eruse our beautiful Christmas giffware and 
home &or ideas, and enjoy a sample of our 
,k,&&+,,, kimously delicious Rogek Cho;olate! I! 
6 , By SARAH A. 
3 ZIMMERMAN 
; A LOCAL businessman says 
: a proposed 30 per cent hike 
:to import duties on foreign- 
:made bikes is a threat to 
+ independent dealers and 
; could hit consumers of mid- 
* priced bikes in the wallet. 
Bruce Martindale, owner 
of the Terrace McBike shop, 
is talking about a proposed 
tariff recommended by 
the Canadian International 
Trade Tribunal that would 
target bicycles that have a 
retail price point of between 
That means it targets peo- 
ple just getting into cycling, 
children’s bikes’ and the 
commuter mark$ he says. 
“We’re talking about an 
attack on two groups - par- 
ents of kids and people look- 
ing to enter the bike market 
at a time when all indications 
are going the other way,” 
says Martindale, who is also 
a father of two young chil- 
dren. “Children’s obesity is 
a huge issue and we can’t 
make it difficult for parents 
to buy bikes for kids.” 
The proposal was made 
to the federal finance min- 
ister earlier this year steni- 
ming from requests from 
two Canadian assemblers of 
lower-end bicycles Pro- 
cycle Group Inc. and Ra- 
leigh Canada Ltd.- which 
are typically sold in big box 
stores such as Wal-Mqart and 
Canadian Tire. 
They argue the surtax 
will protect the Canadian 
bike industry from a food of 
cheap imports. 
B u t  retailers such as Mar- 
tindale argue it will affect 
consumers and threatens the 
livelihood of independent 
bike retailers. 
$400-$700. 1 
(, 
Construction is almost complete on’ouc new... 
We are always here to serve you with full service! 
full Service Gas Station ATM Machine : 
(250) 635-601 7 Hwy 16 West, Terrace 
Mini-Grocery 24 Hrs. Monday-Sunday 
BRUCE MARTINDALE says a proposed 30 per cent increase on imported bikes unfairly targets people trying to 
enter,the cycling market, children and commuters. SARAH A. ZIMEMERMAN PHOTO 
“We are talking about be affected by this tariff are retailers have indicated they 
two companies that are not generally the largest unit are worried the Liberals 
competitive,” Martindale volumes that an indepen- might approve the proposal 
says, who adds that dealers dent dealer sells, bikes that to save jobs in those ridings, 
such as himself sell higher introduce consumers to the especially leading up to a 
end bikes than do big box freedom of cycling and that, federal election. ’ 
stores. hopefully, create lifelong Martindale himself is a 
Placing a high tariff on cyclists and long term cus- federal Liberal and ran un- 
the bikes they sell will then tomers. We cannot stand by successfully for the federal 
price them out of reach of while our members fight for Skeena Liberal nomination 
many people, he and others their ability to succeed and in 2004. 
argue. survive,” said the associa- “This is old style poli- 
In a statement released in tion. tics and there is not a single 
October, the Bicycle Trade In addition, both Pro- party that wants old style,” 
Association of Canada, said cycle and Raleigh have their Martindale says. 
the proposed tariff could manufacturing plwts in two “Is this in the public in- 
cripple independent bike re- critical federal Liberal rid- terest? Absolutely not. This 
tailers. ings in Ontario and Quebec. is not an Ottawa issue, this 
“The bikes that would Many independent bike is about’small towns.” 
, . . .  
flu season stops here 
Q C 
Each year millions of Canadians are affected with 
the flu. At first you may think you’re experiencing the 
start of a cold, but the flu quickly develops into much 
more: 
. fatigue muscle aches 
severe headache . chills . high fever sore eyes - .I 8 2  I * . . . A : .  r - 5  
If this sounds familiar, why not prevent it? Our I! 
pharmacy is hosting a flu immunization clinic. A fee 
will be charged for this service with a special discount 
for Save-On-More Cardholders. Don‘t let the flu bug 
get you. Book an appointment today1 NOTICE 
Woodlands Utilities Ltd wishes to advise their 
water system customers that a 
FLUSHING PROCEDURE 
and HYDRANT MAINTENANCE 
will be carried out 
These procedures are necessary to remove any 
sediment that may be resent in the water mains, to 
and to protect the s stem and customers in the 
event of fire. During tKese procedures, water may 
appear coloured or cloudy. You are advised to run 
the water until it clears. Your ongoing cooperation 
and understanding i s  appreciated. 
DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 
ensure the best possib P e water quality is maintained 
Monday, November 21 st, 11 am - 5 pm 
4731 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace 
250-635-4021 
Royal LePage Terrace 
Congratulates 
Success on attaining 
For the month of October. 
JimDuffy ‘ 
’I Plat i n u m ” 
Royal LePage Terrace TERRACE 
ROYAL LcpAoE -
635-2404 
Growth in sales means many satis 
e Buyers & Sellers in Terrace & Kit1 pharmacy 
Look around at B.C. communities of 20,000, they have multiplexes, 
they have convention centers, they have unlimited potential. It is our 
turn to prosper! 
0 Unity will attract new investment. 
Unity will guarantee our future and help us realize our‘potential! 
Unity will make Terrace a destination of choice for fhne  investors! 
Committed to unity. Committed to the future! 
0 
Promote unity, promote amalgamation 
and guarantee our future. 
Elect 
Carter Card Interact 1-888-847-9766 
Come see us on the Web 01 Vis0 Mastercard Amex 10% Down Layaway Plan 
Credit Terms Available www.cartersjewellers.com 
7day Mone Back Guarantee E-mail: 
0 3 0 - d ~  Full gxchanae Proaram solesQcarters jewellers.com for Terrace City Council 
S k m  Mall 
320.4741 Inkdm Am. 
Temca, B.C. VBG 1R5 
h. (250) 635-9000 
Fax (250) 635-2727 
wmt Pork Mall 
155 Makdrn St. Suib 3 
Qumnd, B.C. V2J 3K2 
ph. (250) W1-0129 
Fax12501 W1.0159 
1131AMain St. 
Box 2059 
Srnithm, B C. VOJ 2NO 
Ph. (2501 847-9766 
Fax (250) 847-2664 
Pine Centra 
Prince *e. B.C. V2N 259 
Ph. (250) 614.9191 
Fnv 17WlAlA.9197 
S 
Unit i32.3055 MaSw Dr. s’ e w e I I e P- s 
I 
City closes leisure pool, hot tub 
after chemical levels fluctuate 
CITY OFFICIALS are op- we don’t want to take any has experienced ongoing ing the pool’s employees to 
timistic the hot tub at the 
aquatic centre will re-open The company has since 
this week after it was or- centre switched from its leisure pools. Those units returned and training did 
dered closed by a local chlorine gas distribution control the flow of water take place as did acomplete 
health inspector two weeks system to a solid puck sys- over a stack of chlorinated installation. It did so at its 
own expense. ago. The leisure pool was tem in all of the pools, says pucks. 
also ordered closed but re- city director of leisure ser-’ Milnthorp says the com- The pools must have con- 
oyened last week. vices Ross Milnthorp. While pany hired to install the sistent chemical readings for 
The order came after the main pool has had no units, BI Pure Water from a full 24 hours followed by 
several weeks of fluctuating problems with the switch- ’ Vancouver, left Terrace another 24 hours of bacte- 
chemical levels stemming ria free readings before they 
from the incomplete instal- chemistry levels, the centre complete and before train- can re-open. 
lation of a new chlorinating 
system when the pool shut 
down for its annual refit in 
September. 
lqbal Kalfi, the manager 
for public health protection 
in the northwest, said incon- 
sistent chemical readings 
led to the closures. “It can 
be an issue and that’s why 
problems with the control 
units with the two smaller 
properly use the system. chances,”he said. 
In September the aquatic 
over and subsequent water before the installation was 
a local woman and taken to veterinarian Dr. David Farkvam for treatment. 
tJ’cauaht in metal trar> w I 
“just straight luck;’ that the logicaldamage. ficer Tammy McLean says 
cat wasn’t killed. He’s er The cat will be taken to an incident like this hasn’t 
seen anything like it. the Terrace animal shelter happened for a long time. If 
“It’s like one of those leg where its owner may claim people need to trap a cat hu- 
hold type traps without the it or it will be put up, for mane devices are available 
teethtit looks like one of the adoption. Animal control of- for rent at the shelter. 
traps you would use in the 
water for beayer.” 0 
“I don’t know if they 
7 around 3 p.m. She says ’ were trapping cats or what 
the reasoning was for it ... it 
was unbelievable to be hon- 
est with you.” 
Neys is convinced the 
trap was set on purpose and 
“As I tried to get close to she’s furious that anyone 
it is was spooked ind tried to would do such a thing, par- 
run away and its paws kept ticularly in a residential area 
getting tangled up in the ,where an unsuspecting child 
trap,” she recalls. “I finally could have been injured. 
got ahold of it but trying to “To me it was absolutely 
understand ‘ how ,these traps malicious and premeditated 
impos- - somebody wanted to hurt 
” ’ an animal, a domestic ani- 
the cat mal,” she says. 
ws, she “This ‘was a trapper’s 
careGlly loaded the hurt an- trap. This was meant to hurt 
imal into her car and brought a dog or a cat and rememberi 
it to2 local veterinarian Dr. this is a residential area.” 
David Farkvam. Neys says if someone is 
“It’s a picture that will having problems with do- 
be frozen in my head for the mestic animals they should 
rest of my life and the sound contact the City of Terrace 
was indescribable of it try- ‘animal control officers in- 
ing to draw breath - it was stead of resorting to inhu- 
just awful,” Neys says. mane methods. 
Once at the vet’s it took The cat hassince received 
three people to free the cat some medical treatment but 
from the deadly mechanism. Dr. Farkvam believes it may 
Dr. Farkvam says it is have suffered some neuro- 
flash of. black and white 
ght her eye as she was 
driving and as she sloyed 
down she realized it was a 
n a trapper’s trap; 
T@rrace istrict 
Credit on 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 250-635-7282 
, ’ Better Savings Certificate 
5-Year Term Deposits 
Full or Partially redeemable after January 3 1,2006 
1 i 5-Year Lock-Zn 
I ,  
P I TT,S B U R G H’ PA I N T S 
m9 
I am Morning Rose 
=---- 
The new personality-inspired decorating cFEEtions 
c A whole new way to choose color: 
www.voiceofco1or.com < 
I 
, Play The Color Sense Game’“ and 
discover your color personality 
Unique 5-color decorating chips 
-- 
*i.t 
2 02. trial size paints 
1 T I I E V O I C E  OF C O L O R  1’’ -msr-mmn P I T T S B U R G H  P A I N T S  rnmmc##F,’ 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
’Across from Wal-Mart“ : 
Hwy. 16 East, Terrace ‘ 
i 
. .. - ._  - - I - -  -- . .  
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It’s just air 
ongratulations! The air you have just ex- 
pelled is better out than in, so let me be 
the first to congratulate you on your per- C formance. Air trapped inside your gutula 
area will only fester and foul things up, if it is left 
too long, so it is best to release it back into nature, 
from whence it came. 
A “fast-track” approach to returning wild things 
to their natural habitat is always best for all con- 
cerned. 
Let’s trace the origins of this natural phenom- 
enon, shall we? 
We start in a farmers field. The farmer spends 
quite a bit of time out of doors, and so has what 
some people call a Farmer Tan. The exposed skin 
of the food-grower will be affected by the ultravio- 
let rays of the sun on the pigment, typically from 
the rolled-up sleeves to the elbow on down, and the 
shirt-collar up. Thus the term “red-neck.” 
Whether or not an individual’s political leanings 
can be discerned by the effect of solar radiation to 
the epidermis is beyond the scope of this essay. 
The field is vast: at least compared to your gar- 
den. Rows and rows of beans grow, sucking up 
nutrients from the soil below, using sunlight from 
above in an ancient and mysterious way, consum- 
ing water as required. All this in order to provide 
your refried side-dish, tofu turkey, or Libby’s 
Yummy Yunimy Deep Browned Beans. 
Apparently there is also air in there: I am re- 
minded, as you well may be, of the classic poem: 
“Beans, Beans, The Magical Fruit.” 
Take for another example the orchardist, all 
those trees of knowledge at harvest time, hanging 
heavy and pear-like in their ripeness. Fibre, we 
now know, is good for us, but whose spouse has 
not shouted with dismay at the results, something 
along the lines of “Get outta here!” 
“Which brings us to bread and 
beer, which are the same food, one 
/iquid, one solid. If you check off 
“Caucasian” on any census form, 
this is what your ancestors lived 
on.” 
Now don’t get all mad at me, but I imagine the 
First Burp in Eden must have been a doozey. 
Which brings us to bread and beer, which are 
the same food, one liquid, one solid. If you check 
off “Caucasian” on any census form, this is what 
your ancestors lived on. There was the Small Beer 
at breakfast, a Lager at noon with bread, and if you 
were quite well-off, more bread with more beer for 
supper. 
At least with beer you can see the bubbles go- 
ing in, and know they will, somehow, with some 
finesse or less table manners, come out again. 
I have heard, as you might have, that it is consid- 
:red good manners to burp after a meal served by 
Chinese people. I have never heard a person from 
China tell me this. It might be one of those Urban 
Legends, which are fun to talk about even if they 
ue not True Stories. 
I have walked countless d e s  in a tiny house try- 
ing to get the baby to burp, and have been so happy 
md relieved when he does. Hurray! Or, as one baby 
If my acquaintance likes to say, “Away!” 
Better out than in! And so congratulations to ev- 
xyone involved. 
If you have had a baby in a hospital, you might 
mow that they won’t let you go home til the air 
hat has got in has come out again. This leads to 
nteresting conversations with the nursing staff on 
hty. 
A See-Session, which I had (where the doctors 
:an see all your sections) apparently introduces a 
ot of air. This is not a time to be shy, th is  is a time 
o Let ‘Er Rip, so to speak. 
“Good work!” the Nurse said, and I felt proud. 
It is not every day that a professional encourages 
)ne to flat-out flatuate, and so one should take the 
:ompliment while one can. Back in the Real World, 
:onditions can be harsh, which I believe is unfair 
0 air. 
But let’s say you are at a party or a dinner. If you 
lave managed to find a way to expunge the gaseous 
naterials within wilhout drawing undue attention 
o said endeavour, good on you. A sneaky braaap- 
Ihhhht combined with a brisk walk, indoors or out, 
loes the job nicely. 
And yet, with such stealth, no formal warm ap- 
weciation can be possible. So just know it in your 
ieart that you have done well. 
FROM LEFT, Diabetes Education Clinic staff Lilia Heslenfeld, Trudi MacLean, Lise Luppens and Linda Perry hold a cell model. They say 
people with Type 2 diabetes need additional insulin in order for the body’s cells to get the sugar they need. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Ed u ca t i o n eq’ua’ls prevention 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA race clinic staff are holding a healthy 
IN 2005, the Northern Health heart fair dubbed Hearts at Work 
Authority identified 1,333 new cases this Friday, Nov. 18 at the Skeena 
of people with Type 2 diabetes from Mall’s centre court between 10 a.m. 
Quesnel to the Queen Charlotte and4p.m. 
Islands and local health care workers There is no single cause of Type 2 
say more than half of those cases diabetes but MacLean says there are 
didn’t have to happen. , controllable and, uncontrollable fac- 
“Fifty-eight per cent of those cas- tors that put people at greater risk. 
es are preventable,” said Lilia Hes- She listed those who are over- 
lenfeld, the manager of the Diabetes weight or sedentary, those with poor 
Education Clinic at Mills Memorial eating habits arid smokers as people 
Hospital. with controllable lifestyles that add 
Heslenfeld, along with diabetes to susceptibility. 
nurse educator Trudi MacLean, office In the . uncontrollable category, 
assistant Linda Perry and dietitian MacLean listed genetics, family his- 
Lise Luppens promote year-round tory and age. 
the ways people can identify lifestyle More than two million Canadi- 
risks for developing Type 2 diabetes ans suffer from Type 2 diabetes and 
but especially in November. more and more people are being di- 
That’s because November is Dia- agnosed all the time. 
betes Awareness Month and the Ter- Not only are the numbers of Type 
2 sufferers growing but the target ganization statistics, cardiovascular 
group is growing, said Heslenfeld. disease is responsible for 34 per,cent 
“The biggest concern is that the of all deaths in Canada. 
age (of new diagnosed patients) is The clinic staff say physician 
going down,” she said. screening has improved, leading 
“Genetics are not changing but many people susceptible to Type 2 
habits are bringing the catchment diabetes to get testing at earlier stag-’ 
down.” es of the condition. 
Type 2 diabetes cases account for The Hearts at Work fair will have 
90 per cent of the overall cases of the pharmacists, nurses, physiothera- 
disorder. pists, nutritionists, occupational 
It happens when your body either therapists, representatives from the 
cannot produce enough insulin (a local branch of the Canadian Diabe- 
hormone produced by the pancreas), tes Association among others guid- 
cannot use the insulin it makes prop- ing people through five interactive 
erly or when the liver overproduces stations. 
- or dumps - sugar. Heslenfeld said the fair is not a 
Nutritionist Lise Luppens said 80 diagnostic exercise but ,an educa- 
per cent of people with diabetes will tional one that will help people iden- 
eventually develop heart and stroke tify preventative lifestyle factors. 
The third annual event is open to problems. 
According to World Health Or- everyone. 
TLT musical a “nunsen,sicalY’ affair 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THOSE NUNS running rampant in 
Terrace are about to8 take to the stage 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Nunsense, the first full-fledged 
musical undertaken by the Terrace 
Little Theatre in 12 years, will tickle 
audiences for three nights starting 
tomorrow. 
“It’s about nuns having fun and 
that’s not normally what they do,” 
says director Marianne Brorup 
Weston. “I grew up Catholic in the 
1950s and ‘60s so it has automatic 
appeal to me.” 
But Weston says the popular mu- 
sical’s appcal is not limited. 
“I’ve seen Nunsense before and 
I knew it would have an impact on 
audiences,” Weston says. 
Director Dan Goggin’s musical 
has been so popular in North Amer- 
ica over the last two decades that it 
has now spawned four sequels. 
The musical follows a group 
of five nuns - the Little Sisters of 
Hoboken. 
Originally founded as a mis- 
‘’ sionary order, the sisters started out 
running a leper colony on an island 
south of France but were forced to 
leave the island when they lost con- 
trol to a group of Protestant competi- 
tors and returned to Hoboken, New 
Jersey, where they now operate 
Mount Saint Helen’s School. 
An unforeseen incident leaves 
many of the n u p  dead and those 
spared find they have money enough 
to bury all but four of them, who in- 
cidentally arc on ice in the convent 
freezer. 
Through their predicament, the 
audience gets to know each of the 
five nuns and their own personal 
story line, including who they are 
and why they became nuns. 
Mary Ann Lawrence (Mother 
Superior, Sister Mary Regina), Ar- 
lene Sheppard (Sister Mary Hubert), 
Robin Hollett (Sister Robert Anne), 
Karla Hennig (Sister Mary Amne- 
sia) and Amy Turner (Sister Mary 
Leo) make up the talented cast. 
For Weston and musical director 
Tim Keenan, both taking their first 
crack at a musical, it was imperative 
to find actors who could sing. 
“It was quite clear we had just 
cnough voices,” says Keenan of the 
audition process. 
Keenan, whose job it was to coor- 
dinate the songs with the music from 
the four-person band, says there are 
different ways to look at musical 
theatre. 
“The story ties together songs 
in most musicals,” Keenan says. 
“Nunsense is an idea with a bunch 
of songs - the story is pretty simple 
and silly.” ’ 
And Keenan predicts the audi- 
ence will love the musical’s songs. 
“The songs are singable and hum- 
mable,” he says. 
Weston adds both the musical 
score and dialogue are a gas. 
“It’s ‘Nunsense’ because it’s nuns 
and it’s nonsensical,” she says, add- 
ing audiences are in for a gut-spit- 
ting experience. “(Audience mem- 
bers) should wear diapers, they’re 
going to laugh’s0 hard. 
“Just because they’re nuns 
doesn’t mean dey  don’t have fun.” 
Nunsense goes Nov. 17-19 at the 
REM Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are $14 at Uniglobe Travel. 
Around Town 
Science worthy of a 
celebration 
SCIENCE IS made fun this Saturday as the 
Northwest Science and Innovation Society and 
Vancouver’s Science World hosts a science 
zelebration at Terrace’s Northwest Community 
College. 
Leam about science with toy cars, animal bal- 
loons, spinning plates, slime and a steel ball that 
will make your hair stand on end. 
Families and kids of all ages can take part in 
he science demonstrations, hands-on activities, 
nake and take activities and college lab tours. 
The science celebration will also feature infor- 
nation booths from the science and innovation 
iociety, the National Research Council, the Min- 
stry of Transportation. the RCMP and area corpo- 
.ations to teach the community about the science 
md technology thriving in their own backyard. 
The free event goes from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
in the House of BircWaap Haawk campus 
building and is made possible through the B.C. 
Program for Awseness and Learni,ng of Science, 
a provincial initiative funded by the Ministry of 
Education. u 
Take a day to play 
NOV. 20 is National Child Day and this year’s 
theme is celebrating a child’s right to play. 
And because Nov. 20 is a Sunday, a local so- 
cial worker says there are plenty of things for par- 
ents to do with their children. 
“Children play by themselves and with other 
children, but their favourite play companions are 
the important adults in their lives,” says Brenda 
Sissons of Success by Six Northwest, a program 
aimed at preparing young children for school. 
She’s suggesting taking a walk or a bike ride 
along the millennium trail, the Howe Creek Trail, 
Ferry Island or another place. 
“Take a bag to collect treasures and talk about 
what you see along the way,” Sissons suggests. 
Baking is another option as math, science, nu- 
trition and working together all come into play 
Sissons says reading or taking a trip to the li- 
brary are great ways to spend time together. 
Ill Safe over sorry 
CARRIE McCallum gets a flu vaccine 
last week from public health nurse Ca- 
terine Chapman. Free clinics continue 
this week at the public health unit. 
“Turn on the radio or your favourite record- 
ing, clear some space and move to the music,” she 
says, adding games are also popular with children 
as is making a craft using items from around the 
house. 
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draw 4-6 p.m. 
30 at 7 p.m. The night’s theme is Globalization 
and the Environment with two films, “Thirst” and 
“Invironmentalists Under Fire.” The monthy film 
nights will take place on the last Wednesday of 
each month to March 2006 (except Dec. 2005). 
For more info on the films or the action circle go 
to iCww.terraceamnesty.dsrhome.com 
Clubs & pubs 
ARTFUL CUP: Open mic night Saturdays. 
GEORGE’S PUB: Accellerators Nov. 18-19; 
Canucks pay-per-view Nov. 16 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosbalVWed. 
karaoke, free pooliThurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opportunity 
to network with fellow musicians in a friendly 
atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 
because there’s sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
THORNHILL PUB: Karaoke Sunday nights 
THE TERRACE LEGION: Saturdays meat 
’ kit and all the amps you’ll need. 
. _  
Live music 
Ken Hamm, award winning acoustic blues 
guitarist, folksinger and songwriter comes to 
Gators Pub Thursday, Nov. 24. Don’t miss one 
of Canada’s most entertaining experts in the field 
of southern delta blues. Doors open at’7:30 p.m.’ 
Tickets $15. Advance tickets available at Misty 
River Books. 
ANITA Desnoyers’s art is one of two exhibits 
this month at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
Cinema 0 ,Visual arts C An Unfinished Life, set against the backdrop of 
the western United States, is the story of a divided, 
modem-day Western family who learn the true 
meaning of forgiveness. Starring Robert Redford, 
Morgan Freeman and Jennifer Lopez. Part of the 
Terrace Not Paris Film Series. Wednesday, Nov. 
16 at 7 p.m. Admission is $8. 
W The Terrace Amnesty International Action 
Circle A80 presents the third of six film nights 
happening at the Kiva Cafe on Wednesday, Nov. 
’ 
Theatre Terrace Art Gallery’s November exhibit 
features two local artsits. In the upper gallery, 
it’s “Inspired by Insights,” Anita Desnoyers’s 
mixed media showing and in the lower gallery, 
“Beauty of the Nass Valley,” Yuishi Takasaka’s 
digital imagery exhibit. The shows run to Nov. 
27. Gallery hours are: Wednesdays, Thursdays 
and Saturdays: 12-4 p.m., Fridays: 12-6 p.m. and 
Sundays: 1-4 p.m. 
I 
a Terrace Little Theatre presents “Nunsense,” a 
musical comedy by Dan Goggin, at the REM Lee 
Theatre Nov. 17-19 at 8 p.m. The Little Sisters 
of Hoboken need to raise some cash - quick - so 
they’re putting on this little benefit show,, directed 
by Marianne Brorup Weston with musical director 
Tim Keenan. Tickets $14 at Uniglobe. See one of 
the funniest musicals written in the last 20 years! 
~ p r n  at the ~ G M  Lei Theatre 
rickets $14 at 
U niglo be ~ Courtesy Travel 
Our official ticket outlet i s  
Standard 
6 D I? 
D 
Where good food brings ~ 
the family together! 
4702 Lakelse Avenue. Terrace 635-6302 9 
COMMUNITY EVENTS ” 
TUESDAY, NOV. 15 
Terrace Public Library presents a new set of 
storytimes beginning Nov. 15. Tales for 2-year- 
olds on Tuesdays 10-1 1 am., Toddler Time for 
children 13-23 months on Wednesdays 10-11 
a.m. and Preschool Storytime Wednesdays or 
Thursdays 10-11 a.m. This set will run for four 
weeks but the free program has class size limits. 
Register in person at the library or phone 638- 
8177. . . .., ., . 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival’s 2006 
syllabus is now available at Sight and Sound. 
Registration deadline for entry into events is Jan. 
15,2006. 
November is Diabetes month and starting Oct. 
20 volunteers will be canvassing door to door for 
donations to fund Diabetes research, education 
and service programs. Help find a cure, give 
generously. Call Jane for info at 635-2894. ,. ,, , 1 , -  . I . , .  I ~ , . . . , > . I , , . ~ , . . .  
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace -, 
offers free treatments to the public at’the Knox ‘ 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. To book 
your appointment or for info, call 635-8892. 
‘Breakfast available until 4pm on weekends. 
We always have a selection of homemade 
pies, muffins and desserts. 
Banquet room facilities available. Reserve 
now for Christmas Parties! 
GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE! - good for food or hotel services at the 
UNBCTerrace presentsthe final f h k  in a Northweif 
speaker series. “Results-base Management in the 
Public Service: improving Public Management or 
Flavour of the Month?” by David Try at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace UNBC campus, 4741 Park Ave. 
Free and all welcome. 
PLEASE LIGHT UP THEPATHIVAY TO 
- ~ 
The Georae Little House is hostina a Parade of Aie.. store hours are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday - 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop 
will have Christmas merchandise, decorations and 
liahts in stock from Nov. 1. Located at 4544 Lazelle SATURDAY. NOV. 26 
Lights No< 26 at 5 p.m. Entry fo:ms can be picked 
up at the George Little House. Entry fee is $25 and 
registration deadline is Nov. 16. For information, 
call Debbie at 638-8887. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
The Pacific Mist Chorus presents Hot Harmony 
for the Holidays from 7-9 p.m. at the Evangelical 
Free Church. A variety of songs and Christmas 
favourites. Tickets at Misty River Books or through 
chorus members. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
Skeena Mall Merchants host a fall fashion show 
in the mall’s community room Saturday, Nov. 26 
from 1 to 3 p.m. A free fun-filled fashion show with 
door prizes and gift draws for all. Great ideas for 
Christmas. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
Terraceview Lodge residents and staff invite the 
community to an old fashioned Christmas Tea 
from 2-3:30 p.m. Admission is $3.50. For info, call 
638-0223 ext. 233. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
St Matthew’s Anglican Church hosts a tea and 
bazaar from 2-4 p.m. Tea, craft table, bake table 
and attic treasure. Located at 4506 Lakelse Ave. 
For more info call Susan at 638-1990. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary School Band hosts 
its 7th annual Christmas Craft Fair and Winter 
Saturday. The Auxiliary is always looking for new 
members interested in helping raise funds for the 
hospital and Terraceview Lodge. 
Support After Suicide support group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of the month to tell each other’s 
stories and begin healing. Support is provided by 
people who have walked the same path. Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse #102, 4450 Greig Ave. 7 p.m.- 
8:30 p.m. Call Joset at 638-1347 for details. 
- 
Bear Country Inn 
Northern Motor Inn 
Thornhill Pub. 
Kids menu available all day! ro2 TERRACE amma 
www.terraceautomall.com 
Served with surprise good-ie bags.’ 
The Terrace Women’s Resource Centre hosts a 
Friday noon discussion group from 12-1 p.m. and 
presentations start at 12:15 p.m. For information, 
call 638-0228. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens’ Centre, Monday night at 8 p.m. at the 
Zion Baptist Church Call 635-9331 or 798-2598. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the conference room at the hospital. 
Call 798-2598 
rsz, 
TERRACE CEmmmE! 
infs8terraceautomaIl.com 
Baby‘s Name: 
Troy Anderew James William 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 20, 2004 at 4:45 p.m. 
Weight: 10 Ibs. 9.5 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Pamnts: Patricia Pearson & 
Ron Clark 
‘ W e  brother for 
Anthony” 
I Baby‘s Name: 
Hunter Eli 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 26, 2005 at 8:55 a.m. 
Weight: 10 Ibs. 2 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Claudine & Robert Eli 
“little brother for Tyler & 
Isaiah“ I\ 
- - .  
FT--==- 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of 
the month at 7 p.m. Next meeting is Nov. 24. The 
cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s open 
Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet access 
for cancer research is available. For information 
about emergency aid or peer support programs, 
call 638-8583. 
bTMDARD 
advertising @terracestandard.com 
newsroome terracestandard.com 
Your website/email address ‘ I  
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 Carnival from 10 a.m. to 4 pm., to be held at the 
school avm. Activities include a craft fair. tea. Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is lookina for Baby‘s Name: 
Andrew Alec Nole 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 2, 2005 at 10:18 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 5 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Churlene Dennis & 
Andy Note 
Baby‘s Name: 
Jazelle Leila Renee 
Date 8t Time of Birth: 
Nov. 4, 2005 at 10: 12 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 2 oz. 
Sex: Female 1 
Parents: Jennifer Tait & 
Chorlton Stevens 
Baby’s Name: 
Jordanna Darlene Walter 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 2 1 , 2005 at 1 1 :46 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 7 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Charlene Smashnuk 
& Scott Walter 
”Little sister for 
Steven“ 
_ _  _ _  
bake si;, fish pond, face paining, cake walk, 
games and crafts. Everyone welcome. 
SATURDAY, DEC. 3 
Knox United Church will be holding their 
Christmas Tea and Bazaar on Saturday, Dec. 3 
from 2-4 p.m. Everyone welcome. 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Giide 
leader or on District Council call Lia at 635-3868. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4862. 
SATURDAY, DEC. 3 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society presents 
its annual Childrens Christmas Campaign 
Saturday, Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. at Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch 13. Admission is by donation of 
an unwrapped gift for a child between the ages 
of 0-1 8. Contact: Rosanne Pearce at 635-4631. 
Terrace Emergency Shelter and Hostel is 
promoting a Root Cellar Project, looking for any 
amount of root vegetables for donation. Drop-offs 
came be made anytime at 2812 Hall St. Phone 
Blaine at 635-5890 for information. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
at the firehall conference room. Next meetings 
scheduled for Nov. 23, Dec. 14. Jan. 11 and 25, 
2006. Always open to new members. Call Bob 
638-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1 for info. 
Skeena Square Dancers welcome all ages from 
16-90 on Monday nights at the Carpenter’s Hall to 
Apr. 31, 2006. Beginner dancer session from 7-8 
p.m. and 7:30-9:30 p.m. for mainstream dancers. 
Beginners dance for a toonie, mainstream dancers 
for $5/night. Call Ron 638-831 6 or Diana 638-1 626 
for information. 
Kalum Horseshoe Community School Society 
is looking for tasty and ripe locally-grown fruit to 
supply as snacks to local schools. If you have any 
fruit to donate, please call the Family Place at 638- 
1863, fax 638-1 873 or e-mail agathaj@telus.net, 
with “fruit“ in the subject line. Volunteers are also 
sought for pick up and transportation of fruit. After 
three weeks of operation, Terrace and Thornhill 
school students have received over 2,000 pounds 
of fruit donated through this program. 
The R.E.M. Lee starts an exciting 
new season!!! Come and join us! 
November 17, 18, 13 
Nunsense. Terrace Little Theat? 
rollicking musical offive nuns 
show .... Fun for the whole fan 
Tickets available at Uniglobe. 
December 1, 2, 3 
Caledonia Senior Secondaiy presents: Guys 
and Dolls - A rollicking nmsical - 8:OOp.m. 
Thursday tickets $10. Friday and Saturday 
tickets $15. Available at Misty River Books or 
Caledonia School. 
1 
PSAs 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society is stating 
its annual Childfens Christmas Campaign from 
Oct. 25 to Nov. 30. Staff and volunteers of the 
Terrace Anti-Poverty are accepting applications 
from families for the Annual Childrens Christmas 
Campaign. identification is needed for all family 
members Mondays to Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. The society, located at 4628 Park Ave., is also 
accepting donations of toys, gins, etc. to be given 
to local children at Christmas. Monetary donations 
are also accepted and are tax deductible as we 
are a non-profit registered charity. Call Rosanne 
Pearce at 635-4631. 
Terrace Churches’ Food Bank will distribute 
food over four days at the rear of 4647 Lazelle 
Ave. from 1-3 p.m. starting on Monday, Nov. 14 for 
surnames A to H; Tuesday, Nov. 15 for surnames 
I to R; Wednesday, Nov. 16 for surnames S to Z; 
and Thursday, Nov. 17 for anyone missed. The 
above order will be enforced, so please come on 
the right day and bring identification for yourself 
and your dependents. 
Community ’schools 
poised to take off 
By DUSTIN 
QUEZAD.A 
THE PRESIDENT of 
the Kalum Horseshoe 
Community School Society 
(KHCSS) would like to see 
the day when the area’s six 
primary and elementary 
schoolsarecalledcommunity 
schools. 
And J o b  Eades figures 
that goal will be much more 
attainable now that the soci- 
ety has the funding to hire 
three coordinators. 
“We’ve received a grant 
allowing for the hire of a 
full-time community school 
project coordinator and two 
part-time coordinators,” said 
Eades. 
Eades said the full-time 
hire would act as a team 
leader for the three coordi- 
nators with each having spe- 
cific responsibilities at two 
area schools each. 
The head will be respon- 
sible for Clarence Michiel 
Elementary and E.T. Kenney 
Primary schools, while the 
part-timers will respectively 
have Cassie Hall Elemen- 
tary and Kiti K’Shan Pri- 
mary schools and Thornhill 
Elementary and Primary 
schools under their wings. 
The concept of the com- 
munity school is well es- 
tablished in North America, 
said Eades, who points to 
Roosevelt Park Elementary 
School in Prince Rupert as 
an example. 
In a nutshell, the idea of 
community schools is estab- 
lishing the buildings as cen- 
tres of community develop- 
ment while maximizing the 
use of the facilities to sup- 
port that development. 
A big part of community 
development is student suc- 
cess and Eades said the com- 
, 
’ 
munity school model helps 
to achieve that. 
“Schools have the ca- 
pacity to have students suc- 
ceed,” said Eades. “We have 
to identify the resources of- 
ten delivered out of schools 
’and get them in.” 
In that vein, the society 
has established a number 
of community partnerships 
since its creation in 1997. 
Partners include: The 
Family Place, Terrace 
- Make Children First I& 
tiative, the Ksan House So- 
ciety, the RCMP, Skeena 
Family Resources, School 
District 82 and the Kermode 
Friendship Society among 
others. 
“Schools have 
the capacity to have 
students succeed. 
We have to identi@ 
the rwsources often 
delivered out of schools 
and get them in” 
And with some of those 
partnerships have come past 
and current KHCSS pro- 
grams such as Get Set, a 10- 
week early education pro- 
gram, breakfast and lunch 
programs at Kiti K’Shan, 
Clarence Michiel and Cassie 
Hall schools, after school 
recreation programs, Par- 
ents as Literacy Supporters, 
a parent skill-building pro- 
gram, and the Good Food 
Box. 
Since 1997, Eades said 
the society had been the ben- 
eficiary of “bits and pieces” 
of funding grants through 
the Ministry of Education. 
The administration of 
those available grants was 
~~ ~~ 
John Eades 
shifted to the Ministry of 
Children and Family De- 
velopment, with Community 
schools eligible for $75,000 
allocations. 
In 2004, KHCSS received 
a $57,000 grant that allowed 
it to hire a 35-hour per week 
coordinator. Robin Austin 
held the position until he 
quit the post to successfully 
pursue the NDP nomina- 
tion and eventually win the 
Skeena riding for MLA. 
The most recent and 
successful bid - this time 
$122,000 - is allowing the 
society to hire the three co- 
ordinators. 
Eades, a coordinator of 
special education services 
with the school district, did 
his Masters degree in spe- 
cial education and ’research 
projects at San Diego State 
University. 
The community school 
model for Terrace was born 
out of a research develop- 
ment idea. 
“It started as a personal 
interest and just took off,” 
he added. 
Th 
Pushin’ 96 
WITH help from Yvonne Moen, Sam Horner (left) 
celebrates his 96th birthday last week at his Mc- 
connell Estates apartment. Hornets friend of 50 
years, Bill McRae, takes it in. 
Radio days 
CBC radio broadcaster and author Mark Forsythe 
was at Misty River Books Nov. 9 signing copies 
of his book, The BC Almanac Book of Greatest 
British Columbians. I\ 
Next World War author coming 
SOCIAL CHAOS and violence ages resources. Woodbridge appears in the book draw. A panel discussion fol- 
around the world will result if there “Like the tribes, cities, and na- Caledonia Secondary School lec- lows. 
,isn’t a new :way to .manage its re- 
.‘sources: That% one of the themes of - 
Vancouver author Roy Woodbridge 
who is coming to Terrace Wednes- 
day, Nov. 16. 
Woodbridge’s book, The Next 
World War: Tribes, Cities, Nations 
and Ecological Decline, expands 
on the environmental consultant’s 
viewpoint that the world has to 
change the way it governs and man- 
tions of earlier times, we may end 
up fighting our neighbours for privi-: 
leged access to declining ecosystem 
goods and services,” indicates an in- 
troduction to the book. 
“The international community 
must redirect present sustainable 
development and poverty reduction 
efforts in ways that place the provi- 
sioning of societies at the heart of 
political decision-making.” 
ture theatre in Terrace through the 
-efforts of Northwest Community 
College instructor Dr. David Heini- 
mann. Sponsors include the college, 
the Academic Workers’ Union, the 
University of Northern British ‘Co- 
lumbia and School of Environmen- 
tal Planning, the Terrace and District 
Teachers’ Union and the Terrace 
Public Library. 
Admission is $5 and there is a 
ON N0V. 19 
It‘s been a pleasure to serve he community hat‘s 
been home to my family for4 generations. 
I will continue to work For: 
-Better healthcare 
-Economic improvement 
-Tourism opportunities 
-Recreational development 
-Historical & cultural development 
Terrace Standard, Wednesdav, November 16,2005 - 63 
Correction notice 
In the Nov. 2 edition of the 
Teh-ace Stmdard, Page B 1 ‘s 
story Some people take nothing 
for granted it was written that 
William John was elected to a 
caucus as a regional represen- 
tative for people with develop- 
mental disabilities. He did run 
for the spot, but was not nomi- 
nated. 
yei 
ERIES 
W h o m  Roy Woodbridge 
What Author of “The Next World War” 
Whm Caldedonia Secondary School 
lecture theatre 
Why = Competition for declining 
resources around the world 
threatens us all. Decision 
making must be redirected 
toward sustainable growth. 
When Wednesday, NOV~ 16,7:30 pIm. 
Admission, $5. 
T-shirts, Golf Shirts, Hoodies, Jackets & Vests, Jeans & Pants 
EV€R!YTHING WILL  G o b  SHOP EARLY# 
GARY 
TURNER 
School Trustee 
For Terrace 
Past Record: 
School trustee 1994 - 2002 
Coach High School Basketball 12 years 
Accountabilitv for all shareholders 
Platform: 
Funding at a heeds level 
Greater achievement for all students 
Realistic information for parents 
rn4Kea 
She invites all 
her past, present 
and future clients 
to join her a t  
her new home. 
S a l o n  & - T a n n i n g  . 
4660 Lakehe Avenue, Perruce 
FIRST 9 CUSTOMERS EACH DAY 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
Call us during business hours at 
1-800-563-4362 to order! 
Ship via Greyhound for only $5.00! 
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Pipe dreams > 1) 
he prospect of an oil pipeline snaking 
through the coast mountains to Kitimat 
has the congregation that worships at the T Temple of GFowth is Good fervently sing- 
ing hymns of praise to the gods of unrestrained in- 
dustrial expansion. 
Before they offer up one prayer to the prospect 
of jobs and the putative economic well-being they 
believe the mammoth project will bring, these true 
believers - and all of us in the Northwest, for that 
matter - need to reflect on some really troubling 
aspects of this massive undertaking. 
First we need to consider the Big Picture. For 
those of you who haven’t heard, the amount of sea 
ice in Arctic waters is shrinking by about 14,000 
square miles per year, an area about half the size of 
Nova Scotia, while slabs the size of prairie towns 
are breaking free of the Antarctic ice sheet with 
frightening regularity. Glaciers ’are retreating like 
routed infantry; look up and around on the next 
clear day, and yol; will see it is so. 
The results of one of the most recent studies 
combined 46 years of data documenting the declin- 
ing extent of Northern Hemisphere sea ice and ana- 
lyzed the information using two leading computer 
Authored by a team of scientists headed up by 
Konstantin Y. Vinnikov of the University of Mary- 
land and subsequently published in the highly re- 
spected journal Science, the study indicated a less 
-than two per cent probability that the melting of.the 
’ past 20 years is due to normal climate variation. ’” 
Uitimately, Vinnikov et a1 concluded that the 
data strongly suggests that the observed decrease 
in northern hemisphere sea ice is related to human- 
caused global warming. 
The Maryland scientists are not alone. For the 
last 20 years, scientists have been publishing Jer- 
emiads warning of the effects of global warming. 
After each, the media, which thrives on contro- 
versy, finds it in the spin produced by the corpora- 
tions who profit from fossil fuels, in much the same 
way that tobacco corps once argued that smoking 
wasn’t bad for you and auto makers claimed tetra- 
ethyl lead was no threat to health. 
Even if you distrust the growing scientific con- 
sensus and don’t believe in erring on the side of 
caution, and believe environmentalists are domi- 
nated by hysterical yuppies and tattooed eco-freaks 
with green hair and piercings, you will have trouble 
ignoring the Pentagon, who, in a report to George 
<>Bush, warned that catastrophic climate changes in 
the next 15 years are a bigger threat than terrorism, 
and will lead to massive riots and nuclear war. 
The combustion of fossil fuels is at the heart of 
global warming. With the global ecosystem unrav- 
eling like a cheap suit, it’s patently obvious that 
we need to get off the hydro carbon express and 
aggressively seek alternate fuel forms. Building a 
pipeline perpetuates the status quo. 
Once you get oil to Kitimat you need to take it 
out by mega tanker. Double hulled or not, a number 
of oil tankers break up every year and wreak marine 
havoc. Added to this pollution are the daily spills 
that attend oil transport that in aggregate cause 
,gceanic pollution many times larger than large oil 
spills. 
When you ponder this issue, consider that if the 
moratorium of tanker traffic on this coast is lift- 
ed, oil tankers will pass through treacherous cold 
seas where cleanup and containment is impossible 
- that’s right, impossible. 
The world’s largest spill occurred in the warm 
seas of the Middle East during the Gulf War. In a 
matter of months, naturally occurring bacteria had 
cleaned it up. 
In the cold waters off our coast there-is no such 
bacterial action. Oil persists here. Knowing that, 
governments have attempted to contah spills in 
experiments on the east coast, where a similar situ- 
ation exists. On seas as flat on pee on a plate, using 
state-of-the-art equipment, they failed miserably. 
Scour the Internet and you will not find a single in- 
stance of an oil spill roundup that worked. 
In evaluating pipeline pros and cons, dwell 
on the prospect of punching a pipeline over and 
through the mountains around here. They’re young 
fellows in geological terms, these coastal ranges. 
Like most youngsters they tend to be a little quirky 
and unstable: their tops fall of4 they’re slide prone; 
floods are not uncommon and there’s always the 
risk of seismic upheaval. 
The history of the natural gas pipeline should 
give us pause, especially considering the environ- 
mental cost of an oil rupture. 
The line will need a right of way, a massive linear 
clearcut that will follow the corridors of the Morice, 
the Bumie, the Clore and the Kitimat Rivers with 
an incalculable impact on the fauna therein. 
But, on the other hand, the pipeline will provide 
35 to 75 long term iobs. 
* programs that simulate world climate. 
HUGO HARRISON, one of Canada’s premiere freeskiers hits the backcountry in the Terrace area last winter. Scenes like this one will be 
featured in the film “Hit List” that will be shown at Gator’s Pub this Saturday. BLAKE JORGENSEN PHOTO , 
- -Ski films feature local peaks 
“Hit List” just one of two films with a focus on area skiing, snowboarding 
By SARAH A. And Standard Films’ lat- I They also liked filming and a big screen,” says Matt 
ZIMMERMAN est DVD is also out. Called in Terrace over places such Pinto, operations manager 
SKIERS and snowboarders “Paradox” it features out- and guide for Northern Es- 
here can finally see the standing black and white far fewer athletes and film cape. Following the screen- 
results of much filming here footage of some of the crews here. ing, Whistler’s D.J. Rico- 
There was’ much hype . chet will be spinning tunes 
. 
the recent release of two Both crews we wed visiting last year and people Keep an eye out for door 
films featuring some of the prizes including a free day 
world’s top athletes. of heli-skiing. This is a no- 
“Hit List” is the latest minors event happening at 
offering from ski film gi- for weather to lift just to get standing. Gator’s nightclub down- 
ants Matchstick Productions the perfect shots. Northern Escape Heli- stairs at the Best Western 
and cinematographer Scott Gaffney and Standard Skiing is hosting a pre-sea- Terrace Inn. 
Gaffney. He and his crew of Films’ cinematographer son party featuring a special Tickets are $10 and are 
seasoned backcountry skiers available at Azad Adven- 
spent several weeks in Ter- tures, All Seasons Source 
race last winter heli-skiing for Sports and Ruins Board 
on local slopes in search of Shop. Doors open at 7 p.m., 
big powder and top-quality film at 8 p.m. For details call 
footage. in their films. have the full sound system 615-3184. stores. 
as Alaska because there are 
NpCh.. , woild’s , . _ -  most . .-~ talented . - . - snow: . 
, ’with’‘ boarders hstipgarqa !;.-..I,* .surro;~ding..~~~filll),:~-: for @e rest of the night. 
by the features area mouri- 
tains have to offer and spent 
many patient days waiting 
here now have the chance to 
see what it was all about., 
And the results are out- 
Mike Hatchett both said they 
liked filming here because of 
the easy access to the back- 
country and the ability to hit 
slopes never before featured 
screening of “Hit List” Nov. 
19. The evening is being 
dubbed A Tribute to Ullr - 
the god of skiing and snow. 
“It’s a great film and we’ll 
scott ~ ~ f f ~ ~ ~  
Both films are also avail- 
able at local sporting goods 
Curlers get 
grant for rink 
renovations 
THE TERRACE Curling Association will get over $100.000 
for much-needed renovations thanks to money from the 
provincial government. 
The club will receive $118,725 for a new 1,400 square 
metre (15,OOO sq. ft.) roof, replacement of the insulation, 
electrical, plumbing, painting and washroom upgrades to 
make the facility more user-friendly. 
The money comes from the Olympic Paralympic Live 
Sites fund, as announced by minister of economic develop- 
ment Colin Hansen Nov. 7. 
“Right now we’re losing a lot of money energy-wise be- 
cause our heating is going right out the roof,” says Sylvia 
Griffith, vice-president of the Terrace Curling Association. 
The 34-year-old facility’s roof has been leaking for 
awhile, preventing the use of sheet one. A consultant who 
looked at it said it didn’t have much life left and could only 
be patched so many times, she says. 
Washroom renovations will make them wheelchair-ac- 
cessible. 
While the club has no wheelchair curlers at present, 
Prince George and other areas are seeing the sport’s popular- 
ity rise and a wheelchair world curling event already exists, 
Griffith says. 
“We’d like to start promoting it,” she says. 
Renovations, which will also allow the club to host more 
off-season events, likely won’t happen until spring now that 
the season is underway with the first bonspiel scheduled for 
next week. 
She says the club asked for the money to upgrade the rink 
last summer. 
The club’s directors will have to meet to discuss the de- 
tails of the renovations and await the paperwork, she adds. 
Announced in November 2004, the $20-million Olympic 
Paralympic Live Sites program provides up to $330,000 in 
funding for projects with budgets under $1 million, in com- 
munities outside of Greater Vancouver and the Whistler- 
Squamish corridor. 
The B.C. government has now invested more than $9.3 
million in 60 Live Sites projects provincewide. 
Earlier this fall, in order to allow more communities time 
to apply for funding, the government extended the deadline 
for applications to March 31, 2007, and the deadline for 
completing projects was extended to March 3 1,2008. 
badly liberty for Lundqvist 
MARK HART finished painting this goalie mask with the Statue of Liberty de- 
sign for New York Ranger Henrik Lundqvist after working non-stop for 3-1/2 
days earlier this month. He said Lundqvist asked for something plain, sharp 
and simple and that the Rangers equipment manager said it should look dif- 
ferent than the mask of former Ranger netminder John Vanbiesbrouck. 
I t 
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DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
DlrpImy, W o d  Clmrrtiiod mnd ClorsHIod Dirplmy 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursdav a t 4 om. for all displav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 321 0 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have vour VISA or Mastercard number readv. 
PERSONAL saw 
55 0urina.r Potroonols 
60 Hmldi/hxluIy 
6 5  Losf 6 Found 
70 Parmols 
7 5  Psychics 
85 Tmrsl/Twrr/Vocolion , 
BO Singbs 
PEWFARM 600699 
606 Boutding 
630 Horms 
636 tiusstack 
642 0 Tmilsrs Pols 
WANffD 100-149 
125 Wonkd 
MERCHANDISE 150249 
155 Anllquar 
1 6 0  Applloncor 
I 6 5  Arlr L Cmhs 
170 Auclions 
175 Building Mobriots 
180 Cmpulors 
185 Cmrignmenh ~ 
190 Firearm, 
195 Firewood 
200 Free ti- A m y  ' 
205 Furnihlurs 
215 Cordan Equipmonl 
220 Mivalbneous 
225 Music 
230 Sporling Goods 
235 Tools 
240 Trods Or Srop 
RENTAL 400499 
210 Gamgo Soles 
INDUSTRY 6SodW 
660 Equipment 
670Log ing/limbor 
690 Mining 
705 Aircroh 
710AWs 
715 0oals/Morino 
720 Houmbcals 
725 Molorcycles 
730 RV's 
735 Ronlols 
740 Snowmobiler 
745 TroddSwap 
680 ~ a 8 ~ i ~ ~ ~ v  
REcRunoNAI 700749 
6 7 I /  8 9 10 0 
'Additional words [over 20) 2% PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
514.56 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $5.00 Mail out $1 0.00 
404 Aporhnonh 
400 Bochdor Suib 
A I  2 Bolomnl Suiln 
lion8 
11 12 13 14 15 
I I I I A I  6 Crrbin4Coltoges 
420 Cmmwciol 
424 Condos 
420 DupldFou lox 
432 For Renl Or510 
436 H~llr/Aud~bnumi 
440 4 Miudlonsou, Hwmr 
448 Mobila Homer 
452 Modular Homer-- 
456 Rooms 
460 R m  a Board 
464 Ssnion/Rctiramont 
Accommodolions 
468 Shored Accommodo 
15.00 
16 17 18 19 
15.27 15.54 15.80 16.07 17.61 
27.02 27.29 27.55 27.82 28.09 
16.87 17.14 17.41 17.68 17.94 
28.36 I 28.62 28.89 29.16 29.43 
For longer ad. please use a separate sheel 
Phone Fax Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton st., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 S D  638-7283 638-8432 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)exciudlng oblluarles ................. 59.24 c o l h  
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING (sio.w)+ ................................... 59.24 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $16.38 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.86 per Issue, plus GST ($10.40 per week). 
'For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
' weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
EMpLor,+wr 250-2w, 
254 Business Opporhlniliar 
258 Corcarr 
262 Doycoars 
266 Educolion 
270 Hal Wanted 
274 Prokrsionol 
270 Skilled Trodes 
ALnOMOnM 750-7W 
756 Canopies 
762 Cars 
768 Cloriici 
774 P.a,IS 
706 Trucks 
792 Vonr/Bules 
700 suvs a 4x4's 
472 Sbmga 
476 Suibs NOTlCES/rENDERS 800.849 
480 Twrirl Accommodolions 
400 W a n d  To Rent 
492 Warahwler 
282 Tutoring 
286 Volunteers 
290 Work W a n d  81 5 leg01 Nolicer , 484 Townhouses 830 Tonders 
COMPUTERS & parts bought 
and sold. 60 day warranty on 
Want to reach nearly half a mil- 
lion outdoor enthusiasts! Ad- 
largest outdoor publication, The 
lations Synopsis 2006 Edition. 
Call Annemarie at 1-800-661- 
vertise your business in BC's 
RC Freshwater Fishing Regu- 
Energy Assessments 
Energy Grants 
Robert I Myers computers sold. After 5. David. 
250-61 5-0414 (43p3) 
SEASONED FIREWOOD for 
sale. (you cut yourself) $25 pick 
up load. 250-635-7400 Leave 
messaae. f45~3) 
tires, good condition. $700 OB0 
2005 KONA Stuff mtn. bike, 
large size, Marzocchi 4 112" 
front, Hayes disc brakes, new 
250-635-1 872 (44P3) 
Control your hours gincome! 
Full training I% support provided 
FREE INFO TRAINING PACKAGE 
November 10,2001 
A special smile, a special fore, 
and in our heoris, a special place. 
No words we speak can ever soy 
How much we miss you every day. 
l To hear your voice and see you smile, 
To sit and talk with you awhile. 
To be together in Ihe some old way, 
Would be the dearest wish of ours today. 
We Miss You, Dad 
* . , .  Cindy, Lori and Kyle 
Serving Northern British Columbia 
\4w31 FREE PUBLISHING GUIDE. Go to: Irww.changelifenowlMcom 
Have you written a book? Pub- L l(250) 567424 
lish your book in weeks and 
have it available for sale world- 
ality. .I I I wide. 1-888-232-4444 Ext. 
covers* - HOT TUB (SF ' 
Price, Best Qu 
and colours avaiiaae. 
J VANCOUVER TICKET SER\ 
5043 or www.trafford.coml5043 1. INVENTOR FISHING 
%OOMING WILLIAMS LAKE" ' 'game: 2. 'Leather 'suspenders 1-866-585-0056. 
1: Vek orofitable.-,fullv stocked .- and I belts. .3 ,wheel* chairs. I4 
ICE Located in the Hampton GeieraI Paint Deal&. All the'- puzzles. 5. 8% of shoe busi- 
~ ' Inn Hotel. Concerts and Sports. bells & whistles. Perfect for an ness. Different and unique- 10 
Seahawks, Bwan Adams, Hilary, individual with Daintinaldecorat- ' 255 Avaran Dr. Reno Nevada 
ing experience. (250)"392-9110 
Days I (250) 392-6683 Even- 
ings. 
INTIMATE AlTITUDES k Shopping Company 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED! requires shoppers 
Canada's Best Adult Home throughout B.C. to do 
party Business. Earn an shops. Apply online at: 
Amazing 40% immediately! www.secretshopnet.com 
NO Risk1 NO Quotas! ALL FUN! TRAVEL ON An Amazing Inter- 
national Program! Discover Come to 
www.intimateattitudes.ca other countries and other re- 
Consultant Opportunities. ' gions of Canada! Learn about 
social justice and development Monev and Fun! 
issues! Live and work with peo- 
ple from other cultures! Cana- 
da World Youth volunteer pro- 
grams for youth 17 - 24. Info: 
www.canadaworldyouth.org or 
for programs that start Summer 
ty- Imagine Laserworks Opening 
across Bc. world's number 1 
system for smoking cessation 
- High returns* Imaginelaser- 
& weight loss. Low investment 1 -866-7-VOYAGE. Apply now 
Works*com 1-866-538-21 O6 2006! Priority deadline January 
Home Workers Needed!!! 15.2006. 0 
$1500/WK ASSEMBLING pro- 
ducts I stuffing envelopes. No 
experience needed. Free infor- DAYCARE. MY warm loving 
mation: www-CanadianJob home. Babies to latch keys. Ton 
Source.com Ref #7-702 Or of good references, good rates. 
Horseshoe. 250-635-1 150 1-705-726-9070. 
(46~3) t 
Gwen Stefani, Andre Rieu, Chris 
Isaak, Rascal Flatts, Depeche. 
Lions, Grey Cup pkg still avail. 
Canucks. All games. Hotel ac- 
corn avail. 1-800-920-0887. 
16FT TANDEM flat deck, elec- 
tric brakes, battery and break 
away just installed. Front Jack. 
$2500.00 firm. Packard Hewlitt 
690 C color printer and Mem- 
orex scanner both for $50.00. 
USED CAMP TRAILERS 
Surplus Inventory, Priced to 
clear. Various 4 and 6 bed- 
room sleepers. One washcar 
clw showers and laundry. Lo- 
cations: Kamloops and Prince 
George. $5885.00 and up while 
stock lasts. Call Brent at Britco 
Structures 250-377-0765 Kam- 
loops. 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate ..... $.49 sq/ft, 12 ml 
laminate ..... $1.99 sq/ft, Lam- 
inate tile (from) ..... $.99 sq/ft, 
1x6" knotty fir or pine ..... $1.75 
sqlft, 3 114" oak, maple, bam- 
boo Dre fin ..... $3.99 salft. 3 114" 
250-635-5887 (45~1) 
89506. 
EVALUATORS!! 
A Professional Mvsterv If the next chapter o f  your life involves a change o f  
address, look to our newest agent, Liane. She invites 
everyone to visit her at her new location at Re/hlax 
Terruce Hospice Sociev would like to 
hunk the  communi^ t$r coming 
out to support our Vokes For Hos ice 
Special thanks to: 
Greg linton & lames Powel/ "Dr. Fishy" 
Andy Brodie & Company 
"C/ass Act" 
Mecca Huston 
Mari/yn Srodie 
Sight & Sound 
M&M Meat Shop 
Skeena Va//ey Golf & Country Club 
Terrace Standard 
coke concert on October 2n B 1  1 -888-886-4099.' 
NEW FRANCHISE Opportuni- 
FOUND: GOLD eagle or raven 
design earring at Government 
office. To claim, come in to 3220 
Eby St or call 250-638-6515 
(46~3) 
LOST HEARING Aid with green 
pouch. August 2005. Chevron 
gasstation, Thornhill. Reward of- 
fered. Please call 250-635-6607 
LOST MALE black lab. 2 112 
year old, Kalum Lk. Drive area. 
Missing since Nov. 4th. 6 yr. old 
misses him lots! Reward oof- 
fered or call 250-638-1418 for 
info. (46~3) 
(45p3) japakse cherry pre fin..:..$4.75 
sqfft, %Oak Maple and ash engi- 
neered ,,,,,, $2.99 sqfft. 
TONS MORE! 
1-800-631 -3342. 
"GO BC LlONS GO" New 
slate pool tables $2,195 (retail 
$7,195). Delivery and Installa- 
tion Included! 1-604-522-2025. 
FOR SALE Faber zero clear- 
ance natural gas fireplace. 22.5 
MBTU. Never been used. $295. 
Phone 250-635-9537 (44~3) 
INVACAHE MKIV A powered 
wheelchair. Heavy duty. Charged 
only three times. Includes charg- 
er and a manual wheelchair in 
great condition. 250-635-9024 
MOVING SALE 1 50 gallov fish 
tank, clw fluvial filtrations sys- 
tem, heaters, gravel etc $500; 
1 Weider Pro weight bench and 
weights $100; 1 computerlof- 
fice desk (2 years told) $300; 2 
4 drawer metal filing cabinets 1 
- $1 75 & 1 - $1 00; 1 antique light 
house lens, ideal for unique light 
fixture or home decoration; 1 an- 
tique oak dining room table and 
4 chairs $1,500; 1 antique metal 
bed frame $150; 1 6x8 HD utility 
trailer $500; Tundra canopy for a 
long box import (loyota) $450; 2 
Marinex boat, clw 1 00-hp marin- 
er jet & leg, new top, great con- 
dition. May consider trades for 
lake boat $10,000 OBO; 2 sec- 
tions of metal scaffolding and 
side braces; boat cover for 16 
foot Lund type boat $100.250- 
RSF WOOD burning stove $500 
OBQ. Gently used, very clean. 
146~3). 
635-2630 (45p3) 
Must sell. 250-635-3644 f45D3) 
TERRACE RESTAURANT 
FOR SALE 
The Toasted Tomato 
Great clientele, catering. 
Serious enquiries only. 
PHONE 
250-638-0980 
Leave a message. 
250-66 5-21 59 or 
t 
Housekeeping staff required. 
Previous experience helpful but 
not necessary. This is a great op- 
portunity for a mature individual. 
Drop off your resume with refer- 
ences to: 4830 Hwy 16 West, 
Terrace. No phone calls or faxes 
please. (44~3) 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
3772 (37~6) 
STARCHOICE RECEIVER and 
double eye. Call 250-635-3148 
Or 250-635-3191 (46~3) 
MICE DECENT guy, 22, seeking 
nice girl. 20-25 for relationship. 
No one nighters please! Must 
have healthy lifestyle. Reply 
to File #225 Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 (46~3) 
GENTLEMAN IN his 60's is 
looking for a good honest wom- 
an that knows what she wants. 
250-635-001 6 (46~3) 
1 What do you mean 
we look alike.,.? 1 8 
> \  I Happy24 
i Kelsey! I Happy21 
Erin! 5. t 
! Love. Mom. Mvles & Britt 
KENMORE WASHER & dry- 
er (almond) $1 501pr; Kenmore 
washer & dryer (white) $1 501pr.; 
Graf 705 skates, size 3 $125; 
Kenmore upright vacuum $50. 
250-635-2433 (44p3) 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, B.C. 
A three mountain, one village 
ski resort. Stay with us and 
pay no GST. Over 60 units to 
choose from. Top of the Moun- 
tain Accommodations. 
www.toDofthemountain.ca 
1-800-585-8834 
JOB POSTING 
POSITION: COMPUTER TECHNICIAN 11 
40 HOURS PER WEEK . - - . - - - . 
StcPdng Salary Range: $20.85-$22.59 
LOCATION: TECH DEPARTMENT 
SUMMARY: 
Reporting to the Secretary Treasurer, the Computer Technician 
provides technical advice, services, installs, alters, repairs and 
maintains District computer hardware and software. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
* Completion of Grade 12 (Dogwood Certificate) 
A degree or di loma in Information Technology, or a current 
At least two ears of current relevant work experience 
Valid Class Y- BC Drivers' licence and private vehicle 
Microsoh MCS E or an equivalent combination of training 
and work experience 
A complete iob description can be found on our website at 
http://.sd54. bc.ca/Administration/ 
Job-Description/Computer-Technician. pdf 
STARTING DATE: As soon as possible 
CLOSING DATE: November 25,2005 
Interested persons should submit their applications to: 
Mrs. Elaine Sabo, Secretary Treasurer 
School District #54 Bulkley Valley) 
P.O. Box 758 Smit b ers, BC VOJ 2N0 
e-mail: sunpeaks@direct.ca 
VISIT WWW.GETAWAYBC. 
COM for your next adventure. 
www. bcandalbertabedand- 
breakfast.Com has over 500 
B&Bs online! Call Robyn at 1- 
800-661 -6335 for your free glos- 
sy magazine. 
TOFINO 
NEW Introducing Fabulous 
New View Rooms. 
3 nights for $189 per couple! 
Romantics, pets welcome 
Holidays: Dec. 20lJan. 5,3/$239 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
AVAl LABLE 
www.C-orca.com 
RETREAT-RECHARGE-RE- 
1-888-61 1-1 988 
TOFINO - RETREAT 
RECHARGE - RENEW. 
Introducing Fabulous New View 
Rooms. 3 nights for $1 89 per 
couple! Romantics, Surfers, 
Pets Welcome? 
w.C-orca.com 
1-888-61 1-1 988. 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy direct 
Laminate ....... $.49 sq/ft, 12 ml 
laminate ...... $1.99 sq/ft, Lami- 
nate tile (from) ...... $.99 sqlft, 1x6 
knotty fir or pine ...... $1.75 sq/ft, 
pre fin ...... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" ja- 
panese cherry pre fin ...... $4.75 
3 114" oak, maple, bamboo 
sqlft, Oak, maple, ash engi- 
neered ...... $2.99 sq.ft. 
TONS MORE! 
1-800-631-3342 
USED CAMP TRAILERS Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Surplus Inventory, Priced to 
clear. Various 4 and 6 bed- 
room sleepers. One washcar 
c/w showers and laundry. Lo- 
cations: Kamloops and Prince 
George. $5885.00 and up while 
stock lasts. Call Brent at Britco 
Structures 250-377-0765 Kam- 
loops. 
YAMAHA 5'3" Polished Ebony 
GH1 series Baby Grand Pia- 
no. New condition. Sacrifice 
$1 1,000 firm. 250-672-571 7 af- 
ter 6:OO pm. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus is seeking 
applications to fill part-time Instructor positions in the ECE 
Basic and Post Basic Program. Salary and benefits will be in 
accordance with the College Agreement with the CUPE instructor 
Scale, Northwest Community College is an equal opportunity 
e following courses: (each course is 1 section) 
ECE 142: Environm 
workshop in Terrace 
ECE 222:. Infant Todd1 - weekly teleconference 
seminars 
Spring 2006 Semester 
ECE 164: Curriculum 111 - 3 weekend workshops in Tenace 
ualiacation,: The applicant will have a minimum of a Master's 
degree in a related social science field; and teachlng experience 
at the post-secondary level. Also required is a demonstrated 
awareness of'and sensitivity to First Nations culture, ability to 
work independently on course requirements. Communication 
skills, experience motivating students and independently 
addressing student issues while remaining within department 
policy guidelines required. The, applicant must have the ability 
and willingness to teach in a variety of settings. Lesser qualified 
%qh"lent field experience may be 
sic ECE program, the applicant will have 
their Early Childhood Education Basic ceriificate.The successful 
applicant will also have a minimum of 3 years full time experience 
working in llcensed childcare facilities with childre 
bly in aboriginal child care programs. 
struction in the Post Basic program the appiicant will have 
their Post Basic certificate in Infant Toddler. The applicant will 
also have u minimum of 3 years full time experience working in 
licensed childcare facilities with children aged 3-5 preferably in 
i' f (  
identify on your resume which courses you are qualified to 
teach. , 
Respond in conffdence by submiffing u current resume 
and ,quoffng compeffffon r45.162C to: Human' Resources 
Department, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 5331 
McConnell Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 4x2, FAX: 250.638.5475, 
Email: soates@nwcc.bc.ca 
Northwest Community Co//ege is commifted to 
employmennl equity und encouruges upp/fcaffons from 
Fi& Nations people, women, persons with disabl/iffes and 
members of visible minorifies. 
We thank all applicants for their interest. 
- _- - interview will be contacted. --.UZI however, only ihose selected for an 
Closing Date: November 23,2005 Take a closer look 
MARTIN CHRYSLER Ltd. has 
a fulltime position available for a 
parts person. This position will 
allow the successful applicant 
to work in all areas of a Parts 
Department. Benefit package 
includes RRSP contributions. 
Journeymen andlor apprentic- 
es may apply by fax, email or 
in person. Contact Warren at: 
warren I@telusp lanet.net or fax 
403-362-2102, We are located 
in Brooks, AB. 
Busy, family practice in Wil- 
liams Lake has an opening for 
a receptionist. Experienoe pre- 
feEr*d,but .wi!Ctrain.. Please,call 
callect,,(250)- 398-7161. orafaxh 
(250) 398-8633 atten: Sue 
$375 Weekly! 
Company needs help filling out 
simple worksheets. 1-800-351 - 
51 20. www,couponwork.com 
Full time laborers needed for 
busy fiberglass shop in Ono- 
way, AB. Health Benefits, wage 
depending on experience. Fax 
resume: Kynard Fiberglass 1 - 
780-967-3588. Ann: Devon 
Hickson. 
Residential Framing Crews re- 
quired immediately in Grande 
Prairie, AB! Experience re- 
quired; top rates being offered. 
Phone 780-876-0756. 
LOCAL RENTAL company 
hiring receptionist/dispatcher. 
Some physical labour (lifting) 
involved. Good interpersonal 
skills required. Book keeping 
and computer skills asset. $91 
hr. 30 hr. week. Must be able to 
multitask. c/o File #223, Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2 (44~3) 
Penticton Cabinet Mfg. has 3 
positions, assembler / finisher 
/ cnc router operator. Full-time 
positions, wages negotiable. 
Reply to Box #362, 2250 Cam- 
rose St., Penticton, BC. V2A 
8R1. 
1 .COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT 
MECHANIC 
2. HEAW D U N  MECHANIC 
3. AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC 
If you are certified or an appren- 
tice, we need you. Experience 
is a preferred asset. You will 
need a working knowledge of 
the WCB Regulation and have 
good'Teportlng' and 'communi- 
cation skills, References are 
required with your application. 
Premium wage, benefits and 
bonus package included. Inter- 
ested applicants submit your 
resume in confidence to: Jared 
Gulbranson, Gulbranson Log- 
ging Ltd., 1775 Hwy 16 East, PO 
Box 665, Vanderhoof, BC VOJ 
3A0 Voice: 250-567-4505 Fax: 
250-567-9232 e-mail: gulbr- 
ans@telus.net 
Experienced Class One super 
"B" flat deck long haul drivers re- 
quired. Min. 2 years experience, 
benefits available. Revenue pay 
converted to mileage rate, usual- 
ly in excess of .49 cents a run- 
ning mile. Call 250-314-9512 
or 1-800-760-1 420. Leave mes- 
sage. 
Small Engine Mechanic Re- 
quired for busy Vernon BC busi- 
ness. Must have over 10 years 
chainsaw experience. Competi- 
tive wage + benefit package. 
Fax resume (250) 5 4 5 - 7 3 6 L  
GIs Technician require knowl- 
edge of B.C. Government. In- 
dustry Data Sets. Will be Cad 
GIS work with potential for net- 
work or arc info amlications. 
Fax 828-2183 or resumes @ in- 
tegratedwoods.com 
LOG TRUCK DRIVERS 
You will need previous six / sev- 
en axle log truck experience in 
winter conditions. Knowledge 
of Prince George and Vander- 
hoof areas is preferred. Refer- 
ences and Driving Record are 
required with your application. 
Jared Gulbranson 
Gulbranson Logging Ltd. 
1475 Hwy 16 East, PO Box 665 
Vanderhoof. BC VOJ 3A0 
Voice: 250-567-4505 
, or 250-567-5446 
Fax: 250-567-9232 
, e-mail: gulbrans@telus.net 
White River Contracting Ltd. 
is currently looking for an experi- 
enced Buncherman with at least 
3 years experience for work in 
Vanderhoof Area. Excellent wag- 
es and benefits. Please fax re- 
sume to: 250-567-5881 or Call 
SECURITY GUARDS. Trail 
250~567-5801. 
area. Drivers License and BST 
I & I I  required. First aid Level 3 
an asset. Competitive wages & 
benefits available. Fax: 250- 
Power Equipment Store Ma; 
ager - Vernon, BC. Energetic, 
customer focused, leader, com- 
municator & motivater. Small 
364-4948. 
Full-time salesperson in the 
Computer Department. 
Send resume to 
totemaudio@telus.net or  stop 
Munree Manor 
is currently accepting applications for an 
APARTMENT MANAGER 
The successful individual will 
~ assume responsibility for the operations , 
and general maintenance of the complex. ' 
Pleuse send your resume to: 
File #224 
c/o The Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
> 
0 
Junior Accountant c McAlp ine  & Co., Chartered Accounting _. . . .  firm engine- mechanical knowledge & computer skills required. Fax resume (250) 545-7366. AVERAGE $1.83 MILE with 
own trailer, $1.67 without to run requires a junior accountant. The individual 
longhaul flatdeck USA/CAN out would currently be enrolled in a designated 
Of Bc Or Alberta. $3000 Hiring accounting program or intends to enter a program. Bonus. Tom 1-800-663-0099. 
BABYSITTER NEEDED in my Excellent interpersonal skills and good analytic 
home. Queensway/Bobsien skills required. Must have experience in an 
area. 250-638-1 037 (45~3) accounting position and public practice 
GOURMET HOUSE restaurant experience preferred. Excellent accounting 
is looking for PTIFT waitress. knowledge and computer skills essential. 
Reply with resume. Confidentiality assured. Experience would be an asset. Please drop off .resume at 4554 
f' 
Reply to file #226, 
Terrace Standard 
32 10 Clinton Street I Terrace, B.C. Greig Ave. Terrace. No phone calls please. (43~3) KALUM KABS LTD requires full/part time drivers, dispatch- ers. DroD off resume to 4449 ) 
Lakelse Avenue. V8G5R2 ~ 
No phone calls please. (46~3) 
LIFEGUARDS REQUIRED at 
Mount Lavton Hotswings Re- 
it 
sort. Requirements &dude 
CPR Level C, Current NLS, and 
Standard First Aid. Must have 
reliable transportation. Please 
fax resusme to 250-632-591 1 
or email minette2@teius.net. No 
calls please. (44~3) 
LOCAL HOTEL is lookina for 
chambermaid/desk clerk. -This 
person should be mature, reli- 
able and hard working and able 
to work unsupervised. Experi- 
ence an asset, but not neces- 
sary. Apply In person with a re- 
sume to 3867 Hlgtiway 16 E. No 
phone inquiries please. (44~3) 
TRAFFIC CONTROL personnel 
wanted w/valid TCP ticket, driv- 
ers-' licence/ab'stiact." First 'aid 
an asset. 250-635-7867 Fax re-- 
sume 1 -250-635-7887(44~3) 
Business is  very 
good, we have 
room for2 detailers 
with valid drivers 
license. Experience 
not  necessary but 
preferred. Please 
apply in person to 
the Service Manager 
at Skaha Ford, 198 
Channel Parkway, 
Penticton, BC. 
OFFICE 
Requires a person with payroll and accounting 
experience. This position will involve payroll, GST 
returns, financial statement typing, data entry and 
completion of small year-ends. Additional duties 
will be providing backup for filing and reception 
duties. Must have excellent English and grammar 
skills with hands-on experience in Microsoft Word 
and knowledge of financial statements. Hours of 
work are 850 - 500 Monday to Friday. Salary will 
commensurate with experience. Resumes should 
be accompanied by a hand-written covering letter 
and delivered to: 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co., CAS 
Second Floor, 4544 lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P8 
I S  NOWHIRIN6 
Computer skills a must - referably in MAC 
applications - Quarkxpress, BhotoShop, Illustrator, 
a n d  InDesign. 
Must  b e  proficient in Customer Service Skills, 
photo copying, bindery, and spelling is  a must. 
Working knowledge of a HP Plotter a n d  a Canon 
Colour copier would be preferable. 
Please drop off your resume in person to 4535 
Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
CARPENTRY - Nass Valley 
Auxiliary instructor 
Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Nisga'a and Norfhwest 
Community College invite applications for an auxiliary 
Car entry Instructor commencing January 9, 2006 
an B terminating April 28, 2006. This position will be 
5.5 hours per day for a total of 16 weeks. Salary will be in 
accordance with Northwest Community College's BCGEU 
Instructor scale. 
Duties: The successful applicant will instruct Entry Level 
Carpentry in the Nass Valley. 
Qualifications: The successful candidate will have a 
minimum of grade 12 and Inter-provincial qualifications in 
carpentry; minimum of 5 years experience as a Journeyman 
Carpenter with varied field experience and minimum 5 years 
experience in a supervisory capacity, either as Foreman or 
Superintendent. Applicants must have strong organizational, 
interpersonal and communication (written & oral) skills and 
experience working with adults in an educational setting. 
A demonstrated abili to work efficiently and accurately as 
centered environment is essential. Safe s op practices and 
intermediate computer skills (word processing, CAD, email) 
are required. The preferred candidate will have a degree 
in a related discipline combined with a BC Teacher's 
Certificate or the Provincial Instructor Diploma. 
R part of a team as we1 7 as the capacity to rovide a learner- 
Closing Date: Friday, November 18, 2005. 
Only those selected for interviews will be contacted. 
Respond in confidence by submitting a current resume and 
copy of supporting credential documents to: 
and Recreation Commission 
The Terrace Advisory Parks 
is seeking volunteers to sit on this Council appointed Board. 
The Commission meets monthly to discuss and recommend 
actions related to the,City's Leisure Services. 
The City o f  Terrace is on the forefront, of  several dynamitic 
new developments including 2010 BC Winter Games, Active 
Community Initiatives, developnient of  the Sportsplex, and 
future trail and park development. 
Volunteers are required from the City and from Electoral Areas 
C & E (Thornhill, North Terrace or Lakelse Lake). 
The Future of Leisure Services in Terrace is  very exciting. As a 
Coniniission member you will have an excellent opporpnity 
to contribute to the future of  our community. 
Interested individuals are asked to submit a letter stating 
name, address, a brief description of  their interests and 
previous volunteer experience. The deadline far submissions 
is December h d ,  2005. 
Letters should be forwarded to: 
Ross Milnthorp 
Director of Leisure Services 
Terrace Advisory Parks and Recreation Conimission 
3215 Ebp Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2x8 
Enid: rniilntliorp@city.terrace.hc.ca 
Fax: 615-3010 
OPENING FOR full-time shift 
manager at McDonald's. Look- 
ing for responsible, motivated 
individual who likes working in a 
fast paced friendly environment. 
.Excellent training program. Prev- 
ious management experience 
an asset, but not required. Fax 
resume to 250-638-0340 (43~3) 
B 81 G WELDING 8 MECHAM- 
ICAL is currently hiring JOUR- 
NEYMAN & APPRENTICE 
WELDERS for Shop & Portable 
Fabrication in the Oil & Gas In- 
dustry. competitive Wages & 
Benefit Package. Rocky Moun- 
tain House. AB. Fax Resume: 
W o  Guys With A Truck 
Moving, Storage & Deliveries 
1, 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular runs Merritt, Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Prince George & rest 
of B.C. 250-483-4237. 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Fall and Winter interior, residen- 
tial and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl. 
403-844-4489. 250-61 5-01 99 (40P3) 
ELECTRICAL & INSTRUMEN- 
TATION. Required labourers, 
or-fx 780-532-6848 (44~4) 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
(CTFN) 
1s t  2nd, 3rd,'4th yr appren- ;MOVING? Long hauls or short 
tices and journeymen needed in destinations. Household furni-'I 
Grand Prairie, Alberta. A broad- ture Only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
based variety of projects ongo- 800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
ing as well as troubleshooting est rates. [ctfn) 
for on going maintenance. Top 
paying wages, benefit package, 
holdiay pay, and other incen- 2 BEDROOM apartment. Close 
tives included. At home every to town, no pets. Available now. 
niaht as well. Ph. 780-532-7173 Coin laundry washer and dry- 
er.4560 Lazelle Avenue. 250- 
2 BEDROOM furnished apart- 
ment on acreage. $575lmo in- 
cludes all utilities. WID and sat- 
ellite TV. Available immediately. 
635-2360 (45~3) 
Bright, spacious, 2 bedroom 
apartment, close to schools 
and hospital. Non-smoking, 
$550/month. Call 250-635-6316 
CENTRALLY LOCATED s6,p@l 
LEARN Fitrn and .Acting Busi- i apartments available::Spaclous:' ' 
ness Fast, 100 '~  of grads work- . clean and bright with secured 
ing. Help with financing. Next entrance, Paved Parking, Fls. 
course January 23. victoria Mo- WID and blinds. One bedroom, 
tion Picture School 1-888-522- $475/mO. Two bedrooms $5751 
3456, promotions@vicfiIm.com mo (with gas fireplace) N/p, n/s 
to view. References a must 
(45p3) 
Call now! 250-635-1622 Or 250-635-2250 
250-635-5061 (45p3) 
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1 st. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneewvest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
If you have equity in your home, 
We can help! Can't prove in- 
come, slow credit, bank says 
NO! Call Rick at Rick Graves & 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
AUTO LOAN TODAY 
www.creditrebuilders.net 
Bad credit, slow credit, 
bankrupt, first time buyer, 
1-886-270-7199 Get both the 
vehicles & credit you deserve. 
Selling to First Nations since 
1985. Professional Auto 
Credit Rebuilders. 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
*Ample parking 
* Laundry facilities 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
* References required 
To view call 
638-1 748 
The Terrace Slandiad Is 
* ' >-.,%i& online 
www,terracestandard.com 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertlolng infonnatlon 
I nf or ma t ion Systems 
(GIS) Certificate 
This intensive, 20-week certificate program in Arclnfo 
GIS is designed to take people without previous GIS 
knowledge to an advanced level of competence using 
the industry standard ESRl Arcinfo software suite. 
The program consists of 500 hours of lab instruction 
supplemented by supervised projects. 
Having the skills and knowledge to use GIs is rapidly 
becoming a requirement in today's job market. 
9 HRDC forecasts increased need 
for GIS Professionals 
Train for employment in Industry, 
Government and First Nations 
0 Student loan and E.I. eligible 
$7,375 plus texts 
January 23 -June 9,2006 
For more information: 
Salmon Arm Campus 
toll free 1-866-352-0103 
dkolysher@okanagan.bc.ca 
www.gis.okanagan.bc.ca WHATS NEXT IS WHAT'S HERE 
SHUSWAP RMLSTOKE NORTH OKANAGAN 
, CENTRAL OKANAGAN SOUM OKANAGAN SIMILK4MEEN A 
L 
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2 BEDROOM house for rent 
near college. No pets. Call 250- 
635-7602 for appointment to 
view. (45~3) 
3 BEDROOM house complete- 
ly renovated with new roof and 
deck, backyard fenced. Sepa- 
rate garage. 4637 Goulet. Ask- 
ing $102,000 250-638-8436 
141 p6) 
3 BEDROOM, 1 bathroom, sun- 
ken living room (with fireplace) 
F/S, W/D. deck, large yard, 
close to schools, park & hospi- 
tal $700/month. Available imme- 
diately. 250-635-2509 (45~3) 
4 BEDROOM house on 1/4, acre 
workshop, sundeck, all applianc- 
es. &85O/mO + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. 250-635- 
UNI VERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Check Out What We're Offering in Terrace This Winter ... 
Terrace Courses 
Winter 2006 Semester 
Disability Management 712-3 
Disability Interventions 
Education 101-3 
Introduction to Education 
Education 714-3 
Group Counselling Processes 
Education 795-3 
Research Seminar 
English 170-3 
Writing & Communication Skills 
English 385-3 
Modern & Contemporary Literature 
English 384-3 
Victorian Literature 
English 420/620-3, 
Advanced First Nationsliferature. 
First Nations Studies 220-3, Introduction to 
Linauistics. 
international Studies ,340-3, The Circumpolar 
North in Global Perspective. 
Nursing 703-3, Health Program Development 
and Evaluation. 
Political Science 315-3, Contemporary Issues 
in the Circumpolar World 
Social Work 439-3 h 
Social WorWLaw and the Justice System 
Social Work'456-3, Family Caring Systems 
Social Work 605-3 
Comm WorWPolitics of Change 
Contlnulng Studies: 
A Positive Approach lo Managing Stress, 
1 day, January 27. 
The Art of Negotiation, 
1 day, March 13. 
'Course offerings subject to change and 
sufficient enrollment 
ty deposit Call 250-635- 7467 
WHOLE HOUSE for rent at 
4446 Haugland Street, close 
to Walmart,Terrace. 3 bedroom 
upstairs, rec room & 1/2 wash: 
room, downstairs 2 bedroom 
suite. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer inluded. Available immedi- 
ately. No pets. Phone 250-632- 
7502 (43~3) 
(44P3) 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a 5 bedroom house. Share rest 
of home. On bus route. $270 per 
month includes utilities. Phone 
250-635-3126 (44~3) 
2 BEDROOM Suite. Available 
December 1st  F/S, W/D, dish- 
washer, N/G fireplace, deck 
overlooking Skeena River, 
fenced yard. $550/month 250- 
ONE BEDROOM suite. Avail- 
able Nov. 1st  kitchen facilities, 
electric heat $200/month plus 
utilities 250-635-5800 or after 5 
p.m. 250-638-1348 (42~3) 
638-8093 (45~3) 
Available December 1st. F/S, W/D, drh- 
washer, N/G fireplace, deck overlooking 
Skeena River, fenced yard $55O/mnth. 
With 1 112 bathrooms 
TOWNHOUSES 
ONE. TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, $450. 
$550 Heat and hot water includ- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
on premises. Please call 250- 
61 5-0345 or 250-635-6428 
132C.TFN) 
2000 SQ.FT. OFFICE space, 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
FOR RENT: 10 x 2 4  office 
space. For further information 
please contact Del's Propane 
at 250-61 5-0484 during busi- 
ness hours. Space is located at 
4751 Hwy 16 West, Terrace,B. 
c. 143c3) 
- 635-71 71 3911 (45~3) 
SALMON ARM: 3 Bedroom, 2 
bath, 1500 sqft, double garage, 
covered deck whake view, backs 
onto green space, 10 year home 
warranty. www.propertyguys. 
corn lD#64411 250-308-7201. 
GAN - UPDATE The Seasons 
community entrance and boul- 
evard has been landscaped by 
Deborah's landscaping team. 
Welcome John and Carolyn, 
enjoy that lake view! The foun- 
dations are now poured for the 
SEASONS CLUB. Call now to 
arrange your personal tour 
SEASONS IN THE OKANAGAN, 
RESORT COMMUNITY 
Spectacular panoramic Lake 
Okanagan views from every res- 
idence. Master planned com- 
munity in Vernon, BC featuring 
$2.5m SEASONS CLUB, spa, 
pool & fitness onsite. Close to 
all OK activities. Adjacent to 
beach-park. RV 8. boat storage. 
Starting at $395,000. www.Sea- 
sonsVernon.com Call us 1-800- 
HORSESHOE AREA 5 bed- 
rooms, 2 bathrooms, big garden, 
greenhouse, shed, large deck, 
close to schools. $137,900.. Call 
250-635-9659 to view, leave 
message. (45~30 
NEW MOUSE only 7 years 
old, 2240 sq feet, 2 acres In 
Jackplne Flats. 5 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, (2nd kitchen, 2nd 
living room can be used for a pri- 
vate suite with own entrance..... 
mortgage helper!) 2 car insu- 
lated garage, central vacuum, 
NG includes 5 appliances, 
fully fenced , fenced dog pen 
withcover, storage shed, green- 
house, landscaped, firepit, 
BBQshelter, very private, no 
thru road, quiet neighborhood. 
Drive by 3099 Edgewood Drive 
or check www.bchomesfor- 
saIe.com for additional informa- 
tion. $21 0,000 250-638-0089 
SEASONS IN THE OKANA- 
1-800-916-5188. 
91 6-51 88. 
QUIET 8 CLEAN 2 bedroom 
ground level apartment. Avail- 
able immediately. No pets. 
Electric heat. Close to Walmart. 
References and security deposit 
required, $475/mo. Phone 250- 
635-1 126 (43~3) 
2 BEDROOM Duplex, clean 
quiet. F/D, W/D, References re- 
quired. No pets. 1 bedroom du- 
plex F/S, close to downtown. 
Phone 250-635-3796 (46~3) 
3 BEDROOM duplex, fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer hook- 
ups. Located in Thornhill. $500/ 
month. Phone 250-65-9301 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom duplex 
in upper Thornhill. Fridge, stove, 
waasher,dryer,dishwasher, hard- 
wood floors, non smoker. Pets 
negotiable.$800 per month. Util- 
ities included. Damage deposit 
and references required. 250- 
LARGE 3 bedroom duplex 
in Thornheights, huge deck, 
hardwood floors, fenced yard, 
carport, F/S,(W/D. $700 + utili- 
ties.250-635-9157 (44~3) 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex 
at 3735 Pine Ave in Thornhill. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$375/mo. Call 250-638-8639 
THREE BEDROOM side by 
side duplex located in Horse- 
shoe area, close to schools, 
downtown: and bus routes. F/s, 
w/d, n/g heat. No smoking, no 
parties, no 'pets, $700/month. 
Call 250-636-1 971 (44P3) 
(45p3) 
635-1355 (46~3) 
(43P3) I 
(PARK CLINTON' 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
ape. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
\c6157543 or W5-3479 
QUIET STUDIO suites, down- 
town secured building, laundro- 
mat, heat included, absolutely 
no parties, great for working 
couple or older single person. 
TWO AND a half bedroom apart- 
ments. 4623 Haugland,full kitch- 
250-635-7585 (40~3) 
en and livingroom. Recently ren- 
ovated, electric heat. $600/mo. 
plus $300 deposit. Available 
immediately. Call (250)638-1348 
Maria or (250) 635-5800 Tony. 
(50CTFN) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
Available immediately. Security 
entrance, rec facilities. No pets, 
no smoking. $475mo + securi- 
ty deposit. References required. 
Call 250-635-6824 (43P3) ' 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, lami- 
nate floors, laundry facilities, 
on site management. No pets 
Dlease. Available immediatelv. 
- FROM $425-5OO/M- 
3 LEUEL WIBASEMENT 
laurldry hook-ups, non-reno'd 
$99/M (you do the work!) 
WHITESAIL TOWNHOUSES 'CALL ALEXANDER 250-639-6473 
WHITESAIL 
TOWNHOMES 
From W / m  (non-mnovakd) 
Ail units are 3 levek w/brmf? 
In-suie Eundry available, mil pet ok. 
2 bedrood3 bedroom w/2 bath 
From $425/rn (dwounts available) 
C ~ l l  Larry 8 250 632.441 1 
250-6i5-0280 (40ctt'n) J 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, IN 
THORNHILL. F/S INCLUDED. 
N/F? $425 SECURITY DEPOS- 
IT REQUIRED. CALL 250-635- 
4139 (43P3) , 
2 BEDROOM available imme- 
daitely. Couple preferred. Close 
to downtown, big back yard, 
separate entran.ce, no pets, ref. 
req'd. $390 + security deposit. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
2 bedroom basement suite or 
3 bedroom upperlevel. New 
W/ D , F/S, fireplaces, sepa- 
rate entrance, nic e neighbour- 
hood. Upper level has DNV and 
Jetted Tub. Horseshoe Area! 
All utilities included in rent. Call 
250-635-6824 (43~33 
250-61 5-3263. (44~3) 
+i*ChWd~i' 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
Clean And Quiet 
bundry Facility 
Close To Swimming Pool R Town 
References Required. 
Avoiloble Immediately 
Smoll Pets Welcome 
I SEAPORT LIMOUSINELTD. I 
I1 I LAKELSE LAKE log cabin West 
side on 1.8 acres, 200 ft. lake 
frontage, $249,900 250-798- 
9503 photosatwww.patentpen- 
dingldeas.com/lakelse/ (44pl) 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
Attn: endlords 
'O0% free rental listings 
www.renta1sbc.com 
4,500 SQ. Ft. warehouse for 
rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 
250-635-7602 (45~3) . 
ADVENTURE BAY RESORT 
COMMUNITY. Exceptional 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
anniversaries, reunions. Day 
and evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 email kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services available. 
(CTFN) 
PHASE II NOW SELLING 
FINALPHASE, 1 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
AVAILABLE hill. Close to Schools, stores, 
etc. $375/mo. Economical heat 13 Okanagan-Thompson 
and lights. Cool in the summer CHBA Goid & Silver Awards 
250-638-8052 (44P3) for thls project. Beautfully" 
2 BEDROOM house in Horse- treed and valley views, 1-3 
shoe, non-smoking premises, acre homesites. All services un- 
prefer no pets, newly renovated, derground. Paved roads. 160 
F/S/DW, W/D in upstairs laun- acre private park. (The 
dry room, one bathroom, new Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
high efficiency furnace in partial Vernon and 40 minutes to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from basement, detached garage, large fenced yard. Available for 
Lease; $850/month. References www.whisperridge.com 
required. Call after November 
2 BEDROOM Log house, $550/ 
month. Upper suite of duplex, 2 
bedroom $500. Parking, private 
entrance, not suitable for pets. 
MOTORCYCLE REPAIR SHOP 
3 BEDROOM FIS, WID, avail- FOR SALE TO be soid as one 
able Dec. 15th, 2005. Referenc- unit. ~ ~ ~ ~ h i ~ g  must go, T ~ ~ -  
es $650/month plus race locatlon. Tools, diagnostic 
security. 2X1-260-4034 (46~33 equipment. Office & shop sup- 
3 BEDROOM house on s. plies, Inventory/parts list upon 
Sparks. Large kitchenf. room, request. 'Location Lease avail- 
fenced back yard w/fruit trees, able' Call Larry @250-635-5449 
full basement. $650/month. Accepting offers for a Umited 
Available Dec. 1/05 250-635- tima n n l v  (AAeRI 
$126,500-$160,400. 
250-545-5472, 9th 250-798-2290 (44~3) 
250-638-0790. (43~3) 
FOR SALE. Like new, 3 bed- 
room mobile home. New floor- 
ingthroughout, fresh modern co- 
lours, F/S, W/D, NG heat, space 
for built in dishwasher. Peaked 
roof covers addition as well as 
mobile and deck. Chimney for 
wood stove. In quiet park which 
allows pets. $24,000. 250-65- 
2946 14403 
BASEMENT SUITE with two 
bedrooms. 2405 Apple St. Sep- I arate entrance. Fridae. stove. Summit Square Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
.lake view lots on Lake Okana- 
gan in Vernon, BC. Private 
beach/dock/pathways through 
preserved open space. Custom 
homes encouraged. Architectur- 
al guidelines. 7 years to build. 
Lots starting at $295,000. www. 
AdventureBayVernon.com 1 - 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
washer, dryer. $600/io.' Utilities 
included. Nonsmoking. Pets 
allowed. Available immediately 
Call 250-638-7608 (43P3) 7 1  FOR RENT 1 bedroom base- 
800-504-312I. 
WHISPER RIDGE 
- - 
ment suite. Washeddryer, gas 
fire place. Utility included, and 
cablevision. Upper Thornhill. m i m w n A  Available immediatelv 250-635- 
n c l m i - u -  =I)- -- mm I w I - I O  I n u m i m m m i  uu 
PRANSPBRTA TlON 
=S YqTEMS L TD.E 
3111 Ilakebrrn, Terrace 
basement suite. cable, all util- 
ities, A car a must. Five min- 
utes to town, Hwy 16 W. $550/ 
mo References, damage depos- 
it. Available immediately. Call 
ONE BEDROOM suite on the 
250-635-3772 (42P3) 
3756 or 250-61 5-253'2 (44~3) 
FURNISHED TWO bedroom CERTIFIED ORGANIC MEAT 
Beef 2.95hb; pork 2.95hb; lamb 
4.00/lb delivered to butcher Da- 
vid & Kathy Larson. Poplar Park 
Farm 250-842-6406 www.kls- 
plox.com/poplar park (44~3) 
ORGANIC APPLES .25hb win- 
ter apples. 3314 Earl St. Call 
250-635-6930 145D3) 
635-2728 
Container or van service! 
heat. $325 250-638-8639 
ONE BEDROOM, $450/month 
utilities included, outside entry, 
UPPER LEVEL one bedroom, 
big basement suite for rent from 
Dec. 1/2005. Close to down- 
town. No pets, no smoking. Ref- 
erences required. Call 250-635- 
4791 (46~3) 
(45p3) 
f/S, W/d. 250-635-7937 (45~1) 
MAULTIPOWPOMX PUPPIES. 
3 females. White/blonde in co- 
lour. Small and fluffy. Ready to 
go Nov. 17 $450. Call 250-635- 
6446 (45~3) 
rler Boots RV's 8, Comper 
Crab Traps Marine 
r or p ~ ~ e l .  hbnhly mter available. 
I OFFICE & WETAM SPACE I GWE ME fia@ 
CHfiNCE 
3 Year old Samoym 
white mix 
"CHOPPER" 
Healthy, neutered, FREE 
to a ood home. Playful 
to small children, has 
excellent temperament. 
Dog house included. 
Ccrtherhm 6 15-8 132 
intel 9. tgent, accustomed 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
524 h'.eplion & 3 o k e s  
600 h2. receplion a2  offices slaif room 
1000 ft' . will devide space to suit p .  QPPORWN~ES' 
with SECOND FLOOR 256 ft2 - one off ice 
956 f12- one big office & 3 offices 
250-635-6556 (46~3) FOR SALE Commercial Bldg 
AVAILABLE DEC. Ist. 4 bed- 3227 Kalum St. Consignment 
room house on half acre lot, F/S store could be Purchased SePa' 
included, N/G heat, $650 \ 250- rately. Owner may assist ,in fi- 
nancina to aualified buver. Call I AVQN 
To sell or buy call the 
District Manager 250-638-7369 I www. avon. ca 250-862-0638 (44~3) 
HOME FOR Sale. 3 bedrooms, 
'1,150 sq. ft, 1 1/2 bathrooms, 
3 appliances & woodstove. Full 
unfinished basement, some 
new flooring, located in Thorn- 
heights, 112 acre lot* Priced at 
$839900. Ready to move into. 
Call after 7:OO p.m. 250-61 5- 
Dozer (gas) Rebuilt, excellent 
condition, good undercarriage 
and tracks. 561 -1 887. , 
5 .  Cedar Gang and Merch, up to four loads. Call 635-9448 
I 7,200 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave (of 4 modules of 1,800 sq. ft.) 
998 sq. ft. Office/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 481 8 Hwy. 16 West 
FURNACES AIR DUCTS CHIMNEYS 
BEPTICS e SEWER BACKUPS ELEC. EEL. 
AND MUCH MORE... 
I 
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2002 Skidoo 
800 Summit 
$6,200 
1 44" Track 
2001 Arctic C a t  
Mouatain C a t  
600. EFI. 136" Track 
'$4,850 - 
3000 Arctic C a t  
2440 
20Q2 Arctic C a t  
Mountain C a t  
570. 136" Track Electric Start 
$2,650 - $4,800 
I 2005 Polaris I 
NOTlCE OF PUBLIC MEARINO 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday, November 22, 
2005, at the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine offices, at 300 - 4545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC commencing at 7:OO pm to receive representation 
from all persons who deem their interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Bylaw No. 37, 1976, 
Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of 
Electoral Area C Zoning Bylaw, 
Amendment Bylaw No. 522, PO05 
In general terms, the'purpose of the proposed bylaw i s  to rezone land described as 
Portion of Lot 2, District Lot 1707, Range 5, Coast District Plan 8270 from the Low 
Density Rural (R2) Zone to the Rural Resort (RC1) Zone. The rezoning i s  required to 
address a commercial guest lodge development. The intent of the Rural Resort (RC1) 
Zone i s  to allow in a rural setting, development OF a small-scale destination resort with 
integrated facilities to accommodute and serve the recreational pursuits of tourists interested 
in outdoor activities. The land subject to rezoning is  located adjacent to Highway 16 
West approximately 8 km from Terrace as indicated on the sketch. ,~ 
2 
1987 MAZDA 626, 4 cylinder, 5 1997 CHEV Blazer 4x4. All op- 1993 VOLKSWAGEN 5 cylinc 
speed, $1,000 OB0 250-61 5- tions including remote start. Ap- diesel Transporter, good runni 
9033 (45~3) ' vox. 108,000 kms. EC. Asking condition, new clutch and prc 
1991 224 Cavalier, 5 speed, V6, $1 1,000. Phone 250-635-7660 sure plate. Rebuilt starter a 
good running condition, in good t44p3) alternator $1,500; 1985 Fc 
shape. $3,000. Extra winter tires 1997 FORD Diesel, 250, 4x4, Ranger turbo diesel 2.3 $2,2( 
250-638-0402 (44p3) 11 8,000 kms, excellent condi- '/ 250-635-6766 (44p3) 
1- CHEV Malibu 4dr. F~IIY tion, single cab, $16,000 250- 1998 PLYMOUTH voyag 
loaded, great condition, tinted Good shape. 180 k. No prc 638-01 61 (44c2) 
windows. $8,500 OB0 250- 89 JEEP Cherokee Laredo. 4 lems $6,500 250-635-11 
615-6966 or call Ed at 250-635- dr., 6 cyl., 4x4. Power windows, 146~3) 
6375(45 3) locks. In great condition. Miche- FOR SALE: 1998 Ford Tan 
95 F O R ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  5 speed, pow- lin All Terrain tires. Asking $4500 Good condition, Low Kn 
er windowsldoors, 101,000 OB0 250-635-7624 (46P3) great for families, seats 6 pe 
kms. CD player, 4 cylinder, eco- Ple Asking $6500.00 call 25 
nomical. $5,500 080.250-251 - talned, excellent condition, 635- 7548 01 m ~ a i l  dOnnaschl 
2590 (46~3) 126,000 km. All options includ- meis~er@hotmail~~m (44P3) 
LIKE NEW Good Year ultra grip ed, sunroof, leather interior, 
tires, p i85 65 ~ 1 5  $300. 250- Michellin tires, 12 disc CD, auto, 
635-371 8 (46~3) 4 wheel. 250-635-6062 $1 3,500 
OB0 146~3) 
'99 EXPLORER XLT. Well main- 
I RMK800Demo I 
I$10,999.00 I 
2005 Polaris 1 
RMK 900 151" 
$8,999~00 
1985 BRONCO I1 4x4, hieeds 
some work. $1,500 OB0 250- 
1989 GMC Tracker. 5 speed, 
soft top 184,000 km $5,400 
1993 NISSAN Kingcab 4x4 V6 
243k. Very good condition. Re- 
cent body mechanical work, win- 
ter tires, boxliner. $7,900 OB0 
635-7880 (45p3 
OB0 250-635-4672 (44p3) 
250-635-9250 (45p3), 
1995 GMC Sierra SLE 1500 4x4, 
5.71, ext. cab, canopy, auto, air, 
extras, 79,800 km. Like new. 
$14.500 250-635-9525 (45D3) 
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager. 7 
seater, runs well, no rust, repair I 2003iRMK 800 I history available. Asking $1,500 
250-638-8605 (45~3) I Vertical Escape . I ..$7,800.00 
Please have your dog 
leashed or fenced-in 
away from your 
mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and 
Saturdays so your 
newspaper carrier 
can deliver your 
Paper* 
The public hearing on Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 522, 2005,>is to be held by 
Directors Bob Cooper, Les Watmough and Stew Christensen or their designated alternates 
as delegates of the Regional District Board. A copy of the Board resolution making the 
delegation and a copy OF the proposed bylaw may be inspected at the office of the 
Regional District OF Kitimat-Stikine, 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC between the 
hours of 8:30 am and 4:30 pm, Monday to Friday except statutory holidays. 
1984 Johnson I 3Shp Outboard w/Jet 
I $1,200.00 1. 
Phone: (250) 61 5-61 00 
1 -8OM63-3208 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine 
BC TIMBER SALES MdsIya( 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR L C "  
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A66996 BMSH CoLUMslA 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licenceA66998 1s 
being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Hazelton Field Team. 
Closing Date: , z  '' 
Estimated Volume':' 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a ground based system. 
The use of other systems may be subject to the Forest and.Range Practices Act and 
its regulations. 
The upset stumpage rate $12.00/m3 for the competitive volume, approximately 5,120 
m3, was determined by the variable cost method and is applicable only to coniferous 
green sawlog grades (except Interior Grade 3). This timber sale licence Is fully 
developed. 
Species percent: 
This licence requires tho building of approximately 1.2 kilometres of on-block roads. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise In Categoty 1, 2 or 3. Appllcations will be accepted by the Timber 
Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1. Tenders will be opened in public at 990  
a.m. on December 8,2005. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist$ (250) 
638-5100. Contact Julie Maitland at (250) 842-7664 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of thls notice 8 tender pkg is available at: 
httpJl//www5.for.gov.bc.ca/noticeslinit.dolnotlce ld=2166 
Eb 
December 8 2005'@ 830  am: , ..., b... - I \ . -  
Geographic Location: Kuldo FSR . " ' ' ' ' :" ' ' .. ,_ ' ' !  ' ' - '  
17,067 cubic metres, more or less Term: 18 months 
Balsam 16%, Hemlock 72%. Pine 246, Spruce 10% 
Wanted: Hemlock sawlogs, all 
sizes. Call Darrell Trouton at 
Microline Veneer and Forest Pro- 
ducts Corp. Phone (250) 804- 
930 CAT Loader. New tires, 
battery, ,sawdust$ bucket, gravel 
bucket, grapples, 1972 $28,000 
4994. , . i > 
The Certified General Accountants Association of British Columbia 
gives notice that the following former member has been barred 
from reinstatement, as a result of disciplinary action: 
Brian Perry, of Terrace, B.C. is  barred from 
reinstatement effective November 7,2005. 
A person barred from reinstatement i s  not permitted to hold 
out that they are a CGA or use the CGA designation or conduct 
business as a member of the CGA Association. 
Certified General Accountants Association of British Columbia 
, 300 - 1867 West Broadway, Vancouver, British Columbia VGJ SL4 
delivered. 867-668-2206 (46~3) 
16 FT. Welded aluminum (Mari- 
nex) boat, clw 100 HP mariner 
jet, leg & prop, new top, trailer, 
etc. $10,000 OBO; 6x8 heavy 
duty trailer clw sides $500. Will 
trade for lake boat. 250-635- 
C e d e d  Gencnl Accoununu 
Arrociation of Bndrh Columbia OLDER TENT trailer, needs re- 
pairs to roof and canvas. Could 
be converted to a utility trailer. 
Asking $250. 250-638-8605 
(45P3) 
63 5 =TIP 5 01 RMK 800. 151 track, twin slp pipes. Only 850 miles. $6500 OB0 call 250- 635-2269 for more info (44~3) 2003 ARCTIC Cat 800 ml. AD- prox. 450 miles, like new. Traiier 
also available $8,000 for both. 
2004 POLARIS" Sleds. 600 
RMK 144", stinger, custom wind- 
shield & bag. 550-2-Up 136:. 
Four place drive-on, drive-off 
trailer. have been garaged. Cov- 
ers & wheeled dollies included. 
250-635-9334 (44p3) 
250-846-5042 (45~3) 
ALUMINUM SNOWMOBILE 
deck with telescopic ramp. 
$1,100 OB0 250-635-2269 
(44p3) 
POLARIS SNOWMOBILE/ 
TRAILER Package: 2000 RMK 
700 Xtra Light with 136&#8221; 
track. 2001 RMK 700 with 
144&#8221; track 2005 Yacht 
Club trailer, 14&#8221; wheels, 
custom aluminum mudguard. 
Very low mileage, covers, 4 new 
helmets, other extras. $12,500. 
250-635-1 767 (43~3) 
UMITED TIME QFFER 
ENDS NOV. 30,2005. 
Purchase financing for 24 months 
on all 2005 models 
WWW.CARCREDlTBC.COM 
Automobile Loans. Trucks I 
Vans I Cars I SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Rates starting from 0%. 
Complimentary delivery. NO 
down payment. Apply online, 
call anytime 1-877-51 3-9564. 
2005 O W T B A C K  2.5i Wagon 
25L SOHC. 4-cylinder, horizontally-opposed SUBARU BOXER engine ' 168 horsepower and 166 Ib-ft of torque 
-5speed  manual transmission (5MT) or optional 4.speed electronic direct control 
Symmetrical full-time All.Wheel Drive with limited slip viscous.flpe rear differential 
*Driver and front passenger front and side-impact airbags; side curtain air bags 
AM/FM/CO audio system & air conditioning 
-6.spoke. 16' aluminum alloy wheels, premium woven cloth upholstery 
* Anti-theft securiry system 
*&way power adjustable driver's seat with lumbar support 
automatic transmission with SPORTSHIFP I4EAT SS) 
I lor 1s. Sinning hlSAP lot 2WS Outbnck 2 51 (501 ULI is 532.995 h%mihly payment and mn of borrowing 
'CEREAM TEAM 
AUTO FINANCING * Bank says NO! * We say YES! * Bankrupt? 
.k No Credit? 
Ir Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Work, You Drive? 
%'' Down 0.a.c. 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1-800-961 -7022 \lidor Cavalheiro Eddie Vance 
a 
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Your Terrace Standard/Weekend Advertiser 11 I"il NEWSPAPER CARR1ERS'"are out there 
, PLEASE LIGHT UP l"EPAT€WAY TO " 
To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or W 
P 
classif iedsebccom m u nitynews.com 3 
wvvw.Com m u n i tycl ass if i eds.ca 
F - 
.c 
0 
Y 
In - -  - toll free 1-866-669-9222 , I J I  7 
b 
'REACH 2.5 MILLION BC a YUKON READERS FOR $360 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,572 
i 0 
0 
1 > EMPLOYMENT - ~ - -  FOR SALE MISC. I -I---. PERSONALS - AUTOMOTIVE __ BUSINESS SERVICES 
' G U A R A N T E E D  C R E D I T  WORK FROM HOME on your ___ oppoRmTIK- FREE HEAT! Safe, reliable, SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC. Specializing 
.approvals - trucks, crew cabs, 
*chassis, cubes, diesels, 4x4s, 
. SUVs, spo rts/im ports, trades. 
Save thousands, delivery 
,anywhere in BC, www.carbuy.ca. 
,To l l - f ree  1-877-855-9499;  
AUTO FINANCING 
:C R E D I T Q  U E E N S .  C O  M .  
.Automotive financing. New & 
used Dodge, Ford, GM, import 
vehicles. Industry's lowest rates, 
same day approval. Call Joanne 
now at 1-866-832-0156 or go to 
www.creditqueens.comL-- _ _  
,BAD CREDIT? NO CREDIT? 
)Bankruptcy? No problem. You 
&work - you drive. Apply online 
www.dreamcatcher-loans.com 
:or call toll-free 1-800-648-841 8. 
SECOND CHANCE FINANCE. 
We say yes to poor credit and 
bankrupts. Select from over 450 
cars, trucks, 4x4s, vans. Call 
_-- M a r t y  -- 6 0 4 - 5 5 2 - 4 5 5 4 .  
I BUILDIM SUPPLIES 
FLOORING WHOLESALER 
'needs c a s h  f low.  Laminate 
'$.49/sq.f t ;  12ml  l a m i n a t e  
$1.99/sq.ft; laminate tile from 
$.99/sq.ft: 3 1/4" oak, maple or 
bamboo pre-fin $3.99/sq.ft; 
3 1/4" japanese cherry pre-fin 
$ 4 . 7 5 / s q . f t .  T o n s  m o r e !  
BUSINESS OPPOR-TUNlTlES 
Cauntry Depot, Truevalue 
Hardware, V&S department 
.stores - New & existing locations. 
.No franchise fee - earn dividends. 
Call TruServ Canada today - 
.-- 1 -800-665-5085 - www.truserv.ca. 
NEED-A-PHONE Inc. $1 9.95/first 
month. Reconnection with no 
credit check, no one refused. 
Toll-free at 1-866-444-381 5. 
*Email: need-a-phone@telus.net. 
Web visit Need-A-Phone.com. 
WORK AT HOME ONLINE. 36 
people needed immediately. Earn 
a part- or full-time income. Apply 
free online and get started! 
h- t t p : // w w w . w f h b c . c o m . 
I MADE $20,000/5 weeks. Make 
big dollars hand painting 
'Christmas/commerciaI windows! 
Full-time pay for part-time work! 
The hidden career. Learn how! 
www.windowjeann ie .com.  
:I --- 7 8 0 - 4 5 7 - 7 1  09 
;AUTO PARTS BUSINESS 
:(Auto Parts Plus) and/or 
:computer sales & repair 
:business. Location: Wadena, SK. 
OPhone: 1-877-338-4222. Ask 
$ f o r  GaLy o r  L o r i .  
:Liberty Tax Service seeking 
:entrepreneurs to be part of the 
*fastest g rowing intern at i o n a I 
stax service ever! Call toll-free 
:www. I i b ertyt ax ca n a d a. c o m . 
:NEW CONCEPT LAUNCH! 
,24/7 automated DVD movie & 
:video games rental/sales. 75 
:existing locations. Need investors 
:for prime locations. Contact 
:toll-f ree 1 -866-477-8046 or visit 
y v w w . v i d e o s e l f  . c a .  
1604-897-7797. 
1 4- 
_________I 1 - 8 0 0 - 6 3 1  -3342.  __ 
OWN YOUR OWN STORE - 
E a x  I : 8 6-6k.fL4 4zze-5-fl- -_ - - 
:FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY - 
:1 - 8 7 7 - 9 0 2 - 7 0 8 9 ,  
computer. Full or part time. 
No experience required. Start 
today. Visit our website now. 
www.MyHomePCJob.com.  
i Code: A l .  -______.___-___-I_-- 
CAREER TRAINING 
YOUR LIFE STARTS HERE! 
Jump start your career with CDI 
College & graduate in months - 
not years! Business, Technology, 
Health Care & much more. We 
have locations throughout 
Canada & classes are starting all 
the time! Call today toll-free 
BE AN INTERIOR DECORATOR 
with our, home-study course. 
Learn design principles and 
how to start a successful 
business. Call 1-800-559-7632 
f o r  a f r e e  b r o c h u r e .  
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 6 1 - 1 3 1 7 .  ___ - -__ 
www.she-ffieeld3LkQ o-!Lca.- 
____ CARS 
NEED A CAR or truck? Good 
credit, bad credit. Want a Visa? 
#I success rate. Delivery in BC. 
www.drivehomenow.com or 
________ - 
8 8 8 - 5 0 1 - 1  1 4 8 .  -. - 
CREDIT __I- COUNSELLORS - .
DEBT CONsoUDATlON PROGRAM. 
Canada Credit Services helps 
Canadians repay debts; reduce 
or eliminate interest rates, 
regardless of your credit situation! 
Call 604-734-81 58 or 1-866-663- 
7968 for confidential, no-charge 
c o n s u l t a t i o n .  F o r  o n l i n e  
application: www.canadadebt.ca. 
Bonded and licenced by the 
provincial aovernment. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be an 
A p a r t m e n t / C s n d o m i n i u m  
Manager.  Many jobs!  Job  
placement assistance. All areas. 
Government registered program. 
I n f o r m a t i o n / b r o c h u r e :  
______I-_ - . -------- 
604-681 -5456 / 1-800-665-8339. 
w\PL-\?/._RM?1.ca. _ _  _ _  _-- - 
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONISTS 
are in demand. Start your online 
career training today! At-home 
and on-site job placement 
assistance for all graduates. 
Call now! 1-800-466-1 535 or 
www,_c_a_n_s_cri!? StC_qm,  __-- 
EMPLOYMENT 
0 P PORTU N IT1 ES 
HUSKY HOUSE RESTAURANT 
in the Ramada Inn & Suites, 
Clairmont, Alberta. Experienced 
line cooks. Competitive wages, 
benefit package, temporary 
accommodation avai la b I e. 
Apply to Perry Miller. Fax 
7 8 0 - 8 1 4 - 7 4 5 9  o r  e m a i l :  
~- ramadagp __ @pomeroygroup.ca. 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Lowest hook-up from $22.36. 
F a n t a s t i c  m o n t h l y  r a t e s .  
Get reconnected with Easy 
Reconnect. We've been saving 
customers money for years. 
C a l l  1 - 8 7 7 - 4 4 6 - 5 8 7 7 .  
_____I_ _ _  
_ _ ~ _  
2 N D  Y E A R ,  3 R D  Y E A R ,  
Journeyman Welders required for 
oilfield fabrication shop, Nisku. 
Alberta. Journeyman shop rate 
$27/hour + bonus. Fax 780-955- 
0224. Phone 780-955-1 040; Cell 
780-722-531 9. Ask for Jeremy. 
SPRAY LAKE SAWMILLS in 
Cochrane. Alberta is looking for 
log trucks and experienced 
drivers. For more information call 
Martin Cooke 403-862-1 135. 
CHEAPER than a bald man's 
haircut - Telephone Reconnect! 
Only $24.95 + connection! 
L o w e s t  m o n t h l y  r a t e s  
guaranteed! Phone Factory 
Reconnect - Where talk is cheap. 
w w w . p h o n e f a c t  f) r+-. c 8 .  
FUNDRAISING COMPANY 
requires energetic comrnunity- 
minded individuals to promote 
Cad bu ry/Planters products 't6 
schools/groups. Call 1-800-268- 
1250 ext 3209 for more 
information. University/college 
s tuden ts  we lcome.  
1 - 8 7 7 - 3 3 6 - 2 2 7 4 ;  
ESTATE SALES 
CASH BUYER of inventory. We 
purchase salvage, surplus, end of 
line and total estates. Immediate 
cash available - we make quick 
decisions. No deal too big! Dave 
1-778-549-61 20. -------I-- 
__________ FINANCIAL SERVICES __ 
DEBT STRESS? End the worry. 
Avoid bankruptcy. Reduce 
payments by 30-40% & 
consolidate into one. End those 
phone calls & achieve peace of 
mind! Contact us online: 
www. m yde btso I ut ion. corn or 
toll-free 1-877-556-3500 (Pacific). 
____I____ FOR SALE MISC. 
you're reading them now! Place a 
25-word classified in 105 BC & 
Yukon newspapers for only 
$360. Call this newspaper 
f o r  d e t a i l s ,  o r  p h o n e  
w-ww , co m m u n it y cl  ass if i eds . ca 
SAWMILLS from $3,495.00- 
LumberMate-2000 & LumberLite- 
24. Norwood Industries also? 
manufactures utility ATV 
attachments, log skidders, board 
edgers and forestry equipment. 
www.norwoodindustries.com - 
free information: 1-800-566-6899 
Ext. 400 OT. -- - -  -- - 
BRAND NEW PC! Everyone's 
approved!* Get a fully loaded 
MDG computer with an Intel P4 
3Ghz from 99 cents/day. Includes 
everything you need: 512MB 
RAM, 17" LCD flat panel, 
Windows XP. Plus free 3.1 MP 
digital camera and free* 
print e r/sca n n e r/cop i e r for first 
500 callers ("call for conditions) 
HALF0,RD HIDE - Your mail 
order super store. Butcher 
supplies, leather, furs, anima! 
damage control products, 
trapping supplies. Free 80 page 
catalogue. 1-800-353-7864 
or www. ha l f  o r d  h i de .  com. - 
AT LAST! An iron filter that 
works. IronEater! Fully patented 
Canada/U.S.A. Removes iron, 
h a r d n e s s ,  s u l f u r ,  s m e l l ,  
manganese from well water. 
Since 1957. Phone 1 -800-BIG 
IRON; www.bigirondril1ing.com. 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK - 
1 - 8 6 6 - 6 6 9 - 9 2 2 2 .  
1 - 8 0 0 - 7 9 1  - 1  1 7 4 .  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _  
___ _____ ---__ 
clean, guaranteed! Inov8 
patented waste oil furnaces, 
boilers. C-UL. Designed for 
Canadian winters. ~ Leasing 
available. Call Inov8-Ontario 
_____- i n o v 8 @ s y m p a t i c o . c a .  - 
NEED A COMPUTER? Don't 
have cash? 100% financed! Poor 
credit accepted! Fast delivery! 
Money back guarantee! Free 
d i g i t a l  C a m c o r d e r !  ( 1  00  
available). Call now toll-free 
1 - 8 6 6 - 8 4 1 - 7 6 6 9 .  
www.canadiancomputerffinancing. 
c_o_ln_,_-_ ____ 
,LWILFA.,,CARTER,L ERANKIE, 
YANKOVIC, hundreds ofsother 
o ld - t ime  favour i t es .  CDs,  
cassettes, videos. Free 44-page 
catalogue. Music Barn, Box 
3160-e, Markham, ON L3R 6G5. 
w w w . t h e m u s i c b a r n  .corn/  
H O M E C R A F T E R S / F L E A  
MARKETERS/e-bayers: Finished 
wooden handicraft liquidation 
sale. $2,000,000 inventory being 
liquidated. Christmas/everyday 
product available. Designs by 
0 h io  Wholesale.  To l l - f  ree 
memberdesk@ wrbgifts.com, 
y w w  . w r b g i f t s . c o m'. 
7 0 5 - 4 4 8 - , 9  5 6 4 
cataloa,html,8P_53~6998~-- 
1 - 8 6 6 - 5 6 5 - 5 0 6 5 ,  
HELP WANTED - 
TRUCK DRIVERS WANTED 
for Fort Nelson, BC area. Class 
1 and 3 with Air. Fax resume 
a n d  d r i v e r s  a b s t r a c t  t o  
2 5 0 - 7 7 4 - 6 2 4 8  o r  e m a i l  
g a ryco rn ish @ north west_e_ne-tL. 
EXPERIENCED MEAT CUTTERS 
and 8enior Produce Clerks 
required immediately. Excellent 
pay, benefit package and 
opportunities across Alberta. Fax 
resume to (780) 624-1349 or 
email  Ib_r_e_cht @?Le-son.com .___ 
Iuwsm!!!eIIST OPPBR_TuN!T_Y 
12% INTEREST - PAID MONTHLY. 
Established Vancouver real 
estate company offering secured 
mortgage investment yielding 
12% interest - 5-year term - $1 OK 
minimum. Limited opportunity. 
www.camb iehos te l s . com/  
investors. 604-562-1 335.- - - __ ___ .-- 
PERSONALS _________ - _- __. 
DENIED CANADA PENSION 
PLAN disability benefits? The 
Disability Claims Advocacy Clinic 
can help. Call Allison Schmidt at 
www.saskadvocate .  corn _ _  
CRIMINAL RECORD? Get yours 
cleared. For travel to USA, career 
advancement, and your peace of 
mind. Free assessments. Call 
Jennifer at the National Pardon 
Centre toll-free: 1-866-242-241 1. 
www.nat iona1pardon.org.  
CANADA'S TOP PSYCHICS 
... Are you ready to believe in 
psychics again? Call now, 
you won't be disappointed! 
___ 1-900-451 -7070. $2.95/min. 18+. 
LIFEMATES the relationship 
people. Single? Meet your 
mate, guaranteed! Call Canada's 
largest and leading relationship 
company today at: 1-888- 
54MATES (62837) or visit us at 
www.lifematescanada.com. 
1 - 8 7 7 - 7 9 3 - 3 2 2 2 .  
in restoring love, marriage, 
business, curse or negative 
energy, etc. Will not question you,- 
will tell you! Free consultation 
- 1-800-71 3-801 5, 18 yrs +. 
REAL ESTATE - 
VANCOUVER ISLAND ACREAGES. - 
10 acre treed parcels; 2 acre fine 
home & barns: 5 acre character 
home, outbuildings & incredible 
ocean  v iews.  S e e  p h o t o s  
w w w . c o r d e l l e n s i g n . c o m .  
Re/Max Duncan 250-246-831 9. 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, 5th 
wheels, trailers, vans, campers. 
Total RV Centre. Special RV 
financing. Since 1984. Voyager 
R V  - Hwy 97, Winfield, BC. 
www.voyagerRV.ca  
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 1 4 4 7 .  
- 
STEEL BUILDINGS __ 
BUILDING SALE! "Last chance!" 
20x26 Now $4235. 25x30 $5800. 
30x40 $9250. 40x60 $14,999. 
Many others. Meets high snow 
and wind. One end included. 
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
___i---- 
FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS - 
Durable, dependable, pre- 
engineered, all-steel structures. 
' Custom-made to suit your needs 
and requirements. Factory-direct 
affordable prices. Call 1-800-668- 
8653 ext. 536 for free brochure. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: Factory 
direct - blowout sale1 While 
supplies last. 25x24, $3,790; 
30x50, $7,475; 40x60, $9,362; 
50x100, $15,612. Call now! 
Toll-free 1 ( 8  27_)-?28!: '?.!5o_Z, __ 
-A_-____------ 
. -TRAVEL- - ._ - ____- 
TIMESHARE RESALES - Sell- 
buy-rent-exchange. World's 
largest timeshare resale broker. 
Stroman Realty - since 1979. 
Worldwide selection of resort 
properties. Call today toll-free 
1 - 8 0 0 - 2 0 1 - 0 8 6 4 .  ._ ___- 
ALL INCLUSIVE HOLIDAYS ... 
Cheapest airfares and package 
prices in Canada. Discounted 
cruises, hotels, cars. Book 
o n l i n e  n o w  a n d  s a v e .  
www.canadatravels.com or 
call toll-free 1-800-563-5722. 
Tw!XL-- 
TRUCKS & DRIVERS NEEDED. 
Due to increased work, Bulk 
Systems is currently looking for 
trucks and company drivers for 
our Alberta & BC branches. 
Super-B experience required. 
Monday to Friday with weekend 
work available. Benefits and 
competitive pay package 
available. Fax resume and 
abstract to 604-795-5797 or 
contact our office during regular 
hours (8am-5pm PST), Mon to Fri 
- 1800-665-0664. Relocation 
allowance possible to qualified 
applicants. 
.- . . . . ... . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . .. -. - . . . --. -~.  ... -. ... . - .-. . .,. . . .. 
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BY 
MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE RIVER Kings served 
up the Mackenzie Moose for 
dinner twice in one weekend 
Oct. 29 and 30. 
Terrace swept Mackenzie 
In Saturday’s match, Ma- 
rio ’ Desjardins scored first 
for Terrace at 1514 011 an 
assist from Darcy Allison. 
Mackenzie’s Cam Sted- 
eford notched his team’s I I 
first goal at 8: 18 thanks to an A RIVER KING closes in for a shot on the Mackenzie Moose goal at the Terrace 
The Moose went UD bv 
4-2 and 3-1. 
assist by Kevin Wilkinson. Arena Oct. 30.=The River Kings won 3-1. RIVER KINGS WEBSITE PHOTO 
REGISTE,R FOR T H E  SCHOOL BEVERAGE CONTAIN,ER 
RECYCLING PROGRAM W H I L E  Y O U  S T I L L  C A N .  
It’s your chance to win prizes, raise money 
and teach students the importance of recycling 
empty beverage c0ntainec.s at your school. 
Register at zncorp.ca today. 
i 
of the second thanks to Troy 
Kaye and assistants Allison 
2-0 at the end of &e first pi-  
riod on goals by Allison and 
which wasn’t very good,” hc 
said. “There was a big crowd 
win on thc -board against 
their closest rival. 
and Terry Zdporzan. 
Chris Brown put Terrace 
ahead 3-2 with under three 
minutes left in the third, on 
assists from Howie O’Brien 
and Trevor Shannon. 
Desjardins capped the 
game for Terrace with his 
second goal at 13:38 in the 
third on assists from Allison 
and Zaporzan. 
A fight in the final m h -  
Ute saw Gary Kerbrat booted 
~ with a five minute penalty 
and game misconduct. 
Terrace killed Mackenzie 
with 50 shots on goal com- -
Sports 
Scope 
t 
’ ”  ‘Cal girls ! 
score 
volleyball 
victories 
CALEDONIA senior girls 
volleyball hosted a play 
day against local teams 
and took advantage of their 
Zaporzai. 
The second period fin- 
ished scoreless. 
Shannon put Terrace up 
3-0 before Mackenzie broke 
the possible shutout when 
Angstad notched the team’s 
only goal at 12:37 in the 
third period. 
Acting coach Kevin 
Fletcher said the team 
kicked ass. ‘‘I,> thought the 
guys played excellently,” he 
said, adding the games were 
really close. “They hustled 
and played hard.” 
He said the players stayed 
and I think everybody had a 
bit of nerves.” 
A lot of discipline prob- 
lems resulted in some reac- 
tionary penalties. 
“When you just whack 
back and you get caught for 
slashing because the guy 
gave you a little poke on the 
way down the ice is just gar- 
bage,” he said. 
Craig Walsh, who tended 
goal Saturday, and Burny 
Carlsen, Sunday’s netmind- 
ed, played well, he said. 
Nathan 1 MacNamara, 
who was thrown in Sunday 
“Well, I’d likc to think 
so. I’m never’ one for go- 
ing out on a limb,” Fletcher 
said, adding the River Kings 
played hard against Kitimat 
in their exhibition game. 
“I thought we were tak- 
ing it to them for 10 minutes 
every period. 
“I think they’re beatable 
and we can beat them with 
the way we’re skating.” 
Home ice should be an 
advantage as long as the 
team remains cool and stays 
out of the penalty box, he 
said. 
W November 17 
Come out to the arena and 
cheer on the River Kings as 
they skate against the Kitimat 
Ice Demons at 8 p.m. 
November 25 to 27 Full Service Rack Solutions 
The Totem Mixed Bon- 
spiel goes at the curling rink. 
To register, call 635-5583, 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazeiie Mini Mail fax to 635-4360 or email curling@ terrace.net. Mon.-Fri.Noon-b:3Opm - Sat. 10:00am-5:30prn 
” 
honle court to score a nearly 
perfect winning streak. 
Cal won four of their five 
games, only losing a close 
one to Prince Rupert Sec- 
ondary. 
“I think all of the teams 
enioved themselves.” said 
Kt% Axelson, athletic di- I Trainin; Room Basement of Terrace Fire Hall 
rector at Caledonia. #3-32 IS €by Street, Terrace 
Election of oficers and business at hand will take 
place for furfher information, call Carla at 635-6776 
Caledonia senior girls 
volleyball plays at zones in 
Smithers this weekend. 
FREE REGISTRATION. JOIN NOW 
PAY ONLY $15 - SAVE Zi;30.00 
1 800 582 801 1 WEIGHTWATCHERS,CA 
L . . . .  
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Laxelle 
Tuesday 5:30 pm 
LWeightWatchers* 
watch youneiF change- 
- Northern Savings Credit Union 
Skeena Native Developm-ent Society (SNDS), a non- 
profit First Nations Capacity and Business Development 
Cor oration locate’d in Terrace, takes this opportunity to 
in Terrace, for partnering in and fostering the growth 
and development of First Nations entrepreneurship in 
the region over the last number of years. 
In particular, Northern Savings Credit Union must be 
commended for the recent ”ground breaking event 
of approving a significant commercial loan for the 
expa’nsion of Sunrise General Merchandise Store in 
Kitamaat Village. 
Sunrise has been a family operated business since the 
mid 1930’s and because of Northern Savings economic 
foresight and business vision, our clients are able to 
strengthen and expand their private business to include 
restaurant and catering services, meetin room facilities, 
Thank you Northern Savings Credit Union! 
pub P icly thank the Northern Savings Credit Union, also 
lottery services and expanded mercanti 7 e product lines. 
0 
c 
O t  
. . .. . , . 
G Q O D ~ R  - GOOD- GOe9-R 
Workhorse 
Extra Grip Regatta 2 
eUS6MUIlYINS 
Safari Trex Wrangler Assurance SilentAnnor TripleTred ~WPS Lsm PIUNPSLSWS , F‘IPUPSLSWS CARS&MINIVANS 
SAVE 
$1180 O W  A S E T  
O F  FOUR O F  FOUR 
Offers available at the following participating locations: 
150 MILE HOUSE PRINCE GEORGE QUESNEL TERRACE 
150 MILE CENTRE 1039 GREAT STREET 1195A HIGHWAY 97N 4641 KEITH AVENUE 
(250) 296-41 16 (250) 562-62 1 1 (250) 992-5254 (250) 635-4344 
Over 140 locations across Western Canada to serve you! 
Ollers valid from Oclober 24 - Oecembar 10.2005 only a l  patllclpalinp relallefs. See relalier lor compiele delails. 
411 applicable lam (le GSI, PSI and N e  lares) ate extra Set felailer lor delails @TM Tiad?maiks 01 AIR MILES@ InleiMlional Trading B V Used under license by Loyally Manapmnl Gioup CaMda IN and GODdyeat hMda IC 
